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Introduction

The 1 August 1988 issue of Chemical & Engineering News contained an article that caused a sensation in the long-running controversy over fluoridation. “Fluoridation of Water,” a special report written by associate editor Bette Hileman, surveyed the arguments both for and against the measure.

Fluoridation is the addition of the element fluorine — called “fluoride” when in an ionized form — to public water supplies as a measure to help prevent tooth decay in children. Hileman’s article outlined the standard view that fluoridation greatly reduces tooth decay, but also presented criticisms of this view. It described evidence both for and against claims that fluoridation may be involved in health problems, such as kidney disease, hypersensitive reactions, and cancer. It also recounted some of the methods used in the ardent promotion of fluoridation.

Hileman had not been involved in the fluoridation debate that has raged for decades. In writing the article, she studied the issue and consulted both supporters and opponents of fluoridation.

The ideas in her article were not new, and most of the evidence had been canvassed repeatedly in other forums. Why, then, did it cause such an impact? The reason is that never before had such a major scientific publication presented both sides to the debate in such an extensive treatment. In particular, never before in recent decades had a major professional association, such as the American Chemical Society, publisher of Chemical & Engineering News, given the scientific criticisms of fluoridation such credibility.

In the English-speaking countries at least, fluoridation has long been virtually untouchable for “serious scientists.” Opponents of fluoridation have been categorized as cranks, usually right-wing, and akin to those who think the earth is flat. In most dental, medical, and scientific journals, the arguments against fluoridation are given little space and little credence.

The Chemical & Engineering News article represented a dramatic contrast to the usual dismissal of antifluoridation views. The article generated news stories around the country and overseas, and led to a large volume of correspondence in later issues. Not surprisingly, opponents of fluoridation were delighted with the article; supporters were dismayed. More significantly, many correspondents congratulated Bette Hileman and Chemical & Engineering News for raising both sides of the issue for public discussion.

A BRIEF HISTORY

The use of fluoride to prevent tooth decay was promoted by various individuals in Europe in the 1800s. But the key events on the road to fluoridation occurred later and in the United States.

Frederick McKay, a dentist, first noticed staining of teeth in his Colorado patients in 1901. The colors ranged from white, yellow, and brown to black. In serious cases, there was also pitting of the enamel. Unlike most others who had noticed this mottling, McKay was intrigued by it and, over the next three decades, he pursued its origins. He noticed that, whereas people who had lived in a particular community from birth had stained teeth, newcomers to the district did not. Further investigation convinced McKay that water supplies were responsible.

It was not until 1931 that chemical analysis provided an answer to what was causing the discoloration: fluoride. H. V. Churchill, chief chemist at the Aluminum Company of America, supervised tests on water samples and, with McKay’s help, established a connection between fluoride in drinking water and mottled teeth. At about the same time, researchers M. C. Smith, E. M. Lantz, and H.
V. Smith in Arizona were able to produce mottling in the teeth of rats by feeding them fluoride. Also in the same year, H. Velu reported the fluoride-mottling link based on work in Morocco and Tunisia.

McKay had long observed that mottled teeth, although unsightly, seemed to be more resistant to decay. Discovery of the fluoride connection finally stimulated the United States Public Health Service (USPHS) to investigate the issue. Led by H. Trendley Dean, USPHS scientists (mainly dentists) carried out surveys of decay in towns with different fluoride levels and also carried out experiments with animals.

A range of levels of fluoride led to the severe mottling observed by McKay and others. Severe mottling was widespread at five parts per million (ppm) and above, but less common at lower concentration. Investigators looked to see whether there was a concentration that avoided most mottling while providing the benefits of reduced tooth decay. The level judged to be optimal in this regard was 1.0 ppm.

Only a small fraction of water supplies have high levels of fluoride naturally. Most have less than 0.2 ppm, a concentration too small to provide much impact on decay. In 1939, it was first proposed to add fluoride to waters that naturally have low fluoride levels. Fluoride would be added to bring the concentration to about 1.0 ppm.

The proposal struck a chord with a small number of dentists and public health officials in the United States who began campaigning vigorously for fluoridation. Many others were more cautious, including national health administrators and USPHS scientists who were still studying the dental effects of fluoride. In 1945, the first of a number of trials was begun. In these studies, two cities with similar characteristics were selected. Both had low natural levels of fluoride in the water. One city had fluoride added to its water supply, while the other’s water remained unfluoridated. Rates of tooth decay in the cities were monitored by periodic examination of children’s teeth.

The first study involved Grand Rapids, Michigan, where water was fluoridated in 1945. The water supply in control city, Muskegon, also in Michigan, remained unfluoridated. In the same year and in New York State, Newburgh’s water was fluoridated, while Kingston served as the control. Other important early studies involved fluoridation of the water supplies in Evanston, Illinois, and Brantford, Ontario. Oak Park, Illinois, and Sarnia, Ontario, served as the respective controls.

At the time, it was thought that fluoride acted by being incorporated into the growing enamel of children’s teeth. Hence, it would take quite a few years to see the full effect of fluoridation. The trials were planned to last ten or fifteen years. But after only a few years, the reported reductions in tooth decay were quite striking.

The proponents of fluoridation — in particular, a few enthusiastic advocates such as Wisconsin dentist John G. Frisch and Wisconsin dental administrator Francis Bull — were impatient with delay. Their lobbying was aimed especially at administrators in the USPHS, the most influential body in the public health field. H. Trendley Dean, whose work helped lay the ground for fluoridation, was not a supporter of rapid implementation, preferring to wait for the full results of the fluoridation trials. Along with others, his view was influential in maintaining the USPHS’s cautious stand throughout the 1940s.

The high-pressure tactics of Frisch, Bull, and others eventually won out. The top administrators of the USPHS apparently overruled Dean, and, in 1950, the USPHS endorsed fluoridation. Shortly afterward, two key professional bodies — the American Dental Association (ADA) and the American Medical Association (AMA) — also expressed support.

In the United States, however, decisions concerning public water supplies are made at the level of states, cities, or towns. The USPHS endorsement did not force any community to fluoridate, but it did provide vital authoritative backing for local individuals and groups that pushed for it.

The endorsements by the USPHS, ADA, and AMA were based on the claim that
fluoridation resulted in massive reductions in tooth decay, typically quoted as 50 to 60 percent, with no associated health risks, and at little cost to the community. At the time, dental decay was widespread, and many dentists felt unable to cope with it. Many people had all their teeth removed at an early age due to decay. In this environment, fluoridation was an attractive proposition. During the 1950s, a large number of communities moved to fluoridate their waters.

But almost as soon as the push for fluoridation began in the 1940s, a vocal and persistent opposition arose. In many communities where fluoridation was proposed, there were local individuals and groups that claimed that it was dangerous. The opponents typically claimed that it caused certain health problems in some people, and that it was “compulsory mass medication” and, therefore, unethical as well as an abuse of government power.

This basic configuration of proponents and opponents has persisted from the 1940s until today. The arguments on each side have remained essentially the same. The proponents assert that fluoridation massively reduces tooth decay rates, has no proven adverse consequences for health (except negligible mottling of teeth, which is only of cosmetic concern), and is the cheapest and most effective way of getting fluoride to all members of the population. The opponents say that the benefits are overrated, that there are a variety of proven or possible adverse health consequences (including skeletal fluorosis, intolerance reactions, and cancer), and that fluoridation is unethical because it is compulsory medication with an uncontrolled individual dosage.

Although the arguments have remained much the same, the fortunes of fluoridation have waxed and waned. The population drinking fluoridated water in the United States greatly expanded during the 1950s, but the opposition caused local reverses and stopped many proposals. Since the 1960s, the fraction of the U.S. population served by water supplies with added fluoride has increased only gradually, and now hovers at about one half.

From the United States, the message about fluoridation was sent around the industrialized world. Dental and medical authorities, after investigation, usually endorsed the measure. In several countries — especially Australia, Canada, Ireland, and New Zealand — the pattern has been similar to that of the United States: there has been widespread adoption of fluoridation in the face of strenuous opposition. On the other hand, in Britain, only one in ten people drinks fluoridated water. In continental Western Europe, the measure was greeted even more cautiously by government bodies, and fluoridation is found in only a few localities. Only in the Netherlands did a sizable fraction of the population ever receive fluoridated water, and that program was terminated in the 1970s. By contrast, several Eastern European governments have introduced fluoridation on a more substantial scale, although it is far from universal.

In nonindustrialized societies, fluoridation is not usually a feasible proposition. In some countries, tooth decay was not much of a problem as long as the diet remained sufficiently traditional. But as the diet became Westernized, with large amounts of refined and sugary foods, tooth decay became a serious problem. The main obstacle to fluoridation in nonindustrialized countries is a lack of centralized public water supplies. Often, water is obtained from private wells not suitable for fluoridation.
Table 1 Percentage of the population served by water supplies with added fluoride, in selected countries in the late 1980s. For details see the appendix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Germany</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>15?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Greater than zero but less than 0.5 percent.

The proponent case has had no dramatic developments since 1950. The early promoters of fluoridation — including prominent figures such as H. Trendley Dean, John G. Frisch, and Francis Bull — have been followed by many others, such as Frank J. McClure, Ernest Newbrun, Herschel S. Horowitz, and Brian Burt. Other countries have their own lists of prominent proponents, including Douglas Jackson, John J. Murray, and Andrew J. Rugg-Gunn in Britain, and Noel Martin, Lloyd Carr, and Graham Craig in Australia.

The proponents refer to an accumulating body of data supporting the efficacy of fluoride in preventing tooth decay. They have also produced critiques on claims of hazards.

Compared to the proponents, it is easier to single out scientist opponents around the world. George Waldbott was undoubtedly the most prestigious opponent in the United States from the 1950s until his death in 1982. Others have been Frederick Exner, Albert Burgstahler, and John Lee. These critics have concentrated on the health hazards of fluoridation, including allergic and intolerance reactions.

In the mid 1970s, John Yiamouyiannis and Dean Burk joined the debate when they made dramatic claims about a link between fluoridation and cancer, and, since then, this issue has been a continuing and contentious one. Yiamouyiannis is the most prominent scientist opponent in the United States today. Another side to the opponents’ case is a critique of the evidence that fluoridation enormously reduces tooth decay. Waldbott, Exner, and others introduced this point, but the earliest comprehensive critique was presented by Philip Sutton, an Australian dental researcher, in 1959. In the 1980s, the critique of the size of benefits was taken up by John Colquhoun in New Zealand; Mark Diesendorf, Australia; John Yiamouyiannis, United States; and Rudolf Ziegelbecker, Austria. These individuals rank among the world’s leading scientist opponents of fluoridation.

The fluoridation debate has been such a bitter one that it is virtually impossible to say anything on the topic that cannot be questioned by one side or the other, or both.
This applies to the history of fluoridation as much as to anything else. The abbreviated account I have given is largely the picture as presented by the proponents of fluoridation. Some opponents have emphasized other events in the history, and given a different complexion to the whole account. I will have occasion to return to some events that have been the subject of debate. Suffice it to say that the selection of historical events as significant and the interpretation of motives are influenced by the stance of those making the selections and interpretations.

ANALYZING THE FLUORIDATION CONTROVERSY

The confrontation between expert proponents and opponents of fluoridation is a central focus in this book. By contrast, most social scientists have treated fluoridation as scientifically beyond dispute and have ignored natural scientists who are opponents. These social scientists have focused on the popular opposition to fluoridation and tried to explain it by factors such as ignorance, political conservatism, alienation, and confusion. This approach exempts the scientific aspects of fluoridation from scrutiny. The resulting analyses of the controversy are one-sided, usually serving the proponents by implicitly denigrating the opponents.

To analyze the fluoridation controversy, I prefer to use instead what can be characterized as a power picture of science. Instead of treating science solely as a search for truth, science is analyzed like other social activities such as advertising or transportation. In this picture, science is something people do that serves some interests in society more than others, especially the interests of scientists themselves and other groups with money and power enough to fund research and apply results.

Power is involved in all aspects of the practice of science, even in the daily processes by which scientists make decisions about what is valid knowledge. What is counted as knowledge depends on getting agreement from other scientists, and this may involve funding, status, or persuasive ability.

Fluoridation is a good topic for examining the dynamics of science and power because the opposition, while far from entirely successful, has not been totally submerged. The profluoridationists have been largely successful in maintaining their views as dominant among key groups in English-speaking countries, and this helps reveal the processes by which orthodoxy is established and perpetuated. But this insight is made possible by the persistence of a minority opposition, which ensures that the exercise of power in science is, to some extent, brought out into the open.

Furthermore, the issue has been a public one, and this means that many of the arguments for and against fluoridation have been spelled out with exceptional clarity. Internal disputes within the scientific community about theories of chemical catalysis, for example, do not generate very much accessible material for analysis. Finally, fluoridation combines technical, political, and ethical dimensions in a potent mixture.

In using the power picture of science to analyze fluoridation, I employ a variety of concepts and approaches. One is the idea of a “resource” or “tool.” Various elements — including slogans, claims of scientific knowledge, publications (Hileman’s article, for example), professional prestige, authoritative endorsements, community organizations, governments, and the mass media — have been used as resources in the struggle over fluoridation.

Another important concept is interest. For example, scientists have an interest in obtaining publishable results, establishing a good reputation, and having a good job. Corporate executives have an interest in increasing sales and profits, and also in protecting their executive status and privileges.

The idea of “social structure” or “social institution” is also valuable. For example, capitalism is a way of organizing work based on private property and the purchase of labor power. This results in patterned sets of
relationships between people, such as the employer-employee relationship.

Rather than try to analyze fluoridation by using a single unified theoretical picture, I prefer to approach it at a series of different levels, using the concepts already mentioned where appropriate. I have selected parts of the controversy that highlight the interacting roles of knowledge and power.

Chapters 2 through 6 can be seen as a series of examinations of the fluoridation debate, each showing the exercise of power on a successively larger scale. Each chapter reveals a power dynamic that casts a different light on the preceding chapters.

In chapter 2, I examine the arguments raised by scientists who support or oppose fluoridation in relation to benefits, risks, individual rights, and decision making. This can be considered to be an analysis at the level of intellectual debate, although, even here, the role played by other factors can be observed. In detailing the arguments, chapter 2 also sets the stage for the later analysis.

Proponents and opponents line up in an almost completely predictable fashion on the entire range of arguments, from science to ethics. Chapter 3 probes this remarkable coherency of viewpoints, which can be explained as a product of the polarizing nature of the fluoridation debate itself: the partisans develop their coherent views in order to make a solid case in the rough and tumble of public debates and campaigns. This analysis at the level of social psychology suggests that the scientific arguments outlined in chapter 2 have been shaped, directly or indirectly, by the requirements of public fluoridation debates.

Chapter 4 turns to the struggle for credibility, which involves obtaining authoritative backing and attacking the credibility of those on the other side. This means going far beyond attacking the credibility of scientific statements, which would constitute part of an intellectual dispute. Rather, the attack is on the credibility of individuals as scientists and as honest, sensible, and upstanding citizens. This is a level involving every possible use of rhetoric against the reputations of individuals as a tool in a struggle for authority. The existence of systematic attempts to undermine the credibility of individuals as people — rather than the credibility of their arguments, and to gain support on the basis of authority — shows the limitations of dealing only with arguments and views as in chapters 2 and 3.

Another exercise of power has been control over publication, research funding, and professional accreditation. In all these areas there are examples of the overt use of the power of the dental profession against antifluoridationists. Chapter 5 examines this side of the controversy by placing it in the context of the dental profession’s support for fluoridation. This analysis at the level of professional power shows that the debate over scientific knowledge about fluoridation has involved more than language. It is not solely an intellectual dispute, nor a verbal duel for authority and credibility, as treated in chapters 2 to 4. Rather, the material basis for scientific communication, scientific research, and professional advancement — namely, publications, research grants, and accreditation — have been used as tools in the struggle.

Moving beyond a focus on individual researchers and partisans, chapter 6 looks at the role of industrial corporations whose interests may have shaped the context of the fluoridation debate. This analysis, at the level of corporate power, suggests that the issue of fluoridation might not have arisen in the form that it took — or even become an issue at all — had the historical configuration of corporate interests and the dental profession been different.

Proceeding through chapters 2 to 6, the focus changes from the exercise of power at the level of individuals and arguments to the role of power at the large scale of social structures. All levels are required for a full picture. The large-scale, structural perspectives provide the context for detailed disputation; without these wider contexts, the debate might be imagined to be proceeding on the basis of fact and logic alone. But the structural perspectives do not tell the story by themselves. Rather, they provide a framework for and an influence on debate. Even so, only a
detailed examination can tell what arguments are actually developed and deployed.

In chapter 7, I attempt to draw out some implications of the analysis. How should the debate be resolved? Can the debate be resolved? In retrospect, how could the proponents and the opponents have improved their strategies? I conclude that there is no simple answer to any of these questions. In confronting the fluoridation debate, one also confronts — implicitly or explicitly — basic issues about the organization of society.

A basic theme in my analysis is that it is impossible to separate the scientific and power dimensions of the fluoridation issue. In order to assess the scientific work on fluoridation, it is necessary to understand the wider social context — the careers of key individuals, the commitment of the USPSH and the ADA, and the potential of corporate support or hostility. All of these can influence what scientific research is done or not done, the predisposition of researchers to obtain particular types of results, and the assessment of contrary findings. The body of research relating to fluoridation and the common evaluations made of it cannot be separated from the wider power dimensions of the controversy.

Conversely, it is impossible to understand fully the power dimensions of the controversy without assessing the scientific issues. The common view that fluoridation is scientifically beyond question, as well as the minority view that it is scientifically indefensible, eliminate the possibility of understanding how scientific knowledge claims are embedded in power struggles. Assessing the struggles over scientific knowledge is essential to a full understanding of wider power dimensions.

It is not my task in this analysis to either support or oppose fluoridation. So far as I am concerned, that is a side issue. My interest is in the analysis of scientific knowledge as it is used and shaped in the course of a bitter public dispute. In developing my analysis, I have benefited greatly from a handful of writers who have analyzed the issue without assuming that fluoridation is scientifically correct.

Chapter 8 deals with the social analysis of the fluoridation controversy. I briefly describe standard approaches in previous studies, contrast my own approach with them, and defend my formal agnosticism about fluoridation. I also recount a potential difficulty encountered by those studying contemporary controversies: the involvement of the researcher, reluctant or otherwise, directly in the controversy.

In this book I present one way of looking at the issue of fluoridation. It is certainly not the only way. It is my hope that, in selecting some perspectives not often given attention previously, some will see this issue in a new light.

When I circulated the first draft of this book to a range of individuals for comment, I also invited them to write responses to my text. Edward Groth III took up this offer, and I am greatly pleased to have his insightful essay as part of this book. It deals with how to assess the scientific evidence on fluoridation. It is highly appropriate that Groth’s views should be represented here, since his pioneering work on the fluoridation controversy has received insufficient attention.

NOTES


2. Stated in each issue of Chemical & Engineering News is the disclaimer that the American Chemical Society “assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by the contributors to its publications.” Nevertheless, the views expressed are given considerable legitimacy by their very publication.

3. In a special issue of the Journal of the American Dental Association on fluoridation, the introduction likened antifluoridationists to those who opposed fire and the wheel, who believed the earth is flat, who opposed the automobile, who opposed anesthesia, and who opposed blood transfusions, vaccination, immunization, Pasteurization, and chlorination. “Fluoridation is Here to Stay,” Journal of


5. One part per million fluoride means one milligram of fluoride in each liter of water.


7. This figure understates the extent of fluoridation of public water supplies, because many of the 50 percent who drink unfluoridated water do not use public water supplies but instead obtain water from wells and other sources. Furthermore, some waters are naturally fluoridated and do not count as having added fluoride.

8. In referring to leading scientist supporters or opponents of fluoridation, I use the term scientist loosely to include doctors and dentists who are familiar with scientific research on fluoridation.


10. My approach to the fluoridation controversy is elaborated and placed in context in chapter 8.


12. Chapter 8 was written after Groth’s commentary was completed, hence my remarks in chapter 8 on his contribution. Groth gave me comments on a draft of chapter 8, but preferred to leave his own essay unaltered.
The aim in fluoridation is to adjust the concentration of fluoride in public water supplies to the optimal level for dental health. The main beneficiaries are children up to the age of twelve or perhaps as old as sixteen. Benefits for adults are less certain.

The higher the concentration of fluoride in the water, the greater is the preventive effect against dental caries, commonly known as tooth decay. But as McKay discovered back in 1901, if the concentration is too high, staining and, in severe cases, pitting occurs. The optimal concentration of fluoride — considered to be about 1.0 parts per million (ppm) — prevents tooth decay as much as possible without causing much mottling. In hotter climates where people drink more water, the concentration of fluoride is set lower, perhaps to 0.7 ppm. In cooler climates where people drink less water, the concentration is set higher, such as 1.2 ppm.

Fluoridation is not intended to provide a controlled dosage but rather to mimic naturally fluoridated water supplies which, as shown by H. Trendley Dean’s studies in the 1930s, result in less tooth decay throughout the community. People who drink one liter of water with 1.0 ppm fluoride swallow exactly one milligram of fluoride. But different people drink different volumes of water. Some, such as laborers and athletes, may drink several liters per day. Others may drink only milk or fruit juice and obtain no fluoride from the water supply. So, whereas the concentration of fluoride in the water can be specified and controlled, the dosage of fluoride to any individual is uncontrolled.

The most obvious way to ensure a precise dosage of fluoride is to take a tablet. Fluoride tablets have been advocated and used widely, especially in regions where water is not fluoridated or where there is no public water supply. The biggest problem with fluoride tablets is that most people find it a chore to take them. Children are expected to take them daily for the first 12 or so years of their life, and experiments show that few parents are able to instill the required habit.

By comparison, it requires no will power to reap the benefits of water fluoridation. Simply by virtue of drinking water, most people will obtain fluoride. This means that individuals who never go to a dentist, or those who have decay-producing diets due to poverty, ignorance, or preference, still obtain the benefits of fluoride. Admittedly, some children obtain less than the amount of fluoride specified as optimal. But water fluoridation still provides a wider cross section of benefits than do fluoride tablets, since more people drink some water than would persist in taking tablets.

Most promoters of fluoride to prevent tooth decay prefer water fluoridation over other methods of obtaining fluoride — so much so that the word “fluoridation” is normally taken to mean addition of fluoride to public water supplies. Water fluoridation gets to a larger fraction of the public and is also thought to be more effective than other approaches. It is also quite inexpensive on a per-capita basis, even when one considers that large volumes of fluoridated water are used in industry, to water lawns, and for other purposes. Only a tiny fraction of the water supply is actually consumed.

The case for fluoridation

The strength of the arguments in favor of fluoridation rests on the widely experienced pain of tooth decay, plus the claim that decay will be dramatically reduced by fluoridation without any effort, harm, or much expense. A large segment of the population has experienced toothaches or seen their effects on family or friends. This set of experiences provides a powerful motivation to seek a way of reducing or eliminating this pain. Dentists
in particular witness the problem regularly and this helps explain why so many of them support fluoridation.

Fluoridation promises a solution that seems miraculous. Simply by adding a tiny concentration of a tasteless element to the water supply, tooth decay is supposed to be reduced by one-half or even more.

A limitation of the basic argument for fluoridation is that it only promises to prevent tooth decay. That doesn’t help someone with a toothache now. If a fluoride tablet could positively cure decay, it would be much easier to sell. A quick cure is something that can be observed by anybody (although the cause of the cure may be debatable). Prevention is altogether harder to document and, therefore, harder to sell.

In their arguments for fluoridation, proponents most commonly refer to numerous scientific studies. The classic trials in Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan; Newburgh and Kingston, New York; and other communities were designed to compare populations drinking fluoridated water against those drinking unfluoridated water. The researchers found that decay rates were greatly reduced in the fluoridated communities.

For example, John J. Murray and Andrew J. Rugg-Gunn refer to these studies in their authoritative book *Fluorides in Caries Prevention*. They conclude, “the strength of the experimental proof of the caries-inhibitory property of fluoride drinking water lies ... in the fact that the three American studies, carried out by different investigators in different parts of the country, reached similar conclusions: addition of 1 ppm fluoride in the drinking water reduced caries experience by approximately 50 per cent.”1 In surveying ninety-five studies from twenty countries on the effectiveness of fluoridation, Murray and Rugg-Gunn state that “The modal [most common] percentage caries reduction is 40-50 per cent for deciduous teeth and 50-60 per cent for permanent teeth — this is in agreement with the oft-quoted statement that ‘water fluoridation reduces dental decay by half.’”2

In a briefer discussion of key clinical trials, prominent dental researcher Ernest Newbrun states that “the conclusion that fluoride is effective in reducing dental caries prevalence is based not only on clinical diagnosis of carious lesions but also on blind clinical and radiological examination of children and on strictly objective criteria such as missing permanent first molars.”3 Similarly, Wesley O. Young, David F. Striffler, and Brian A. Burt, in a dental textbook, state that “Fluoridation is the most effective and efficient means of reducing dental caries on a community-wide basis. It reduces caries prevalence by 50 to 60 percent in the permanent dentition among children born and reared in a fluoridated community.”4

These types of scientific findings are easy to use for promotional purposes. The results are presented typically to dentists, doctors, politicians, and the general public in the form of statements such as “More than 50 years of research and practical experience have proved beyond a reasonable doubt that fluoridation is effective in preventing tooth decay. Hundreds of studies have demonstrated reductions in tooth decay of 60-70% in communities with either natural or controlled fluoridation.”5

Many antifluoridationists have left unchallenged the research results showing reductions in tooth decay by fluoridation. There are several reasons for this. First, there are many studies showing such reductions, as well as numerous studies of the microscopic processes in the mouth that explain how reductions can occur. It is hard to counter such a preponderance of research. Second, most of those who have done research on the effect of fluoridation on tooth decay have been supporters of fluoridation. There have been few inside this group of researchers to take up the antifluoridation cause. Finally, the arguments about health risks and individual rights are much more powerful tools for opposing fluoridation.

**Questioning the Benefits**

Nevertheless, there have been some criticisms of the claims for large benefits from fluoridation. The first thorough critique was by Philip R. N. Sutton, then a senior research fellow at
the University of Melbourne Dental School. Sutton’s monograph, *Fluoridation: Errors and Omissions in Experimental Trials*, was published in 1959 by Melbourne University Press. Sutton examined the five classic fluoridation trials, of which the comparison between Grand Rapids and Muskegon was the first. He began by stating that these trials constituted “the main experimental evidence which has led to the introduction of this process [fluoridation] as a public health measure.”

Sutton’s work is a critique of the claims for massive benefits from fluoridation. He proceeds by scrutinizing the central research papers and exposing methodological flaws in them. For example, he points out the problem of examiner bias: if the dental examiners who count the number of decayed, missing, and filled teeth in children know whether a particular child is from the fluoridated or the unfluoridated community, this may unconsciously affect their evaluation. (Sutton points out elsewhere that assessment of whether a cavity is present depends on whether a dentist’s probe encounters hard or soft material in the tooth, a process involving a distinct evaluative element. Counting missing and filled teeth is a less contentious process.)

Sutton suggests that a proper blind procedure would involve bringing children from both fluoridated and unfluoridated communities to the examiners in such a way that they would not know which children were which. Because this was not done in any of the classic studies, they are all open to the criticism that examiners unconsciously found what they wanted or expected to find.

Sutton raises a large number of points in regard to the classic studies, including lack of sufficient baseline statistics prior to fluoridation, variations in sampling methods, examiner variability, and sampling error. In the Grand Rapids study, the results were limited by the fact that the control city, Muskegon, was fluoridated in 1951, six years after the beginning of the study.

The power of Sutton’s critique is that it exposes the “soft underbelly” of scientific research, namely that scientists do not do everything the way they are supposed to in theory. But this does not in itself automatically lead to the conclusion that fluoridation doesn’t work. A piece of research can come up with a valid conclusion even though the methods used are less than perfect.

Sutton himself did not carry out a proper controlled study of fluoridation. Nor did he prove that the studies he examined came to the wrong conclusion. He made a lesser claim: that the scientific methods used in the classic studies were inadequate, and, hence, these studies are not a good basis for proceeding with fluoridation. His assumption is that the onus of proof should lie with those promoting fluoridation to conclusively demonstrate its benefits.

After Sutton’s monograph was published, the president of the Australian Dental Association sent copies to the scientists who had been in charge of the classic studies. As a result, several reviews were published, mainly in the *Australian Dental Journal*. In the second edition of his monograph, published in 1960, Sutton included four reviews and his replies to them.

Several of the reviewers deal with technical points, either defending the studies against Sutton’s criticism or criticizing Sutton’s account. For example, Sutton had said that, in two of the control or unfluoridated cities, there were significant changes in tooth decay rates. This was contrary to the reports of the studies claiming that these rates had stayed about the same.

R. M. Grainger takes this up in one of fifteen specific points in his review. He said the important thing was that, in the control cities, the changes noted by Sutton “were upward trends or mere fluctuations” compared to the fluoridated city of Brantford where the change was “a highly significant continual downward trend.” Replying to Grainger, Sutton notes that the chance that fluctuations would be as great as noted was 1 in 370 and therefore these changes were significant rather than “mere fluctuations.” Sutton also points out that the “highly significant continual downward trend” in decay rates in Brantford appeared only in children aged twelve to
fourteen, and therefore Grainger’s claim of a continual downward trend in Brantford is incorrect and misleading.10

This example is one of the more readily understandable points of technical disagreement between Sutton and his critics. It illustrates the small details involved. This technical attack and counterattack can be interpreted as a battle for credibility, in which showing even tiny mistakes in the other side’s argument is important since it reflects on the soundness of their case.

If the first basic response to Sutton was to challenge him on technical points, the second response was to question whether his argument was relevant to fluoridation at all. Donald Galagan, the assistant chief of the Division of Dental Public Health, United States Public Health Service, made this point strongly. It is an important argument, used ever since by profluoridationists.

Galagan argues that the scientific basis of fluoridation had been solidly established before any of the classic control studies. The benefits of fluoride were shown by examination of children who drank naturally fluoridated water. “The fact is that the projects at Brantford, Grand Rapids, Newburgh and Evanston were designed primarily to evaluate the technical, financial and administrative problems associated with the controlled addition of fluorides to a municipal water supply, and, secondarily, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the procedure to the profession and the public.”11

The basis of Sutton’s monograph was the claim that “proposals to fluoridate domestic water are almost entirely based” on the results of experimental trials in these four cities.12 Arguably, one reason why studies of naturally fluoridated communities cannot be used to draw ironclad conclusions about artificially fluoridated communities is that most waters that have high natural levels of fluoride also have high levels of other minerals such as calcium and magnesium, and also contain trace elements such as strontium and boron. It is difficult to rule out that the high mineral content of so-called hard water, which is usually associated with high natural fluoride levels, may contribute to the resistance of teeth to decay. The controlled studies were exactly the sort of test required to determine whether added fluoride alone, without the other elements, would reduce tooth decay.

Sutton’s reply to Galagan does not rely so much on this sort of logic (which was implicit in Sutton’s analysis) as on quotations from key researchers involved in the classic trials themselves. For example, he quotes one group of researchers involved in one of the two Brantford studies as saying in 1951, “It was recognized that fluorine in the public water supply was not a proven method for the prevention of dental caries, and that it might take ten years to prove or disprove its preventive value.”13 Through a series of quotations, Sutton attempts to show that, at the time, the controlled studies were seen as tests of the effectiveness of artificial fluoridation against tooth decay. In this way, Sutton asserts the relevance of his critique of methods used in those studies.

It is important to note that what is ostensibly a technical dispute about scientific experimentation actually involves a dispute about history: the history of fluoridation. Sutton interprets the history as one in which the controlled studies of matched communities were seen as a crucial test of the effectiveness of fluoridation. Many of the proponents of fluoridation interpret the history as one in which fluoridation was established scientifically in the 1930s through studies of naturally fluoridated communities and through animal studies, and in which the controlled studies of matched communities were demonstrations of the effectiveness of fluoridation.

A related response to Sutton is to point out that scientific understanding of the mechanism by which fluoride prevents tooth decay has changed. In the 1940s and 1950s, it was accepted that fluoride needed to be incorporated into the enamel of growing teeth. But in recent decades, the topical or surface effect of fluoride has been assessed to be of equal or greater significance. Fluoride in the saliva is thought to inhibit decay, for example, by promoting remineralization at the surface of the tooth. The classical studies and Sutton’s
critique do not allow for the topical effect of fluoride in drinking water, which could reduce tooth decay quickly.

Although Sutton’s criticisms were met with a vehement response in the reviews published in 1960, little debate on this topic was carried out thereafter. Sutton did not pursue his challenge, and antifluoridationists, while sometimes citing his views, did not take them up as a central plank in their campaigning. The intricate technical points involved are not the best type of material for public campaigning. For their part, the proponents have assumed that the effectiveness of fluoridation has been established. Few texts or review papers on fluoride and tooth decay even mention the existence of a critique by Sutton or anyone else.\textsuperscript{14}

This situation changed only in the 1980s when John Colquhoun, Mark Diesendorf, and Rudolf Ziegelbecker published critiques of the effectiveness of fluoridation. Diesendorf’s approach is similar to Sutton’s. He examines studies claiming to show that fluoridation reduces tooth decay to determine whether they conform to a rigorous methodological ideal in which a control is used, baseline data are available, examinations of cavity rates are carried out in a blind fashion, and there are no confounding factors. Even though there have been dozens of studies — almost all of them showing a reduction in tooth decay associated with fluoridation — Diesendorf argues that few, if any, are satisfactory statistically.\textsuperscript{15}

Diesendorf has injected two important points into the fluoridation debate. First, he quotes studies and data showing significant declines in tooth decay in unfluoridated regions. Second, he quotes studies and data showing continued declines in tooth decay in fluoridated regions, long after the maximum effects should have been obtained.

For example, seven-year-old children should obtain maximum benefits if their water supply has been fluoridated for seven years or more (although benefits may well occur in less than seven years). For a community fluoridated for twenty years, tooth decay rates for seven-year-olds should be stable for the last thirteen years, unless other factors are operating. Diesendorf refers to studies showing continued declines in tooth decay long after the maximum benefits from fluoridation should have occurred.

Diesendorf’s argument is that fluoridation has never been conclusively demonstrated to be effective, and that other factors — such as changes in diet, immunity, and dental hygiene — are likely to be involved in declines in tooth decay.

Profluoridationists assume that fluoridation has long since been shown to reduce tooth decay. They see Diesendorf’s criticisms as irrelevant, just as they dismissed Sutton’s contentions of a quarter of a century earlier. They respond to the observed declines in tooth decay in unfluoridated regions by suggesting the importance of fluoride tablets, fluoride toothpastes, and topical fluoride treatments by dentists. Also, they reject the import of Diesendorf’s criticisms of many of the studies. Although there may be some methodological shortcomings in some studies, these do not by themselves show that fluoridation is not effective.

Diesendorf and Colquhoun\textsuperscript{16} focused their criticisms on the controlled trials of fluoridation. As noted before, many proponents treat these trials as demonstrations, and consider the studies of naturally fluoridated communities in the 1930s and 1940s to be definitive proof of the effectiveness of fluoridation in preventing tooth decay. Yet these classic studies have also been criticized by antifluoridationists from the 1950s on.\textsuperscript{17} Rudolf Ziegelbecker, in an often-cited 1981 paper, claimed that the classic work by H. Trendley Dean on the relationship between natural fluoride levels in public water supplies and the average rate of tooth decay in children relied on selecting a biased sample of twenty-one data points from the many hundreds available to him.\textsuperscript{18} Ziegelbecker’s analysis has, in turn, been criticized as incorrect.\textsuperscript{19}

The criticisms of fluoridation trials by Sutton, Diesendorf, Colquhoun, and Ziegelbecker are one way in which opponents can try to undermine the case for fluoridation. This approach has the strength of challenging the scientific basis for fluoridation, but, by the
same token, the disadvantage of turning the issue into a very technical debate. Arguments about the significance of figures for decayed, missing, and filled teeth in twelve-year-olds in Newburgh or Sarnia in 1950 are hardly the sort of thing to excite the public or even galvanize dentists.

**NEITHER NECESSARY NOR SUFFICIENT**

Another approach used to criticize fluoridation is more accessible. The argument here is to say that fluoride is neither necessary nor sufficient for good teeth. The terms “necessary” and “sufficient” are used here as in formal logic. If fluoride is not necessary, that means that a person can have good teeth without fluoride. This is a counter to the claim by proponents that fluoride is a missing ingredient in human nutrition and that fluoridation is essentially the “topping up” of water supplies to what nature would normally supply as optimal.

Opponents argue that many people did — and still do — have excellent teeth although their drinking water contains almost no fluoride and although they obtain no extra fluoride through toothpaste or other nondietary sources. (There are traces of fluoride in most foods, so, in practice, a completely fluoride-free diet is virtually impossible.)

The new conventional wisdom is that fluoride has a greater effect in the mouth, at the surface of the teeth, than it does incorporated into the growing teeth as a result of swallowing it. As noted, this knowledge has been used by proponents to explain rapid improvements in decay rates in the trials of fluoridation. But it also provides a new argument for antifluoridationists.

Why drink fluoridated water? Why not just rinse out one’s mouth with fluoridated water, gaining most of the benefits, and then spit it out, avoiding most of the risks?20 This can be seen as a modification of the argument that fluoride is not necessary for good teeth. It accepts that fluoride may be helpful in the mouth but, to obtain most of the benefits, it is not necessary to swallow it.

The other part of the argument is that fluoridation is not sufficient to prevent tooth decay because some people have many cavities in spite of drinking fluoridated water.

The opponents’ argument is that tooth decay is not caused by a lack of fluoride, but rather by poor diet, in particular eating refined sugary foods. Those populations with excellent teeth in spite of little fluoride are ones whose diets are largely unprocessed and contain a preponderance of grains, fresh vegetables, and fruits. Those populations with many decayed teeth in spite of fluoridation typically eat highly processed foods containing considerable amounts of sugar. The brushing of teeth and practicing oral hygiene in general may also be relevant in this context.

Some opponents of fluoridation argue that it is better to address the ultimate cause of tooth decay, namely diet, with avoiding sugary foods as the main emphasis. They also point to the dietary role of other minerals besides fluoride in building strong teeth. These include calcium, of course, plus phosphorous, strontium, vanadium, and molybdenum.21 Poor diet can also have consequences for dental health by affecting the gums. Periodontal disease is a more serious problem than decay, especially in adults.

This means of criticizing fluoridation does not impress the proponents, especially dentists. Some of them have been pushing for better diet for many decades. Typically the proponents simply say something like this: “We agree that sugary foods are a primary cause of tooth decay. But, in spite of major campaigns, most people will not change their diets — they prefer processed and sugary foods. Diet is something we can influence only a little. But we can control fluoride levels in the water supply, and, in this way, do something definitive against tooth decay.”22

When the debate goes in this direction, it is apparent that it is no longer strictly about fluoridation, but deals with preventive dentistry in the broadest sense. In this area, there is actually considerable agreement between the proponents and opponents of fluoridation: both support better diet. But this has never been a basis for establishing harmonious relations. The opponents in particular have emphasized criticism of
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Fluoridation rather than positive alternatives. For example, in *The American Fluoridation Experiment*, the most authoritative book critical of fluoridation published in the 1950s, only a few of the more than two hundred pages are devoted to criticism of the claims about benefits of fluoridation, and fewer still deal with alternatives.23

**Health Risks**

Overall, the debate about the existence and size of benefits from fluoridation has been a sideline to the main arena, the risks involved. The debate here is straightforward. The opponents claim that fluoridation causes serious health problems in a fraction of the population. The proponents deny the existence of any such problems.

The apparent simplicity of these issues is part of their attraction. Everyone can understand a statement that fluoridation causes poisoning or cancer, or the claim that fluoridation is entirely safe. Statistical nuances do not intrude so obviously. Yet, in practice, the debate about hazards involves just as many scientific complexities as the debate about benefits.

There are many claims made about the adverse effects of fluoridation on human health. I will concentrate only on effects considered to be the most important by prominent critics of fluoridation who are scientists, such as Albert Burgstahler, Dean Burk, Frederick Exner, John Lee, George Waldbott, and John Yiamouyiannis.24 Three key areas are chronic fluoride toxicity, intolerance reactions, and genetic effects. Because these and other topics have received exhaustive treatments, only a few examples will be used to illustrate the ways in which the debate has proceeded.

“Chronic fluoride toxicity” refers to toxic effects caused by a long period of exposure to low levels of fluoride. Many fluoride compounds are poisonous. For example, a dosage of several grams of sodium fluoride can cause death in human adults. The effects from large doses are called “acute effects.”25 Because fluoridation involves the ingestion of tiny amounts of fluoride over many years, it is the possible long-term or chronic effects that are of greatest concern.

Opponents refer to mottling of teeth as a sign of chronic toxicity. They consider that it reflects an excessive intake of fluoride that may also be affecting other organs or functions of the body. Proponents see mottling as only a cosmetic problem with no health implications. The different interpretations of mottling are representative of different approaches to the issue of toxicity. At least both sides agree that mottling does occur.

The only other consequence of fluoride on which there is much agreement is skeletal fluorosis, a bone disease caused by excessive fluoride intake that, in serious cases, can cause crippling deformities. It is agreed that skeletal fluorosis is found in some high-fluoride regions in India and several other countries, typically with 2.0 ppm to 10.0 ppm fluoride in the water. Occupational exposure to high levels of fluoride is also linked to skeletal fluorosis.

Opponents say that 1.0 ppm of fluoride in water can be enough to cause symptoms of skeletal fluorosis in some people. They point out that, in India and other countries with well-documented incidents of skeletal fluorosis, there are many more severe cases when the fluoride level in drinking water is very high at 5.0 to 10.0 ppm. But there are also some cases seen even at fluoride levels of 1.0 ppm or lower. Also of concern to opponents are subtle changes in the skeleton due to fluoride, which occur prior to the clinical symptoms of skeletal fluorosis.

Proponents say, to the contrary, that the margin between 1.0 ppm and the concentration required to cause skeletal fluorosis is sufficient. This divergence of opinion is possible because there have been very few reported cases of skeletal fluorosis in Western countries. Other factors, in addition to fluoride, may contribute to the high levels of skeletal fluorosis in some parts of India.

The opponents argue that the margin between the 1.0 ppm concentration used for fluoridation and the somewhat larger concentrations usually required to cause overt skeletal
fluorosis and other symptoms of chronic fluoride toxicity is simply not great enough. They consider that a small fraction of the population may be experiencing some forms of chronic fluoride toxicity.

The proponents argue that there is no evidence in Western countries that fluoridation contributes to skeletal fluorosis. As one report puts it, “In non-tropical countries there has been no report of clinically symptomatic skeletal fluorosis in areas with drinking water less than 4 mg/litre [4.0 ppm].”26 “Non-tropical countries” eliminates the evidence from India. “Clinically symptomatic skeletal fluorosis” excludes toxic effects that do not show up as overt or clinical symptoms. The 4.0 ppm figure puts fluoridation’s 1.0 ppm in the safe range.

(Despite its qualifications, the foregoing statement can still be challenged. There are some reported cases of skeletal fluorosis in the United States and other “non-tropical countries” that contradict it.27 To be more accurate, the statement would have to exclude cases where other factors contribute to skeletal fluorosis, such as kidney failure and excessive thirst.)

Each side puts the onus of proof on the other. The proponents cite a scarcity of reports of “clinically symptomatic skeletal fluorosis” as a refutation of the danger. In other words, it is up to the opponents to come up with studies showing significant effects at water fluoridation’s level of 1.0 ppm. The opponents, on the other hand, claim that the margin of safety is too small, leaving it to the proponents to demonstrate that 1.0 ppm does not cause problems for at least some people.

This divergent interpretation of evidence reflects a theme in the debate that goes back to the original studies. What constitutes a sufficient examination of the health consequences of fluoridation? The proponents repeatedly assert that there is no evidence of risk from fluoride at the dosages involved with water fluoridation.

Newbrun summarizes some of the early investigations showing the safety of fluoridation. “Very thorough medical examinations of the children accompanied both the Newburgh–Kingston and the Grand Rapids–Muskegon fluoridation studies. No significant differences in health or in growth and development were found between children in study and control cities. The Newburgh examination was very detailed and included tonsillectomy rates, height and weight, onset of menstruation, bone density by X-ray examination of hands and knees, skeletal maturation, hemoglobin level, erythrocyte count, leukocyte count, urinalysis, and skin moisture, texture, color, and eruptions. The conclusion of this long-term pediatric study was that, aside from the reduction in caries, there was no indication of any systemic effects, adverse or otherwise, from the use of fluoridated water.”28

A typical overall conclusion is that of Murray and Rugg-Gunn. “The effect of water fluoridation on general health has been thoroughly investigated in a series of population studies. There is no evidence that the consumption of water containing approximately 1 ppm F (in a temperate climate) is associated with any harmful effect.”29

One way to challenge these findings is to demonstrate individuals who react adversely to fluoridation. If only a small fraction of individuals react this way, the effect may not readily show up in statistical studies of populations, especially if the adverse reaction can result from other causes as well as fluoride.

For many years, the leading U.S. scientist opponent of fluoridation was George L. Waldbott, an allergist and researcher who campaigned against the measure from the mid-1950s until his death in 1982. Waldbott published many articles in which he documented adverse reactions by particular individuals to fluoride, often in amounts associated with water fluoridation.

Supporters of fluoridation — with a few exceptions31 — have ignored or dismissed Waldbott’s findings. For example, H. C. Hodge in his “Evaluation of some objections to water fluoridation,” says “Reports of ‘fluoride allergy’ have come principally from the late Doctor George Waldbott.” After describing one of Waldbott’s cases, Hodge comments, “Competent immunologists do not
accept Waldbott’s case histories as evidence that fluoride allergy exists.”

Hodge then quotes the executive committee of the American Academy of Allergy, which stated, in 1971, “There is no evidence of allergy or intolerance to fluorides as used in fluoridation of community water supplies.” Hodge does not refute Waldbott’s extensive evidence, but uses an argument from authority. Certainly the executive committee of the American Academy of Allergy provided no scientific refutation of Waldbott’s findings. Furthermore, Waldbott interpreted most of his cases in terms of intolerance reactions, not allergy as implied by Hodge.

At least Hodge did go to the trouble of briefly describing Waldbott’s findings. In Murray and Rugg-Gunn’s key book Fluorides in Caries Prevention, Waldbott’s studies are not mentioned at all. This is the more common pattern.

One of the arguments used against claims of fluoride toxicity in individuals is that studies must be double blind: that is, the reaction of the “subject” to drinking water or tablets should be investigated using an experimental procedure in which neither the investigator nor the subject knows which samples contain fluoride and which do not. This is important, since knowledge on the part of investigators or subjects could result in false responses. An example would be if subjects reacted physically simply on being told they had ingested fluoride. If the subject reacts to a placebo (no fluoride), this shows the lack of a physical basis for the reaction.

Many of Waldbott’s patients who showed reactions to fluoride were not tested in blind conditions. This allows critics to be skeptical. But some of his patients were tested in blind conditions.

Some of Waldbott’s critics also suggest that his claims have not received independent verification. Admittedly, Waldbott did not allow outsiders access to his files on his patients, making it impossible for his unpublished documentation to be inspected or his patients to be tested by other doctors. But there have been quite a number of other blind and double-blind studies that provide support for Waldbott.

The profluoridationists seem to demand a high standard of proof before they will accept claims about the effects of fluoridated water on individuals. Even if particular individuals react adversely to small administered dosages of fluoride, this does not show that fluoride in water at 1.0 ppm causes the same effect. They note that fluoride is widespread in the environment — for example, it is contained in many foods — and therefore tracing adverse reactions to the fluoride in water supplies is difficult. The profluoridationists seem to require a set of definitive experiments, but few of them make clear what these definitive experiments would be.

The antifluoridationists see the studies by Waldbott and others as showing that fluoridation cannot be judged safe. They put the burden of proof on the other side. They say that profluoridationists have not conducted careful double-blind trials in an attempt to determine whether water fluoridation is causing intolerance or other adverse reactions.

The relevance of double-blind trials depends on what assumption is made about the onus of proof. The profluoridationists argue that such trials are necessary to avoid bias by those who may have falsely accused fluoridation of causing problems. The antifluoridationists argue that documented cases of allergy, intolerance reactions, or hypersensitivity are strong evidence against fluoridation until it can be proved that fluoridation is not responsible. Remember that Sutton, in criticizing the classic fluoridation trials, pointed to the lack of blind examinations of children’s teeth; in the case of intolerance reactions, it is the proponents who complain about the lack of definitive double-blind trials.

Within the medical research community, clinical randomized double-blind trials are commonly considered to be the ultimate scientific arbiter of the objective effects of a substance on humans. But such trials are not the end of the matter. Any given trial and result can be criticized and dismissed in various ways, such as by alleging shortcomings in methods used, by suggesting that the
researchers are biased, by reinterpreting the findings, or by rejecting the results as incompatible with standard findings or theories. Clinical double-blind trials certainly have not been treated as definitive in establishing allergic, intolerance, or hypersensitivity reactions to fluoride at the level involved in water fluoridation.

Another area of contention is mutations and cancer, which can be called genetic effects. There have been several claims, all rejected by supporters of fluoridation, that fluoride is responsible for genetic effects.

In the 1950s, Alfred Taylor at the University of Texas reported that cancer-prone mice drinking fluoridated water developed tumors at an earlier age than mice drinking distilled water. Ionel F. Rapaport at the University of Wisconsin in the 1950s concluded that fluoride was associated with the birth defect called mongolism, or Down’s Syndrome. Ever since the 1970s, Dean Burk and John Yiamouyiannis have claimed that fluoridation is linked to increased cancer death rates in U.S. cities. The response to the claims by Burk and Yiamouyiannis illustrates the way the issue of genetic effects has been dealt with.

Burk and Yiamouyiannis collected figures on cancer death rates in a series of large U.S. cities, both fluoridated and unfluoridated. They claimed that the cancer death rates averaged over the group of cities were the same before fluoridation but diverged afterwards, with the fluoridated group showing a 20-percent greater cancer death rate. According to Burk and Yiamouyiannis, fluoridation appears to be responsible for many thousands of extra deaths in the United States.

Unlike the issue of allergic and intolerance reactions in which individual patients can be tested, the controversy over cancer and fluoride is concerned mainly with statistics. Critics of Burk and Yiamouyiannis have said that they did not make corrections for the distribution of the population by age and sex. Alternative analyses of the cancer death rate statistics were carried out, showing no correlation with fluoridation.

Burk and Yiamouyiannis countered by saying that, contrary to their critics, they had corrected for age and sex. They criticized a contrary study by saying that it had omitted 90 percent of the data. The proponents argued, in turn, that Burk and Yiamouyiannis had not corrected their data sufficiently. As in every other area of the dispute, entirely different interpretations of evidence have been made, with no concessions to the other side.

The argument about genetic effects also takes place at the level of mechanisms. The antifluoridationists cite laboratory studies showing that fluoride can cause mutations in tissue cultures of human cells at low concentrations. Mutagens are often carcinogens or co-carcinogens. In other words, these studies suggest that a plausible mechanism exists by which water fluoridation could be associated with cancer and genetic defects. The pro-fluoridationists counter by criticizing the relevance of the laboratory studies of mutagenic effects. They say that the concentrations of fluoride in the experiments are too high, or that they do not replicate the effect of fluoride in water supplies.

There is a curious inversion of stances in the way the debate on benefits and the debate on genetic effects has proceeded. In the case of the benefits, the proponents bring forward statistical evidence of declines in tooth decay backed by experimental work showing the microscopic processes by which fluoride can inhibit decay. The opponents have challenged this position by criticizing the statistical studies on methodological grounds, while setting the experimental work aside as irrelevant unless effects can conclusively be shown for populations.

Quite the opposite set of stances is taken on genetic effects (although often by different figures in the debate). The opponents Burk and Yiamouyiannis bring forward statistical evidence of increases in cancer death rates backed by experimental work showing the microscopic processes by which fluoride can induce mutations. The proponents have challenged this position by criticizing the validity of the statistical studies, while setting the experimental work aside as irrelevant.
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The critics of the benefits, such as Sutton and Diesendorf, believe that the evidence of risks is sufficiently strong to warrant questioning about fluoridation. Therefore, unless fluoridation can be conclusively proven to be as effective as claimed, it cannot be justified. Their implicit conclusions about risks provide a basis for their assumption about the burden of proof on the benefits.

The proponents adopt an opposite perspective. So far as they are concerned, the existence of risks has not been demonstrated. Therefore criticisms of the benefits must be conclusively proved before fluoridation can be rejected. Also, they believe that the effectiveness of fluoridation has been proved beyond any doubt, in which case a high standard of proof about hazards is required before rejecting fluoridation and its benefits.

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

Along with arguments about risks of fluoridation, the other staple argument in the antifluoridation case concerns individual rights. Once fluoride is introduced into the public water supply, it is very difficult to avoid ingesting it. Filters are available, but they are not cheap and, if not replaced regularly, can lead to sudden big doses of fluoride. In effect, most people are forced to have fluoride whether they need it or want it. Those who are toothless or who work in fluoride-contaminated occupations (such as aluminum smelting) drink the fluoridated water just the same as the children whose teeth are to be protected.

The individual-rights argument has been a vital one, especially in the United States where the ideology of individualism is powerful. It is an ethical and political objection, but it cannot be separated easily from what are called scientific issues.

A number of public health measures are compulsory, such as certain vaccinations and isolation of individuals with highly contagious diseases. Opponents argue that these instances do not provide a precedent for fluoridation because tooth decay is not life-threatening. Proponents then refer to laws requiring the use of seat belts in cars. Sometimes, seat belts can cause death, as in the case of fire or a car falling into water. But, so the argument goes, seat belts save many more lives than they put at risk. Hence, legislation requiring people to wear them is legitimate.

Associated with the individual-rights argument is the argument that fluoridation is unethical because the dosage to individuals is not controlled. It depends on how much fluoridated water an individual drinks. To force people to ingest an uncontrolled dosage of a substance to reduce the incidence of a nonlethal disease is seen as unacceptable by opponents.

The individual rights argument is powerful because it appeals to the concept of purity — that is, the purity of water.35 Water is seen by many people as something that should be pure and unadulterated especially, perhaps, in an age when colorings, flavorings, preservatives, and the like are added to so many foods and drinks.

The obvious and frequent response to this is that public water supplies are not pure but are chemically treated in a number of ways. Chlorination — the process by which chlorine gas is bubbled through water in order to kill bacteria — is the most well-known method of treatment. (Perhaps because the words are similar, chlorination and fluoridation are often confused.)

Opponents respond by saying that chlorination is designed to treat the water, whereas fluoridation is designed to treat the person drinking it. These opponents draw analogies with putting contraceptives or sedatives into the water supply — ideas generally considered to be ethically unacceptable — to illustrate the social danger of allowing water supplies to be used for dosing the population.

The individual-rights argument also draws strength from the existence of many alternative methods of dispensing fluoride, most of which are voluntary (see table 2.1). For example, adding fluorides to salt or sugar allows the marketing of both fluoridated and unfluori-
dated varieties, and, unlike water fluoridation, offers consumers a choice.

Table 2.1 Compulsion and Control over Dosage Associated with Several Ways of Getting Fluoride to People’s Teeth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluoride vehicle (a)</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Compulsion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public water supplies</td>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School water supplies</td>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>Compulsory for school children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table salt (b)</td>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar (c)</td>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical application by dentist</td>
<td>Not ingested*</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toothpaste</td>
<td>Not ingested*</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouthwash</td>
<td>Not ingested*</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottled water</td>
<td>Controlled if desired</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>Voluntary **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Except inadvertently, which does occur.
** When parents choose any method to get fluoride to the teeth of their young children, the child is seldom in a position to provide informed consent.


The individual-rights argument is a powerful one because many people are mobilized by it. In terms of logic alone, it is not automatically a weapon for the antifluoridationists. There are various ways for proponents to reply.

One response to the individual-rights argument is to say that water fluoridation is not really compulsory because people can choose to drink unfluoridated bottled water. Fluoridation, in this view, does not force people to drink fluoridated water, but imposes upon them inconvenience and financial costs if they wish to avoid it. An analogy to the financial penalty on those who choose to pay for unfluoridated bottled water is the taxation of childless people to support public schools.44

Another response is to accept the premise that there is some violation of individual rights, but that this must be weighed against the benefits from fluoride. Various analogies are used in this contention. People in a modern society must accede to some constraints on their freedoms in order to serve the general good. People accept that, in driving a car, they must stay on the correct side of the road and stop at stoplights. This may be a violation of “individual rights” to drive where and how one likes, but people accept that such “violations” are necessary for the common good.

Proponents are critical of fluoride tablets, table salt, and topical treatments for various reasons, but one important reason is that these methods of dispensing fluoride do not provide benefits to the whole community. An individual’s right not to ingest fluoride may be protected, but it is at the cost of the social rights of people in general to enjoy the benefits of fluoride. Thus, the rights argument is reversed: people should have the right to good teeth through fluoridation, and other approaches besides water fluoridation do not provide this right or benefit to everyone in the population.

The conception of “rights” has been the subject of struggle in the fluoridation debate. Although the antifluoridationists have used the rights argument much more than have the proponents, this is not necessarily because the argument over rights by logic alone supports the opponents. It may be because the propo-
nents have kept mainly to the scientific arguments about benefit and risk, an area in which they have a near monopoly on authoritative support. The issue of individual rights and social welfare is more obviously an ethical and political issue, one the opponents can use even if they have relatively few scientists supporting them on the issues of risks and benefits.

Another means by which proponents have responded to the individual-rights argument is to say, contrary to the opponents, that fluoridation is replication of a natural process. Instead of seeing fluoridation as "artificial," water supplies without fluoride are described as depleted. Fluoridation is simply the process of "topping up" water supplies that are "deficient" in fluoride. Large-scale water supplies for urban areas are seen by some profluoridationists as what is artificial, not the presence of fluoride. They portray water with fluoride — whether it is added or not — as healthy and natural. (While superficially plausible, I know of no actual studies of the impact of urbanization on fluoride levels to back up this argument.)

For their part, antifluoridationists consider water with added fluoride to be unnatural. They also point out that mother's milk is normally very low in fluoride, even when the mother drinks fluoridated water. Therefore, they say, if nature knows best, fluoride for infants is inappropriate.

Thus, each side in the debate has attempted to define the concept of "natural." This is because the wider community looks favorably on things that are "natural" and "pure." But whether fluoridated or unfluoridated water is "natural" cannot be determined solely by reference to "nature," which provides no unambiguous evidence. Instead, the meaning of "natural" becomes an essential part of what the fluoridation controversy has been about.

**Decision Making**

A key bone of contention in the fluoridation issue has concerned how decisions should be made about fluoridation of public water supplies. This is overtly a political issue, but the role of expert knowledge about fluoridation is crucially involved. There are, in principle, a large number of different ways in which decisions about fluoridation could be made.

- Experts make a decision based on their assessments of the benefits and risks, and they have the power to implement that decision directly.
- Experts make a recommendation to a statutory authority or semiautonomous government organization that, in turn, makes a decision and implements it.
- Elected officials make a decision based on hearing evidence and arguments on scientific, ethical, and individual-rights aspects, and implement it.
- A commission of inquiry accepts submissions from all interested parties and, on the basis of these, makes a recommendation to elected officials who, in turn, make a decision and implement it.
- Elected officials make a decision, based on results of a referendum of the affected population, and implement it.
- A binding referendum is held and the result implemented.

These are only a few of the possible decision-making models. The actual reality of fluoridation decision making is usually much messier. Typically, an elected government — whether national or local — is pressured by profluoridation or antifluoridation groups to either start or stop fluoridating. Various interest groups try to exert their powers. Experts make submissions, government bodies apply pressure, and community groups and individuals write letters to newspapers. The situation becomes further confused by visiting experts, legal challenges, bans by trade unions, advertising campaigns, public meetings, and debates. If the conflicting demands are too sensitive to confront directly, the government may diffuse the responsibility by instituting an inquiry or a referendum. But the result of any formal assessment of opinion — whether an expert's submission, a public inquiry, or a
referendum — is seldom the final word. There is always room for further contention.

The method by which fluoridation decisions are made is crucial to the struggle, and, indeed, part of the struggle has been between proponents and opponents each trying to ensure that the actual decision-making procedure is one that gives them an advantage.

Because the proponents have had the support of most of the acknowledged dental experts in the field, they almost always favor a decision-making method that gives these particular experts a key role. For example, most proponents would be happy with governments making decisions based on advice from authoritative bodies of dental researchers. This means that their persuasive efforts could be directed at one specific body of experts. They oppose referendums.46

The opponents have been more successful in generating support among the general public. Therefore they tend to favor decision-making methods allowing public participation, such as referendums.

Unlike the debate over the benefits and risks of fluoridation, differences involving preferred methods of decision-making are not clearly articulated in most written material about the issue. Proponents often say or imply that fluoridation is a scientific issue — in other words, the decision should be made on scientific grounds alone — but they also realize that they must, nevertheless, wage a political struggle and win the support of the general public as well as politicians. Opponents are suspicious of giving experts too much power, but they are quite willing to call upon their own experts — such as Waldbott or Yiamouyiannis.

CONCLUSION

The benefits of fluoridation, the risks of fluoridation, individual rights, and decision making: these have been the key areas of the debate. In this chapter, I have presented the arguments as if they are issues of science, logic, and assessment of human welfare by rational means. This is a narrow and inadequate framework from which to analyze the issue, as later chapters will show. But, even within this framework, it is possible to see that “arguments” do not stand outside society. They rely on a variety of rhetorical devices, and are embedded in systems of belief and everyday practices.

It is convenient to conceptualize arguments about benefits and risks as “tools” or “resources” that partisans can use to support their cases. For example, the reported results of the classical fluoridation trials have been a powerful resource used by the proponents. The opponents have tried to counter this with methodological criticisms. The opponents have used claims about individual rights as a tool to oppose fluoridation of community water supplies. Proponents have responded with arguments about community welfare and lack of any dangers.

Arguably, the prominence of particular lines of argument in the debate has depended on their usefulness in winning over relevant individuals — including dentists, politicians, and members of the public. Scientific details about the benefits of fluoridation have not, in the past, played a major role in the public debate, probably because the technical nature of epidemiological studies is not suited for communication to nonscientists. Issues of individual rights and community welfare are easily comprehended by nonspecialists, and so these have played a prominent role in the debate.

In each case, the arguments have been tied to wider constellations of ideas. Individual rights connotes a link to freedom of speech and religion. Community welfare may suggest a link to widely supported amenities such as clean air and national parks.

What makes a good argument is not logical coherence or social importance in some abstract sense, but logic and socially relevant realities tied to deeply felt problems and beliefs.

It is important to note that an analysis of the arguments about fluoridation, as presented in this chapter, is insufficient to promote understanding of much of the dynamics of the fluoridation controversy. Many questions remain unanswered.
How are different arguments used in relation to each other? What further resources have been used in the struggle over fluoridation? Why have most dental authorities supported fluoridation? Why has the debate been about fluoridation rather than some other facet of dental health? The following chapters will address these questions.
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The benefits of fluoridation, the risks of fluoridation, individual rights versus community welfare, decision making about fluoridation—these are four key areas involved in the fluoridation issue.

Considering these areas separately, it might seem that there is no necessary connection between conclusions reached on each one. But, when one looks at leading proponents and opponents of fluoridation, they turn out to have remarkably coherent views. That is, they either take positions supporting fluoridation in relation to benefits, risks, individual rights, and decision making, or they take positions opposing fluoridation in all these areas. If these partisans support or oppose fluoridation, they do so on all possible grounds rather than as a balance of advantages and disadvantages.

To understand the fluoridation controversy, it is necessary to go beyond an examination of the arguments, such as presented in the previous chapter, which implicitly assumes that evaluations are based solely on scientific evidence, logic, and human welfare. The coherency of viewpoints is an indication of the passionate commitments commonly found on this issue. These commitments, either for or against fluoridation, help explain the nature and style of argumentation on the issue, as well as the behaviors described in following chapters.

Coherency of viewpoints is apparent in most of the writings on fluoridation, which are easy to divide into “pro” and “anti” camps. But rather than present a detailed exegesis of written views, I will describe in this chapter my interviews in Australia with leading scientist proponents and opponents of fluoridation.

In Australia, as in other English-speaking countries, the fluoridation issue has been a major public controversy for several decades. The National Health and Medical Research Council, an advisory body made up of ad hoc expert committees, has made recommendations in favor of fluoridation since 1952. Following the early recommendations, the idea was studied by dental and health bodies in different parts of the country. Because of Australia’s federal structure, there has never been an attempt to introduce fluoridation nationally. Decisions have been made at the state level and, more frequently, at the level of individual cities and towns.

Mainly due to the initiative of individuals, a few Australian towns were fluoridated in the 1950s. Most capital cities have also fluoridated their water supplies, including Canberra (1964), Hobart (1964), Sydney (1968), Perth (1968), Adelaide (1971), Darwin (1972), and Melbourne (1977). The only capital city remaining unfluoridated is Brisbane. Thus, about two-thirds of Australians drink water with added fluoride.

The decision-making process involved varied considerably, ranging from administrative decision to extensive political maneuvering and public debate. In most cases, public debate about fluoridation was minimal in any given area in the years after a decision, whether it was pro or con. But the issue is kept on the boil by new proposals to fluoridate various towns, such as Geelong in Victoria in the mid 1980s. Similarly, decisions by the newly established self-government in Canberra in 1989 to stop and then restart fluoridation triggered an enormous public debate.

There have been many people involved in the fluoridation issue in Australia, including dentists, politicians, government bureaucrats, and “members of the public.” I set out to examine the views of knowledgeable professionals who have played an important role in the debate, with “professionals” referring mainly to scientists, dentists, and doctors. The number of such individuals who have played an important promotional or oppositional role is quite small, and has been depleted by
deaths. Those interviewed are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Fluoridation Partisans Interviewed, Plus Their Positions at the Time of Interview

Proponents

LLOYD CARR, special advisor (Dental), Commonwealth Department of Health, Canberra; and chairman, National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) Working Party on Fluorides in the Control of Dental Caries.

GRAHAM CRAIG, associate professor, Department of Preventive Dentistry, University of Sydney; and member, NHMRC Working Party on Fluorides in the Control of Dental Caries.

JEAN CURRIE, School Dental Section, Australian Capital Territory Health Authority, Canberra.

GERALD DICKINSON, orthodontist, Melbourne; and former chairman, Australian Dental Association (Victorian Branch) Fluoridation Committee.

BRUCE LEVANT, dentist, Melbourne; and former chairman, Australian Dental Association (Victorian Branch) Fluoridation Committee.

JACK MARTIN, Professor of Medicine, University of Melbourne; and NHMRC Working Party on Fluorides in the Control of Dental Caries.

NOEL MARTIN, professor, Department of Preventive Dentistry; and Dean, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Sydney.

GAVAN OAKLEY, dentist, Melbourne; and former chairman, Australian Dental Association (Victorian Branch) Fluoridation Committee.

ELSDON STOREY, Professor of Child Dental Health, Department of Preventive and Community Dentistry, University of Melbourne.

DAVID THORNTON TAYLOR, orthodontist, Canberra; and former chairman, Australian Dental Association (ACT Branch).

KEITH TRAYNOR, dentist, Canberra.

Opponents

MARK DIESENDORF, Visiting Fellow, Human Sciences Program, Australian National University; and former principal research scientist, Division of Mathematics and Statistics, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra.

LESLIE KAUFMAN, retired pharmaceutical chemist, Melbourne; and former secretary, Antifluoridation Association of Victoria.

JOHN POLYA, retired associate professor, Department of Chemistry, University of Tasmania.

GEOFFREY SMITH, dental researcher and consultant with experience in general practice, Melbourne.


GLEN WALKER, chairman, Antifluoridation Association of Victoria; chairman, Freedom from Fluoridation Federation of Australia; former owner and then chairman of directors of a metal finishing supply company; and author of Fluoridation: Poison on Tap, Melbourne: Glen Walker (1982).

(Note that Jack Martin and Noel Martin are not related to the author of this book.)

I planned to interview the most important figures in the fluoridation debate in the cities of Canberra and Melbourne, plus those from other localities if convenient. Fluoridation was introduced in Canberra (Australian Capital Territory) in 1964 by administrative decision with little public debate, whereas Melbourne (Victoria) was not fluoridated until 1977 after two decades of political struggle. I hoped to uncover any divergence of opinion due to the divergent political contexts of the introduction of fluoridation in these two cities. To select potential interviewees, I initially contacted some well-known figures in the debates as well as state health departments and branches of the Australian Dental Association. At the end of each interview, I asked the
Coherent viewpoints

interviewee to name others who were prominent in the debate and who should be interviewed. It soon became apparent that I had attained almost complete coverage of the leading figures in the fluoridation controversy in Canberra and Melbourne.

Only two other individuals from these two cities are obvious candidates for the list of opponents: Arthur Amies, the former Dean of the Melbourne University Dental School, now deceased; and Edward Dunlop, a surgeon in Melbourne who declined to be interviewed. Indeed, the short list of opponents whom I interviewed constitutes an almost complete coverage of scientists, dentists, doctors, and other technical workers who have been prominent in the debate in major cities throughout Australia.

A similar near-complete coverage of leading proponents in Canberra and Melbourne was obtained. There are no widely recognized leading figures in these cities whom I did not interview; on the other hand, there was a greater number of people recommended to me for interview on the proponent side, but I did not contact every one of them. Because of the long and active struggle over fluoridation in Melbourne, there seems to be a high density of partisans there. Those knowledgeable about campaigns in other states informed me that there were relatively few to contact in Perth, Adelaide, or Brisbane.

Of the individuals listed in Table 3.1, only one — David Thornton Taylor — said he did not play an important role in the decision making or debate on fluoridation. Several — most notably Gavan Oakley and Glen Walker — are inveterate campaigners.

The interviews were carried out between September 1986 and February 1987. Bruce Levant, Leslie Kausman, and Geoffrey Smith were interviewed by telephone. The others were contacted face-to-face. The interviews lasted for 30 minutes to three hours, with the median length being one hour.

Using an interview schedule, I asked questions about the introduction of fluoridation in the relevant state, reasons for fluoridation, assessment of alternatives to water fluoridation, reasons for opposition to fluoridation, why there is little fluoridation in Europe, and appropriate decision-making procedures concerning fluoridation.

**Coherent viewpoints**

The viewpoints of every person interviewed were highly coherent, and indeed mobilized, either in total support or total opposition to fluoridation. This included both technical issues (concerning the benefits and risks of fluoridation), as well as ethical and political issues.

The proponents were unanimous in crediting fluoridation with massive reductions in tooth decay. While figures on the order of 50 percent reduction are standard in the technical literature, two dental practitioners volunteered that the reduction in decay they had personally observed in children’s teeth would be on the order of 90 percent, if both the number and seriousness of cavities were taken into account. By contrast, only one of the opponents accepted that any reductions had been conclusively shown to be due to water fluoridation. (None ruled out that water fluoridation may have resulted in reductions in tooth decay.) They pointed to flaws in the experimental trials, and also pointed to the decline in tooth decay in unfluoridated cities, such as Brisbane.

The opponents argued that there are health hazards from fluoridation, such as intolerance reactions, for at least a small fraction of the population. They said that the possibility that fluoridation increased the cancer death rate could not be ruled out, although, as yet, the evidence was not fully conclusive. In complete contrast, the proponents denied that there was adequate evidence to demonstrate a hazard to a single individual from fluoridation. The studies purporting to show such hazards were dismissed as unsubstantiated, poorly done, or biased.

Concessions from these monolithic perspectives were so infrequent that they are worth itemizing. Smith, an opponent, said that an optimal intake of fluoride as a decay preventive has been well established. John Polya, another opponent, said that fluoride
may play some useful role in preventing decay, via individual doses for those who are not sensitive. Taylor, a supporter though not a leading proponent, noted that there is only a factor of three between 1 part per million (ppm) of fluoride in water which is optimal and 3 ppm which he said can cause unacceptable mottling of teeth, and that this factor of three is small compared to the usual factor of 100 between recommended use and harmful effects. These were the only conspicuous concessions toward the opposition’s views on benefits and risks raised in all the interviews.

One feature of the coherency of the viewpoints of proponents was a total dismissal of alternatives to the policy endorsed. One of my questions was “To what degree and why was water fluoridation promoted in preference to major campaigns for widespread use of fluoride tablets; fluoride in school water supplies; fluoride in table salt; topical applications of fluoride; improved oral hygiene; and better diet?”

Almost without exception the proponents dismissed each of these alternatives as impractical, ineffective, or even undesirable. It was said, typically, that fluoride tablets work but few people persist in giving them to their children; that school water supplies do not provide a full coverage and miss preschool children in particular; that excessive intake of salt is undesirable for health reasons; that topical applications are too expensive and do not reach the entire community; that improved oral hygiene is of limited importance for tooth decay although it benefits gums; and that achieving better diet, while desirable, is very unlikely to occur.

The reasons stated against these alternatives were not surprising, since objections have been raised to each of them in the literature. What was striking was the total rejection of all alternatives coupled with the total endorsement of water fluoridation.

For example, fluoride tablets were rejected as not providing the coverage of the community that water fluoridation offers. But, since some communities reject water fluoridation, it might be thought that tablets would be appropriate in these places, since they avoid the objection of compulsion. Again, fluoride in table salt avoids compulsion, and has been effectively implemented in Switzerland. Yet, the advantages of the alternatives in overcoming some of the primary objections to fluoridation were never mentioned by proponents.

The proponents agreed that strong efforts had been made to improve oral hygiene and diet. There were divergent opinions about whether diet had actually improved, but agreement that little could be done to dramatically alter the decay-producing aspects of Western diets and agreement that fluoridation was still necessary.

The actual words used by proponents and opponents to describe their positions are revealing. Studies have shown that scientists typically express different evaluations of evidence and knowledge through the use of different types of language. When claims about knowledge are accepted, they are typically referred to as having been derived from objective examination of material reality. The language used here is called the “constitutive” or “empiricist” repertoire. An example would be, “The early studies showed that fluoride in water significantly reduces tooth decay.”

When claims about knowledge are challenged, it is common for the human aspects of the claims to be exposed. The language here is called the “contingent” repertoire. For example, “The early investigators selected their figures in a way that favored fluoridation, while, actually, some towns with high fluoride levels had higher decay.”

I expected that advocates on each side would use the constitutive repertoire when describing their own positions and the contingent repertoire when describing the other side. As shown in the following paragraphs, this did occur regularly; but, in addition, the contingent repertoire was often used by proponents and opponents in describing views and behavior on both sides. This seems to be a product of the intensely political nature of the debate, which means that the operation of “political” factors is more overt and recognized on both sides.
Most interviewees claimed their stand was based on the scientific evidence, while denying that there was any rational basis for a contrary view. The proponents regularly described the opponents as a fringe minority. Lloyd Carr said that opponents, such as Amies and Sutton, were in the corner of a field, and that credence should be given to those in the center, including the World Health Organization, health authorities, and parliaments. When asked to account for the opposition of particular prominent figures — I specifically mentioned Amies and Dunlop — several proponents simply said they couldn’t understand it and that they never had understood what motivated antifluoridationists.

Arthur Amies was the most prominent opponent of fluoridation in Victoria for many years before his death. In view of his position as Dean of the Dental School at the University of Melbourne, both proponents and opponents said that Amies was responsible for greatly delaying the introduction of fluoridation in Melbourne where nearly one-fifth of all Australians live. The frequency and variety of contingent explanations for Amies’ stand were fascinating. It was explained to me by different proponents that Amies’ views were colored by his wife’s diabetes; that he was strongly opposed to dentistry in the United States and saw fluoridation as US in origin; and that he had a philosophical preference for treating the individual rather than using mass treatment. By contrast, Kausman and Philip R. N. Sutton, opponents who knew Amies, attributed his opposition to knowledge.

Although the participants interviewed always attributed their own stands to knowledge (the constitutive repertoire), most of them were quite open in describing why they had become involved with the topic, and, in most cases, this explanation relied on the contingent repertoire. This difference is understandable in terms of a distinction between arguments for or against fluoridation and reasons for being involved in the debate. The arguments — both for or against — were seen by most interviewees as scientific, whereas involvement in the debate was seen as political, which legitimately may be described by using the contingent repertoire.

Most proponents, without being asked, explained their own support for fluoridation and their involvement in the debate as being a result of their experience with massive decay problems, most commonly in the 1950s and as dentists or dental researchers. The dentists recounted their experiences in extracting numerous teeth — and sometimes the entire dentition — from child after child under general anesthesia, with tears from the child, the parents, and even the dentist. It was their experience of the human suffering of tooth decay that led to their support for a preventive measure.

The opponents expressed a much more varied set of motivations. Mark Diesendorf had previously been involved in campaigns on a number of environmental and health issues. Sutton said he became involved after Amies asked him to look at figures on fluoridation trials. Walker had come across fluoride in his metal finishing supply company and found it to be highly dangerous.

Contingent explanations came into their own in responses to the question “How do you account for the failure to fluoridate in some other countries, especially in Europe?” Detailed information about the reasons for lack of fluoridation in Europe is not readily available (see appendix), and so this question provided a type of Rorschach ink-blot test on which interviewees could supply speculations about the lack of fluoridation. Two respondents mentioned some sources for their information, which was mostly about Scandinavia. On the other hand, a number of respondents admitted their comments were speculative.

Explanations offered by proponents were uniform in insisting that health concerns were not the reason for lack of fluoridation. Political factors — specifically the organized efforts of antifluoridationists — were most commonly mentioned. For example, Carr said that countries have not avoided fluoridation on the basis of health, and therefore, by exclusion, there must be political reasons.
Other reasons suggested were legal obstacles, popular opposition to centralized measures (due to the experience of fascism); the low status of European dental professionals; the use of other methods to prevent tooth decay (such as fortnightly treatment of people showing a tendency towards decay); a lower level of decay; and higher natural levels of fluoride in the water. It was mentioned by a couple of respondents that the parliamentary vote against fluoridation in the Netherlands had immediately followed a claim on television by a US antifluoridationist that fluoride causes cancer. In this context Oakley said “It is nothing to do with science — it’s all politics.” This was a common view.

Opponents in their explanations gave much more weight to the rational consideration of evidence by European authorities. Kausman said that European countries had been guided by scientific advisors. Walker said that the failure to fluoridate in Europe was because their scientific communities were better educated, more inquiring, and objective. But most opponents put rational considerations in the context of contingent factors. Polya and Diesendorf each suggested that medical and scientific bodies in some countries may have been more cautious, especially of a US-based idea.

In describing the introduction of fluoridation in Australia, many of those interviewed had a great deal of information, and both proponents and opponents gave detailed accounts that usually included a strong component of contingent factors. In this chapter, I only give a few examples of how a “fact” raised on one side can be undercut by the other side.

Oakley mentioned that a local newspaper had published an antifluoridation article that said there had been a 63 percent increase in hospital admissions for kidney problems, which the author attributed to fluoride. Oakley was writing a response; he had checked with the hospital and found that the reason for the so-called increase was that there were more dialysis machines available.

In a letter to the Melbourne Age, Elsdon Storey criticized Sutton’s opposition to fluoridation. Storey noted that the judge in the Strathclyde (Scotland) court case on fluoridation had said that Sutton had made no criticism of the important Tiel-Culemborg (Netherlands) study. Sutton and Walker each spontaneously brought up this issue, noting that Sutton, in his testimony, had only been asked whether the Tiel-Culemborg study was an important one. He had replied “yes,” but had not been asked anything further about the study. In other words, he had not been asked whether he had any criticisms, which he did have.

To an outsider, these may seem like minor points, not really affecting the major issues at stake. But to those involved, small errors or alleged misrepresentations by the other side reflected the general inadequacy of those against whom they were debating.

While a few interviewees recollected the satisfaction of disputing a technical point raised by the other side, the more common experience was the intensely political nature of the debate. This was generally regarded as undesirable, and certainly seen as frustrating by nearly everyone concerned, since they believed that there was a “truth” favoring their position.

Gerald Dickinson said he would have respect for opponents if they raised constructive criticisms. But this was not the case, and, eventually, he dropped out of the issue because of the emotionalism involved. Polya was unique in being openly derogatory of nonscientist partisans involved on both sides. He characterized the proponents as having latched onto the idea of fluoridation and then being tied to it with religious fervor, whereas many of the opponents were Luddites, often with fundamentalist connections. Polya thought there was no real science involved in the debate since there was no peer group for scientific argument, and he believed that he had joined a political rather than a scientific debate.

It is common in controversial issues for partisans to attempt to associate their causes with favorable images. In this debate, the proponents regularly refer to “controlled fluoridation”—so called because the concen-
tration of fluoride in the water supply is controlled — while opponents refer to “artificial fluoridation,” noting that the dosage of fluoride to people who drink fluoridated water is not controlled. The claim that fluoridation is artificial or unnatural is a staple of the antifluoridation repertoire.

What was striking in the interviews was the number of proponents who, without prompting, described water with added fluoride as more natural than its previous unfluoridated state. Graham Craig said that water fluoridation is chosen to mimic nature and to supplement depleted water. Jean Currie said that water reservoirs for urban areas are overpurified compared to natural water supplies, and contended that fluoridation is not really adding anything, but bringing the level up to natural levels. This seemed to be a common perception of fluoridation by proponents, and not just an argument of convenience. The disagreement about what is called “natural” shows that this concept can be challenged as well as struggled for. “Naturalness” does not spring unambiguously from “nature.”

Perhaps the most dramatic evidence of the coherency of viewpoints came with views expressed about ethics. The objection to fluoridation that it is a violation of individual rights as compulsory mass medication for a nonlethal disease has been central to the opposition. It shapes the scientific claims of both sides.

Proponents regularly deny that there has been a single documented and authenticated case of damage to an individual’s health from water fluoridation. If it were acknowledged that, for example, fluoridation caused harmful effects in even just one of a million people, then this would have to be weighed against benefits in the form of reduced tooth decay. The argument would then become one of health costs versus health benefits.

But if there are no health costs, the argument is shifted to a different ground. There is then no apparent reason to object, and opposition seems irrational. Craig, for example, admitted that some value judgments — which he left unspecified — are involved in the fluoridation issue, but said, concerning the issue of relative risks, that there are no demonstrated risks.

Some opponents think the individual-rights argument is so important that they would oppose fluoridation even if there were no health risks. The attitude of proponents to the individual-rights argument is vastly different.

Keith Traynor said that fluoridation, like chlorination, is a health measure beneficial to the community, and individuals cannot do anything about it. Oakley took the measured view that liberties are not absolute, and that people should submit to reasonable laws for overall benefit, provided that safety is assured. Dickinson said it is ethical to have fluoridation, noting that when there is widespread disease causing pain and cost, there is a need for community health measures; an appropriate analogy is seat-belt legislation. Thus the rights issue, a key one to most opponents, carried little weight with proponents or was actually turned to their advantage.

A key question in the interviews was “What do you think is an appropriate decision-making procedure on fluoridation?” Here the views of proponents and opponents diverged again, along lines congruent with their stance on fluoridation. In Australia, the 1968 Tasmanian Royal Commission and the 1980 Victorian Committee of Inquiry have been the two most important public inquiries into the issue. Both strongly endorsed fluoridation.

With some notable exceptions, most overseas commissions and inquiries have also supported fluoridation. Opposition to fluoridation — in the United States, at least — has been more effectively expressed in referendums. When the public has been given an opportunity to express opinions on fluoridation — for example, in public debates involving meetings, petitions, and letters to newspapers — opponents are frequently much more successful than they are in formal inquiries.

Without exception, proponents favored paths in which expert bodies played a major role, advising a government that then took action and implemented the specialists’ and experts’ advice. They opposed referendums and were uniformly reluctant to support any
Direct public involvement in decision making, except the involvement implicit in the election of representative government.

For example, Carr said that government — which is the voice of the people — should decide, and that the government should not make a decision without consulting the experts, such as health authorities, the National Health and Medical Research Council, and university professors. Traynor said there should never be a referendum on a public health issue because the public is not qualified to offer an opinion. Levant opposed referendums but favored a public education campaign before or after the decision to tell the public what had been done and why.

The views of proponents on decision making about fluoridation are compatible with their own situations and conclusions. Most expert bodies have favored fluoridation. They (the proponents) favor it, and many of them are the very experts whom they consider should be relied upon to play a major role.

The opponents supported community participation, usually by referendum, in decision making on fluoridation. Walker said that experts can put their cases to the people before the vote. Polya said that people should be free to choose their own medicine and health, provided that the choice does not disadvantage others. He suggested that, even with support in a referendum, fluoridation should not proceed, drawing the analogy that there should not be a referendum on religion, even though one religion may be best for the community.

The opponents still left an important role for science and expert opinion. But, contrary to the proponents, they thought that a full range of experts would not necessarily support fluoridation.

For example, Diesendorf saw value in specialists’ knowledge, but opposed a technocratic elite making decisions for the public. He contended that community decision making was necessary since political and ethical issues were involved. Sutton favored referendums in practice, but thought that, in an ideal world, fluoridation would be a scientific issue decided by appropriate scientists, including statisticians. Smith did not mention referendums, but commented that it is dangerous to legislate to enforce something that is supposed to be a scientific issue. He added that politicians should understand that no scientist has the ultimate truth.

The more diverse range of views of the opponents concerning decision making can be interpreted as reflecting two conflicting tendencies. On the one hand, they are likely to favor referendums because this has been an effective way by which fluoridation has been stopped. On the other hand, most of them hesitate to rule out the role of experts, since that is where their own role in the issue lies.

Rounding out the picture was the regularity with which both proponents and opponents criticized the decision-making approach favored by the other side. Proponents dismissed referendums, claiming that antifluoridationists would win because it is easy to scare people with allegations about poison and cancer and, anyway, people usually vote “no” in any referendum.

Two of the opponents denigrated formal inquiries. Sutton commented that judges are predisposed for judging the law and are not equipped for judging science. He also contended that they rely on the opinions of advisors and witnesses whose credibility depends partly on reputation. Polya said simply that inquiries are set up not for science but to keep people quiet. In each case, the decision-making procedure favored by the other side was undermined by using the contingent repertoire.

Sources of Coherency

The views of partisans who are knowledgeable about the technical issues involved in the fluoridation debate show a remarkable coherency that cuts across the common division between scientific and nonscientific issues. The topic may be the benefits of fluoride, the hazards of fluoride, alternatives to water fluoridation, reasons for the lack of fluoridation in Europe, the naturalness of fluoride in water, the ethics of fluoridation, or the most desirable methods of decision making.
on technical issues. Regardless, the partisans line up on opposite sides of the fence in a completely predictable fashion.

One possible explanation for this coherency of viewpoints is that the partisans held, prior to encountering the fluoridation issue, a set of attitudes about health risks and benefits, ethics, and decision making that they have applied to the fluoridation issue and expressed in the course of the debate. This explanation is both implausible and virtually untestable.

Probing this explanation, it may be asked: Why are there no individuals prominent in the debate who have studied the issue carefully and decided that the benefits of fluoridation are large and the hazards are negligible, but have, nevertheless, concluded that, on ethical grounds, the measure should be opposed? Why have no prominent fluoridation partisans found that the benefits are overestimated and the hazards are of concern but, nevertheless, concluded that the benefits outweigh the costs and that the decision should be made via expert committees? If knowledgeable individuals with these or other such mixtures of views do exist, they have not become prominent in the Australian fluoridation debate.

In the current and recent social climate — and speaking very generally — concern about the hazards of trace substances is characteristic of environmentalists. Support for individual rights over collective benefits is characteristic of the political right, and support for direct citizen participation in decision making is characteristic of the libertarian left. It seems most unlikely that antifluoridation partisans would have originally come to the issue with this mixture of orientations and that profluoridation partisans would have had precisely the opposite orientations. In short, it is implausible that prior sets of attitudes explain the observed coherency of views.

It may be asked: Why not test this point by asking partisans their views on seat-belt legislation, compulsory AIDS testing, nationalized health insurance, and a variety of other issues? The trouble is that for most of the partisans, the issue of fluoridation is much more significant in their lives — in some cases it is the central social issue — than the other areas to which it might be compared. As a result, personal stands on fluoridation will tend to shape views on related issues, in order to reduce cognitive dissonance. For example, views on individual rights linked to the fluoridation issue are more likely to influence views about seat-belt legislation than the reverse process.

In order to test whether views on fluoridation reflect prior sets of attitudes, one would have had to examine attitudes on a range of issues prior to an individual’s exposure to the fluoridation debate. This implies examining virtually everyone — in some cases, before the fluoridation debate even arose, since some partisans were involved with the issue from the beginning. Thus, this explanation for coherency of viewpoints is virtually untestable — at least for the case of fluoridation.

A more plausible explanation of coherency of viewpoints is the influence of the fluoridation debate itself on the partisans. Because there has been an intense public debate on fluoridation, any person with claims to expertise who speaks publicly on the issue comes under strong pressure to support one side or the other. Because most authorities — at least in English-speaking countries — favor fluoridation, any expert who voices even moderate criticism tends to be taken up by opponents as “supporting their cause.” Anyone who conspicuously spurns partisanship is unlikely to find professional or emotional support from either side. This seems likely to create pressures to join one side or the other, or to drop out of the issue.

In the camps of both proponents and opponents, there are processes that encourage the coherency of viewpoints. In the fluoridation committees of the Australian Dental Association, the explicit and sole aim is to promote fluoridation. Those actively involved in such committees scour the literature to find relevant evidence and arguments, and, in their speaking engagements, they quickly learn the most effective responses to various questions. Anyone who has debated an issue in public knows that it is difficult to stick to only a portion of the issue, especially the technical
part. Other issues are raised in questions and, if the cause is to be promoted, effective answers must be provided.

The intense and all-consuming nature of the campaign for many of those involved is seldom apparent to people on the outside. For activists on both sides, there are talks to be given to public meetings, community groups, and the media; enquiries from the public to be answered; letters to write to newspapers; and submissions to make to politicians.

Oakley, of the proponents, and Walker, of the opponents, seemed among the most persistent and indefatigable of partisans. Interestingly, each one expressed the view that the activists, on their side, were an embattled few, with little money and insufficient people willing to take an open stand. It is precisely this self-image of a small group of partisans making enormous efforts in the face of perceived apathy that helps mold a coherent overall perspective. Some of the scientists involved were not so heavily involved in the day-to-day struggle. Nevertheless, their views were no less coherently organized around the issue, so far as can be seen from the limited sample.

With two exceptions, the proponents reported that they had given fluoride tablets to their children. In the exceptions, the community water was fluoridated, and they supplemented this with topical fluoride treatments. Such parental action is likely to solidify belief in the benefits of fluoridation, since it would be difficult to admit to doing the wrong thing for one’s children. By contrast, the opponents had not given fluoride tablets to their children, similarly making it more difficult to admit that they were wrong in their beliefs.

Another factor promoting uniformity of viewpoints is the reliance on material from overseas by both proponents and opponents. Certainly, endorsements by dental and medical associations from other countries are regularly cited by proponents, whereas critical work is cited by opponents. But it is not clear how much the use of this material actually influences the coherency of positions. Obviously, not all overseas material is used, and what is used must be adapted for Australian conditions and audiences.

One factor that reflects the coherency phenomenon as well as maintains it is the lack of informal personal contact between proponents and opponents. It would seem that the most regular contact between those on opposite sides occurs during hearings or debates on fluoridation — for example, before local councils. There seems to be little free discussion of the issues. Symptomatic of this is the comment by Sutton that no one in the Melbourne University School of Dentistry approached him to talk about fluoridation during his ten years there, although the school included many supporters of fluoridation, including the prominent proponent Storey.

While contact between partisans on opposite sides is uncommon, interaction between those on the same side is frequent and can be intense. Consultation can occur to check facts, prepare arguments, coordinate talks, or compose letters to newspapers and journals, and so forth. It is not surprising that interaction between sympathizers is common. Some of the opponents reported receiving considerable correspondence from around the world. Naturally, most of it is from other opponents.

In organizing speakers for public meetings, preparing testimony for formal hearings, or arranging publicity material for the media, each side promotes those individuals who are most effective in supporting the overall case. Those with intermediate, complex, or ambivalent positions receive little encouragement to take leading roles. In Edward Groth’s words, there is a “natural selection for extremist leadership.” Only those tough enough and committed enough to stand up to abusive attacks and to suppress self-doubts are likely to stay in the campaign.

Another factor is the lack of criticism by people on one’s own side. Pro- and antifluoridation scientists have seldom openly criticized the inaccuracies, exaggerations, and simplifications made by activists on their own sides, although they may privately deplore these shortcomings. Usually, they try to maintain scientific integrity by attacking mistakes made...
by those on the other side, while presenting their own cases in as persuasive a manner as possible yet compatible with their assessments of the evidence. Peer-group pressure restrains individuals from criticizing others on the same side and thus breaking ranks since, in the context of the controversy, this would, indeed, seem to help the other side — at least in the short term.

Does it make sense to analyze separately the views of partisans on science, ethics, and politics? My conclusion, based on interviews with Australian fluoridation partisans, is that it does not. The coherency of viewpoints most plausibly derives from engagement in a public debate on an issue with both scientific and political dimensions. To resist pressures for coherency within the debate would mean not so much individual cognitive dissonance but rather social dissonance — attacks from both sides and pressures to take a stand. For the technically knowledgeable partisans discussed in this chapter, it makes little sense to isolate views on the benefits or hazards from opinions on individual rights, because beliefs on the whole array of issues are made coherent by the debate itself.

The partisans themselves often distinguish between science and politics, usually in a way that aids their own argument. The distinctions they make can be described as being “socially constructed.” For the purposes of social analysis of partisan viewpoints, it seems much more useful to set aside their usual distinctions between science and politics and to analyze their viewpoints on a whole range of topics. In this way there is less illusion that views are separately formed on the merits of the case, whether in science, ethics, or politics. Rather, what seems to happen is that individuals make a global judgment about fluoridation in the context of the polarized debate. Then, their stance for or against fluoridation promotes a coherency of views on the separate arguments, cutting across the distinction between scientific and nonscientific factors.

**FLUORIDATION PARADIGMS?**

The coherency of viewpoints is compatible with the idea that thought and behavior on the fluoridation issue are guided by two contrary paradigms. The concept of “paradigm” here is a liberal adaptation of Thomas Kuhn’s notion of paradigm as a complex of ideas and practices that guides the routine performance of scientific research within specified areas, such as the paradigm of Ptolemaic or earth-centered cosmology that was superseded by the paradigm of Copernican or sun-centered astronomy.

To speak of two paradigms in a single area is to imply a situation of conflict or crisis. The profluoridation paradigm is basically that water fluoridation is highly beneficial and completely safe and, hence, socially desirable. The antifluoridation paradigm is essentially that fluoridation is harmful to some people, unethical, and possibly not proven to be especially beneficial and, hence, socially undesirable.

Using this picture, partisans collect and interpret evidence starting from the presuppositions of their own paradigm, and mobilize arguments to support it. Whether one calls it a paradigm, an exemplar, a world view, or a coherent position, the value of this concept is that one can predict with considerable accuracy the arguments of a partisan by knowing the answer to a single question: “Are you for or against fluoridation?”

**NOTES**

Most of the material in this chapter is adapted from Brian Martin, “Coherency of Viewpoints among Fluoridation Partisans,” *Metascience*, vol. 6, no. 1 (1988): 2-19.


2. An excellent account of the politics of fluoridation in Victoria is given by Brian W. Head in “The Fluoridation Controversy in Victoria: Public Policy and Group Politics,”
Scientific knowledge in controversy

*Australian Journal of Public Administration*, vol. 37, no. 3 (September 1978): 257-273. For other states, there are no equivalent accounts although Wendy Varney provides considerable documentation, especially for New South Wales, in *Fluoride in Australia: A Case to Answer*, Sydney: Hale and Iremonger (1986).

Carr described the introduction of fluoridation in Canberra as a process in which the four relevant Commonwealth ministers — Health, Australian Capital Territory, Works, and Attorney-General who are elected parliamentarians with briefs similar to US cabinet members — each took advice from their departments which, in turn, consulted their experts. After discussion in cabinet, the government took a decision.

Traynor described the Canberra decision in this way: Traynor was the dentist who treated Harold Holt, the federal Treasurer. The federal president of the Australian Dental Association suggested to Traynor that he raise the question of fluoridation for Canberra with Holt. Via Holt, a visit was arranged between the Minister of Health and Traynor along with Peter Lazar, director of the Dental Health Education and Research Foundation. Later, Lazar and Traynor met with Prime Minister Robert Menzies, who was favorable. (Earlier, they had approached the opposition Australian Labor Party’s spokesperson on health, who was also agreeable.) Shortly afterward, Menzies put the motion for fluoridation in parliament.


5. A proponent whom I didn’t interview told me he had heard it said that Amies was more likely to obtain ego gratification from opposing fluoridation than from scientific work, at which he was mediocre.

6. This account is presented in “Fluoridation: The Cancer Scare,” *Consumer Reports*, vol. 43, no. 7 (July 1978): 392-396.


11. Smith, whose comments concerned the role of scientists, is a possible exception.

12. Concerning the Tasmanian and Victorian inquiries, Varney, op. cit., 23, states along this line that “Judging from the circumstances and conduct of both of these inquiries, it is doubtful that their chief purpose was to probe into, and weigh up, the conflicting evidence. Rather they were to convey an image of neutrality and open-mindedness on
the part of the respective governments and so to allay public fears by supposedly having thoroughly investigated the matter prior to government’s final decision.”


16. Varney, op. cit., points out that the proponents in Australia are backed by the dental and medical professions, the federal and most state governments, and several major industries. But, from the point of view of profluoridation partisans, this does not translate into volunteers to carry out the day-to-day legwork on the issue.

17. The argument here is compatible with standard ideas in social psychology. See, for example, George Cvetkovich, Steve R. Baumgardner, and Joseph E. Trimble, Social Psychology, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston (1984): 176-209; and Kenneth J. Gergen and Mary M. Gergen, Social Psychology, New York: Springer Verlag (Second edition, 1986): 158-191. Attitudes based on direct experience (such as attending meetings, speaking, or writing letters in the fluoridation debate) are more likely to be salient and central to attitude structures, and more likely to cause a reduction in dissonance with related but peripheral attitudes.


19 To my knowledge, Geoffrey Smith is the only one of those interviewed who has been criticized by both proponents and opponents.


PART I: ENDORSEMENTS AND DEBATES

Only to a limited extent has debate on fluoridation proceeded on the basis of pure discussion of claims about knowledge. Almost always salient has been who has made the claims. If a doctor or dentist makes a statement about tooth decay it is given more credence than exactly the same statement made by a layperson. If a professional body, such as the American Dental Association, makes a statement, it is given more credence than exactly the same statement made by a single dentist or even a group of dentists.

Endorsements

Authoritative backing has been a key to the debate on fluoridation. In the 1940s in the United States, the most influential relevant bodies — the United States Public Health Service (USPHS), the American Dental Association (ADA), and the American Medical Association (AMA) — had not endorsed fluoridation. The promoters of fluoridation devoted much of their efforts towards convincing the key people in these bodies of the value and need for early endorsement.

In the late 1940s, the USPHS adopted a policy of delay: it would not endorse fluoridation on the basis of information then available. This stand by the premier authority provided valuable support for opponents of fluoridation. As historian Donald McNeil said, “Recommendations for delay by the national organizations became potent weapons in the hands of local opponents of fluoridation.” The opponents could justify their stand by pointing to caution by the USPHS and the ADA. This added authority, but not extra evidence or arguments, to the opponents’ position.

John J. Frisch, Francis Bull, and other leading proponents of fluoridation kept heavy pressure on the top figures in the USPHS throughout the late 1940s. Finally the USPHS acquiesced. In May 1950, it announced its support for fluoridation. This is generally acknowledged as a turning point in the struggle. With the USPHS taking a stand, the ADA added its support. It, too, had been the subject of intense lobbying and pressure for some years.

Although the evidence about the risks and benefits of fluoridation was essentially the same before and after the endorsements by the USPHS, the ADA, and the AMA, the resources available to the proponents and opponents were vastly changed. The opponents, previously able to cite the stands of these organizations to justify their reservations, now had to confront proponents backed by their endorsements.

Prior to the endorsements, the proponents were overtly political in their approach. Frisch “was often impatient with his professional colleagues who felt the battle should be waged on a factual and dignified level.” He believed that political campaigning methods were needed on this political issue. The intense and unrelenting campaign by Frisch and his colleagues was important in obtaining the endorsements for fluoridation. But, once the endorsements were obtained, the style of the confrontation changed. Now, it was the turn of the opponents to be overtly political while the proponents portrayed themselves as strictly scientific and following the best expert advice.

Ever since 1950, the weight of authoritative backing has strongly favored fluoridation. Professional endorsements have been used repeatedly as a prime argument for fluoridation, as is apparent from perusing just about any piece of promotional literature. In this situation, it is the opponents who appear overtly political. In order to promote their case, they have to challenge the “authorities.”
Frank J. McClure’s book Water Fluoridation: The Search and the Victory illustrates the heavy use of endorsements. In the chapter on “Approval,” he quoted some of the early statements for fluoridation made in the 1940s. After outlining the early endorsements by professional organizations in the early 1950s, McClure stated, “Fluoridation has been given official approval by virtually all national and international health and professional organizations.” He proceeded to quote statements from ADA, AMA, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, the American Water Works Association (AWWA), and the American Institute of Nutrition (AIN). He then listed 34 American and 15 British organizations approving fluoridation. He quoted from the Canadian Dental Association (CDA), and quoted “additional statements” from eight individuals or organizations. This section of McClure’s book is testimony to the importance he placed on endorsements.

Such endorsements often are used as a general recommendation of fluoridation. They serve as shorthand. Instead of giving a detailed account of the arguments for and against the measure, the endorsements are cited as evidence of the conclusion of “those who should know.” This is a usual procedure in many areas of health and technology: professional endorsements of safety are taken to indicate that experts have investigated a product or practice and found it safe.

For the opponents of fluoridation, the extensive endorsements are a major stumbling block. There are several ways they have responded. One is to find individuals or groups who openly criticize fluoridation, or who refuse to make endorsements. The work of opponent scientists — such as George Waldbott and John Yiamouyiannis — is repeatedly cited.

Another way to criticize endorsements is to try to undermine the process of endorsement itself. One line of argument is that the numerous endorsements do not represent independent evaluations of the important issues. Bodies such as the AIN did not carry out their own research or comprehensive assessments of the research literature. Instead, most of the endorsements have been made on the basis of earlier endorsements by a few key organizations, in particular the USPHS and the ADA.

At best, endorsing bodies relied on advice from a small number of experts, almost all of whom were committed promoters of fluoridation. Furthermore, opponents alleged that key promoters applied pressure on professional societies for rapid — and hence, less carefully considered — endorsement. One such promoter was H. Trendley Dean in the case of the AAAS, of which he was a former president. The opponents saw a “bandwagon” or “snowballing” process, in which organizations concluded that, if the “real” authorities were for it, it must be all right.

Opponents also alleged that some endorsements have been “pushed through” without proper concern for due process, not to mention the arguments. Concerning the endorsement of fluoridation by the World Health Organization in 1969, Waldbott, Albert W. Burgstahler, and H. Lewis McKinney stated that “during the final hours of the session, when only 55 to 60 of the 1,000 delegates from 131 countries were still present, all bills that had not been accepted were collected into one and voted upon, including a statement on fluoridation.” (The profluoridationists could complain of a similar lack of due process in some of their defeats, such as the Swedish Parliament’s repeal of the Water Fluoridation Act in November 1971.)

There remains the further problem that the World Health Organization has re-endorsed its profluoridation stand, a fact seldom mentioned by antifluoridationists. One response would be to say that it is much easier to re-endorse a stand than to reverse it.

While the argument about “snowballing” and contrived endorsements may undercut the persuasiveness of the great number of endorsements, it does not explain away the important early endorsements. The opponents have two lines of attack here.

First, they argue that these endorsements were pushed through by a small number of
profluoridation activists, and do not represent the opinion of all the members of the organization. Second, they assert that the endorsements are not based on original research by the endorsing bodies. They are simply statements by groups claiming that the research points to a particular policy.

This second line of argument leads to the conclusion that people should be looking at the evidence rather than at endorsements, and this is precisely the approach favored by the opponents. They usually prefer to deal directly in the arguments about benefits, risks, and individual rights, whereas the proponents often refer to endorsements.

This difference does not arise because opponents, by the nature of their stand, have some special commitment to informing the public about the actual issues (although some opponents do have a commitment to this). Rather, the opponents cannot use the resource of endorsements because so few prestigious bodies oppose fluoridation. If dental associations opposed fluoridation, most opponents would use endorsements as readily as do the proponents. This is clear from the regular reference by opponents to those few professional bodies that do openly oppose fluoridation.

Widespread authoritative endorsement allows some proponents to go a step further and deny that there is any legitimate scientific debate at all. For example, Conrad A. Naleway of the ADA wrote in 1988 that “there is no scientific case to support the antifluoridation position.”9 In denying the existence of scientific debate, proponents are implicitly stating that all knowledgeable people support fluoridation and that anyone who opposes fluoridation must, therefore, be uninformed, politically motivated, or in some other way “unscientific.”

In 1978, the magazine *Consumer Reports* ran a two-part article attacking opponents of fluoridation. The article concluded with the statement that “The simple truth is that there’s no ‘scientific controversy’ over the safety of fluoridation. The practice is safe, economical, and beneficial. The survival of this fake controversy represents, in CU’s [Consumers Union] opinion, one of the major triumphs of quackery over science in our generation.”10 What is only implication in other statements is spelled out here: there is no scientific debate; therefore, opponents are quacks.

It is revealing that the claim that all experts support fluoridation and that there is no scientific debate became routine only after the endorsements by professional bodies in the early 1950s. These endorsements did not change the scientific evidence then available, but they did eliminate a major resource used by the opponents — namely, that authoritative bodies had not endorsed the measure.

To Debate or Not to Debate

In the struggles over fluoridation, there have been many opportunities for the issues to be debated — for example, in public meetings, in local government meetings, and before community groups. Profluoridationists often have refused to openly debate antifluoridationists in such settings when they consider that debating will hurt their campaign. The reason they give for this is that there are no valid grounds for opposing fluoridation, and, therefore, any debate can only give credibility to the opponents by acknowledging that there is something worthy of debate. Refusing to debate can be interpreted as an attempt by those with a near monopoly on credibility — in this case scientific or professional credibility — to deny any of it to the opponents.

In 1952, Charles Eliot Perkins, a biochemist and physiologist opposed to fluoridation, described how proponents refused to appear on a radio forum in Washington, D.C. shortly after the city’s water supply had been fluoridated. Perkins concluded that “The professional proponents of fluoridation, as a rule, refuse to discuss the subject in public meetings or debate fluoridation with anyone who opposes it in public forums.”11 This has remained the pattern ever since.

In 1979, the Society for Social Responsibility in Science in Canberra, Australia, organized a debate on fluoridation and cancer between fluoridation supporter Roland Thorp and fluoridation opponent John Yiamouyian-
nis. Afterward, Dr. Peter Cooper, chairman of the Australian Capital Territory Cancer Society, wrote an article and letters for the Canberra Times denying any link between fluoridation and cancer, and calling fluoridation a “nonissue.” When challenged by Mark Diesendorf to a public scientific debate on the issue, Cooper replied that Diesendorf “doth rant and rave, and mightily stir to keep the fluoridation pot aboiling.” Then, he declined to debate.

Robert Isman, in an often-cited article, “Fluoridation: Strategies for Success,” which was published in 1981 in the American Journal of Public Health, commented: “Several authors have recommended that debates be avoided and I concur with this recommendation. This is little to gain and much to lose from debating an emotional issue like fluoridation. A debate simply serves to give more credibility to fluoridation opponents.”

Prominent proponent Ernest Newbrun concurs. He says that he normally refuses to debate because “it is my policy not to give credibility to antifluoridationists.”

In 1985, Michael W. Easley commented similarly in an article “The New Antifluoridationists” in the Journal of Public Health Dentistry. He wrote, “Armed with volumes of scientific literature and lists of endorsements, eager proponents of fluoridation too often are trapped into consenting to public debates on this sociopolitical controversy. Almost nothing can be gained by debating. Regardless of which side is successful in presenting the best argument, the mere fact that the debate even took place conveys to the public that a legitimate scientific controversy exists.”

This does not mean that the proponents do not campaign at all. They conceptualize the issue as being in two parts: a scientific part and a political part. The scientific part, they believe, consists of scientific findings that contain no basis for opposing fluoridation. This is the foundation for the claim that there is no scientific debate. The political part of the issue arises from the existence of opponents who are motivated for nonscientific reasons. This political opposition must be countered, and thus many of the proponents counsel the waging of a political struggle for fluoridation.

Easley concluded, “Foremost is the need to recognize and accept the realization that fluoridation is no longer strictly a scientific or legal issue, but that it has become predominantly a political issue.” Part of the political struggle is the refusal to debate, thereby denying the opponents any credibility.

Unfortunately for the profluoridationists, refusal to debate can raise problems. Ernest Newbrun commented that “Whether or not to participate in radio or TV talk shows or debates on fluoridation poses a real dilemma for the dental researcher.” Participating in and responding to antifluoridation arguments can give them legitimacy, whereas “by refusing to appear on such programs, there is always the risk of permitting the antifluoridationists free rein.”

Another problem is that, when supporters of fluoridation refuse an open invitation to debate, this often is seen by citizens as arrogance. As analyzed by Raulet, professionals such as dentists and physicians promoting fluoridation can take either the role of experts or partisans. Many have attempted to fill both roles, and this sometimes leads to difficulties. As experts, they can act as authoritative sources of information but are open to the charge of arrogance in refusing to debate. But if they enter the debate as open promoters, the role of expert knowledge in support of fluoridation is undercut.

To be an authoritative source of information while not openly promoting fluoridation means taking a low-visibility role. The scientist who publishes technical papers in specialized journals or the dentist who answers questions from patients falls into this category. This stance draws its strength from the image of the objective and socially concerned professional who has no apparent vested interest in a particular course of action. It is precisely from not being openly partisan that the role of the objective professional draws its strength. Ideally (for those who support fluoridation), this would be all that is required to create a climate leading to the implementation of fluoridation.
While this stance is possible for some supporters of fluoridation, it has seldom been adequate to introduce and sustain the measure. The opponents of fluoridation have been open and vociferous in their campaigning. A low-key stance is not enough to counter such opponents. Consequently, some supporters of fluoridation have had to be openly political as well, and this has included many dentists, doctors, and scientists.

Partisans have been involved in lobbying fellow professionals and politicians, speaking at community groups, writing letters to newspapers and journals, writing general interest articles, speaking on radio and television, debating, fundraising, passing out leaflets, and a host of other activities. Dentists, doctors, and scientists supporting fluoridation as partisans can be effective via their activism, but, at the same time, many of them rely on their professional role to give status to their views beyond that of a lay partisan. But their activism can undercut the advantages of professional status to some extent, since many of the methods of campaigning are widely perceived to be incompatible with objectivity.

Note that the two roles of expert and partisan are only perceived to be divergent. It is quite possible for an “objective source of information” to be an effective proponent — for example, by publishing scientific papers or teaching dental students in ways which favor a particular conclusion. Likewise, it is possible for an active partisan to be extremely careful with the evidence and arguments, more so than those who are not partisans.

In each case, the role of expert and partisan is not inherent in the knowledge or social role, but depends on the interaction of behaviors and beliefs. The social construction of an expert or partisan depends to a great extent on the ways, or lack of ways, in which opponents can attack.

For example, it is very difficult for the opponents to criticize those who make contributions only in specialized scientific journals. Such criticism tends to be highly technical — as in the case of Sutton’s critique of the classic fluoridation trials — and, hence, is not very useful for public campaigning. By contrast, those who make the same points in newspapers or on radio are much more vulnerable to attack. When translated out of the technical context, the same points are subject to criticism in a way that would not be permissible in a scientific journal.

It is also important that partisans can be attacked because they are partisans. The opponents can claim, with apparent justification, that fluoridation is not just a scientific matter, but is being promoted because of various vested interests. The partisan promotion of fluoridation — made necessary by the partisan opposition — thus must be masked as much as possible. This is because the rhetoric of promotion sounds incompatible with the language of objective science, and opponents can use this ostensible incompatibility to attack the proponents.

**Promoting Fluoridation**

An early and revealing example of this dynamic centers around a talk given by fluoridation proponent Francis Bull in 1951, at the Fourth Annual Conference of State Dental Directors with the USPHS and the Children’s Bureau, in Washington, D.C. Remember that Bull was one of the leading figures behind the push for fluoridation in the 1940s, a push which led to the key endorsements in 1950 and 1951. In his talk titled “Promotion and Application of Water Fluoridation,” Bull was essentially telling new supporters how to sell fluoridation.

Bull was quite candid in his talk. Unknown to him, there was a stenographer present making a complete record of the proceedings. Later, antifluoridationists obtained a copy, and, ever after, they have been quoting Bull out of context in order to damn the promotion of fluoridation.

Bull spent considerable time describing how to answer objections to fluoridation. I think the first one [objection] that is brought up is: “Isn’t fluoride the thing that causes mottled enamel or fluorosis? Are you trying to sell us on the idea of putting that sort of thing in the water?” What is
your answer? You have got to have an answer, and it had better be good. You know, in all public health work it seems to be quite easy to take the negative. They have you on the defensive all the time, and you have to be ready with answers. Now, we tell them this, that at one part per million dental fluorosis brings about the most beautiful looking teeth that anyone ever had. And we show them some pictures of such teeth. We don’t try to say that there is no such thing as fluorosis, even at 1.2 parts per million, which we are recommending. But you have got to have an answer. Maybe you have a better one.23

Bull’s comments suggested to many opponents of fluoridation that the proponents were trying to hoodwink people about the problem of fluorosis by calling mottled teeth “beautiful looking teeth.”

Waldbott certainly took this view, saying “Bull instructed his colleagues to describe mottled teeth to the public and to the profession as ‘egg-shell white’ and ‘the most beautiful looking teeth that anyone ever had,’” even though these teeth are known to turn brown and brittle in later years.24

The context of Bull’s talk was his confidence in data showing that fluoridation is highly beneficial and harmless. For Bull, fluoridation, unlike all previous public health measures, “has absolutely no bad connected with it.”25 Therefore, the issue was how to promote it. Language and images are important, and part of this is the language used to describe mottled teeth.

Bull continued by dealing with another perception of fluoridation.

And, incidentally, we never use the term “artificial fluoridation.” There is something about that term that means a phony. The public associates artificial pearls or artificial this or artificial that with things that are not real or genuine. We call it “controlled fluoridation.”26

To this day, a fairly reliable test of a person’s stance on fluoridation is whether they call it “controlled” fluoridation, as do the proponents, or “artificial” fluoridation, an expression favored by the opponents. The choice of language is a crucial part of the debate.

Bull continued:

Incidentally, we never had any “experiments” in Wisconsin. To take a city of 100,000 and say, “We are going to experiment on you, and if you survive we will learn something” — that is kind of rough treatment on the public. In Wisconsin, we set up demonstrations. They weren’t experiments.27

Bull’s advice has been taken up by proponents ever since. Sutton in his critique of the “classic trials” argued that they were experiments. Sutton’s critics argued that fluoridation had already been proved, and that the trials were demonstrations. Here is a case in which Bull’s advice on promoting fluoridation (and that of others) entered into the “scientific” area of disputes over the validity of the trials.

The next quote from Bull shows how much difference context makes.

… this toxicity question is a difficult one. I can’t give you the answer on it. After all, you know fluoridated water isn’t toxic, but when the other fellow says it is, it is difficult to answer him. I can prove to you we don’t know the answer to that one, because we had a city of 18,000 people which was fluoridating its water for six or eight months. Then a campaign was started by organized opposition on the grounds of toxicity. It ended up in a referendum and they threw out fluoridation. So I would hate to give you any advice on that deal [Laughter]. It’s tough.28

It is easy, and tempting for opponents, to take this statement out of context — especially the part about “this toxicity question is a difficult one. I can’t give you the answer on it” — and conclude that Bull was admitting that the proponents, at least in 1951, didn’t know for sure whether fluoridation might have toxic effects.
But this is not what Bull was saying. He stated, after all, that “you know fluoridated water isn’t toxic.” Bull was concerned about promoting fluoridation, and he was raising the problem that there was no good argument or turn of phrase to counter claims of toxicity. When he said “we don’t know the answer to that one,” he meant that there was no answer that was effective for public campaigning, rather than no answer at all. He was seeking an answer, such as calling mottled teeth “beautiful” or referring to controlled fluoridation.

The point is that promotion assumes — or sometimes ignores — the validity of what is to be promoted. In an honest and open talk, a promoter describes the good and bad ways of going about the promotion. But “honest and open talk” is dangerous if it gets into the wrong hands.

Bull also said, “Now, why should we do a pre-fluoridation survey? Is it to find out if fluoridation works? No. We have told the public it works, so we can’t go back on that. Then why do we want a pre-fluoridation survey?”

This quote seems to be the most damning yet. Bull appeared to be saying that the promoters cannot go back on their claims that fluoridation works. But the context gives a different story.

Bull advocates making prefluoridation surveys of tooth decay, and says that the fluoridation committee of the state dental society can assist in doing this. After the previously quoted passage, he went on to say that the point of a prefluoridation survey would be to show, later on, the effectiveness of fluoridation in preventing tooth decay as insurance against possible future campaigns to stop fluoridation.

Once again, Bull was assuming that fluoridation is a good thing, and was simply presenting his views as to how it could best be promoted. He was advocating prefluoridation surveys as insurance against subsequent attempts to stop fluoridation. In this quote, he was telling others not to fall into the trap of thinking — or saying — that a prefluoridation survey is intended to find out if fluoridation works. If anyone said that, it could be used against them by opponents.

It is clear from this example why statements about how to promote fluoridation are better left out of the public eye, just as the candid discussions of the designers of advertising copy would be damaging to the product concerned.

Bull’s talk is part of the large literature on how to promote fluoridation. Annabelle Bender Motz, in a 1971 review article published in a collection entitled Social Sciences and Dentistry, outlined some of the recommendations stemming from this literature. First, the community to which fluoridation is to be introduced should be studied closely, noting demographic characteristics, the political system, and so forth — all in an effort to plan an effective strategy.

Second, fluoridation should, if possible, be introduced through legislation or administrative action since popular participation, for example through a referendum, often leads to the rejection of fluoridation.

Third, if popular involvement cannot be avoided, grassroots support for fluoridation should be developed through community groups and locally influential people. This might involve Rotary clubs, mothers’ groups, health associations, trade unions, and many other organizations.

Fourth, “confrontations whether in the form of panel discussions, public debates, or referenda” should be avoided. Here, Motz referred to several social-science studies. For example, “[H.] Nathan and [S.] Scott have shown that confrontations give the anti-fluoridationists the stamp of legitimacy on a par with that of the recognized community leaders and organizations.”

Fifth and last, the role of the “health publicist” should be developed. Such people would, for example, use knowledge about a community to plan a program to introduce fluoridation or some other health measure. By being neither a scientist nor a medical practitioner, the “health publicist” may be able to avoid being typecast as an arrogant professional.
The large body of social-science research suggesting how to best promote fluoridation is based on the proponent claims that fluoridation is a scientific issue and that there is no scientifically credible opposition to it. The idea of creation of the “health publicist” assumes that the professional experts will decide what is best for the community, and then this will be “sold” to the community by using the best selling techniques that social science can provide.

From the point of view of the opponents — especially those who are scientists — the refusal to debate is a denial of all that is proper.

PART II: RESPONDING TO SCIENTIST OPPONENTS

Without endorsements by the major professional bodies, the best the opponents have been able to do is cite a few organizations that have opposed fluoridation and a number of individual professionals who are critical of fluoridation. Although the number of these individuals is very small compared to the total number of dentists and doctors formally represented by profluoridation professional bodies, their critical perspectives are vitally important because they challenge what would otherwise appear to be unanimous professional support for fluoridation.

The opposition to fluoridation has included a large number of “extremists.” In the 1950s in the United States, the John Birch Society was involved, as were some other right-wing and anticommunist groups. The opposition has also included members of some religious groups — such as Christian Scientists — as well as naturopaths, chiropractors, and others considered by the medical profession to be fringe practitioners or “quacks.” In other words, “reputable” bodies — such as the ADA — supported fluoridation, while “fringe” bodies and individuals opposed it.

This, at least, was the picture painted by the proponents. It is a picture quite favorable to the proponents, since it suggests that rational and respectable people support fluoridation, whereas opponents are found only among “fringe” groups. The rhetoric of many fluoridation opponents often helps to confirm this view. Nonscientists who are opponents frequently sound extreme — but so, also, do some of the scientists.

Charles Eliot Perkins in his 1952 booklet *The Truth About Water Fluoridation* included numerous scientific arguments, but these are interspersed with political commentary with extreme-sounding claims. Perkins concluded that “It is common knowledge that artificial water fluoridation is a technique in mass control through mass medication, which is an integral part of Communist philosophy.”

Frederick B. Exner, a medical doctor and leading opponent of fluoridation in the 1950s, wrote that, in convincing people that fluoridation is completely safe, “the primary tools have been equivocation and prevarication. Outright lies are rarely used except when so tightly cornered under cross-examination that there is no other way out.” Exner referred to the promotion of fluoridation as “an incredible story of chicanery and malfeasance.” He attributed fluoridation to a totalitarian philosophy, both in those “who sincerely believe in the Führer principle” and “do-gooders” who promote totalitarianism through good-intentions-going-crosswise.

Philip E. Zanfagna, a doctor and coauthor of a book opposing fluoridation published in 1974, wrote that “While the fluoridation travesty is in progress, Americans are ingesting more poisonous fluorides (and other dangerous chemicals) with their food, water and from polluted air than any other people on earth. Related to this consumption, the national incidence of heart attacks, cancer, crippling arthritis, infant deaths, and enzyme-deficiency diseases continues to rise.”

Zanfagna’s coauthor, writer and activist Gladys Caldwell, used more colorful language, describing fluoridation as “the most disastrous and costly consumer fraud of this polluted century. Hundreds of millions of tax dollars have been spent to programme an entire generation to salivate like Pavlov’s dogs when the word fluoridation is mentioned.”

Glen Walker, a leading Australian antifluoridationist, concluded his long and
vehement book on the topic with the statement that “Yes fluoridation is a hoax!”

Robert Mick, a New Jersey dentist and researcher, and highly visible opponent, said that “Hitler was a Boy Scout compared with the United States Public Health Service … To be selected by the United States Public Health Service for an experiment is a CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY surpassing acts of those Nazis who were hung for selecting humans for experiments.”

Other statements similar to these would be easy to list. In each case, undoubtedly, those making the statements would argue that they are being perfectly accurate. But others may be repelled by the intemperate-sounding language, and be drawn to the proponents’ categorization of all opponents as “cranks.”

This picture has always been complicated by the presence of some orthodox, mild-spoken, and otherwise respectable professionals — dentists, doctors, and scientists — who are critical of fluoridation. While some of them — such as Exner and Mick — on occasion used extreme-sounding language, others, such as Albert Burgstahler and John Colquhoun, have been more restrained.

The very existence of such individuals undermines any suggestion of professional unanimity. Proponent Sheldon Rovin recognized the problem: “There are increasing numbers of ‘credentialed opponents’ lurking about in fluoridation matters. One or two dentists or physicians coupled with a few scientists who are opposed to fluoridation can stymie even the best organized and conducted fluoridation campaign.”

The promoters of fluoridation have responded to these critics in various ways. One response has been to criticize their arguments, as described in chapter 2. But a response of logical and cautious criticism is not always enough to undermine an opponent’s credibility.

Further — or different — measures have been taken in many cases. Rovin said, “Ways to neutralize these people are limited. The choices are to ignore them, assail their motivations, or drown them out by enlisting large numbers of dentists and physicians on behalf of the issue in a manner highly visible to the public. Of these, the third is obviously the best choice.”

But, quite often, methods other than Rovin’s “best choice” have been used.

**Ignoring the Critics**

One potent response has been simply to ignore the critics. Sutton’s detailed criticisms of the classic fluoridation trials are not even mentioned in most discussions of the case for fluoridation. Likewise, Waldbott’s reports of toxic effects of fluoride are not referred to at all in many treatments.

Because the critics have been ignored, a number of technical disputes concerning the risks and benefits of fluoridation cannot be said to have been resolved scientifically. There has been no process of engagement with the arguments of the critics, allowing for a continual revision, refinement, and testing of claims. Often the antifluoridation material is simply assumed to be wrong or irrelevant and not worth refuting, and then just ignored. In other cases there is a response at first, as in the initial reviews of Sutton’s 1959 monograph, but no follow-through. Sutton’s second edition of 1960, including replies to his critics, was ignored.

This type of response can be successful only when the overwhelming weight of professional credibility and endorsement is on one side. If the critics are ignored, this seems to say that their views are not worth bothering with.

So far as most profluoridationists are concerned, the issues are closed and dead and not worth raising again. Antifluoridationists prefer a different interpretation. For them, the proponents ignore criticisms because a thorough examination of them might support the claims of the critics. If the opponents can persuade people that this is the real explanation for proponents’ silence, then ignoring the critics can be counterproductive.
Attacking in General Terms

A related approach is to attack the antifluoridationists in general terms, without mentioning any names or sources. For example, Dr. Russell B. Scobie, a pediatrician who “helped pioneer the drive in 1944 to have Newburgh selected for the now classic Newburgh-Kingston Fluoridation Study” and who has given lectures around the world on fluoridation, wrote “the opposition rely on innuendo, half-truths and deliberate untruths to support their position. They never ask for information, although they are always willing to provide instruction. They know the answer with a religious fervor and they are obviously not susceptible to educational efforts.”

Donald R. McNeil, in a 1969 booklet, Fluoridation: For Your Community and Your State, published by the ADA on how to promote fluoridation, described some of the arguments of the opponents but gave no names or references. He said, “Despite thousands of scientific studies on fluoridation and nearly unanimous agreement by scientists that it is safe, effective and worthwhile, fluoridation remains under attack. Few scientifically proven public health measures have been the object of such falsehood, distortion and deceit.”

Dental researcher Herschel Horowitz, a leading proponent in the United States, wrote in a mostly technical paper in the British Dental Journal that “It is truly unfortunate that a public health measure with these impressive attributes, on occasion, generates so much public controversy.” Horowitz gave no reference to scientists among the critics of fluoridation.

Ronald J. Hunt, in an article about fluoridation in small Iowa towns, referred to the arguments of the opponents in only a couple of sentences: “opponents of the measure have found that it is much easier to create confusion and fear than it is to educate people. The fluoridation issue increases in complexity when antifluoridationists cause controversy by continuing to claim that fluoridation causes cancer and has been linked to other diseases, even though these claims have repeatedly been scientifically refuted.”

Hunt gave no references to scientific work on either side of the controversy.

A book called Appropriate Use of Fluorides for Human Health, published by the World Health Organization in 1986 and edited by J. J. Murray, a leading proponent of fluoridation, includes discussions of implementation of fluoridation, safety, legal aspects, and referendums, plus a mention of “the often misguided opposition to community fluoridation programmes,” without giving a single reference to scientific criticisms.

A variant of this technique is found in a compilation called Classification and Appraisal of Objections to Fluoridation by Kenneth R. Elwell and Kenneth A. Easlick. More than 100 separate objections are listed, followed by responses including numerous references. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited. What is evident on inspection is that, whereas the profluoridation arguments are well documented, the objections are not. The names of people making the objections are seldom mentioned, and their publications are seldom cited.
This method of not giving the opponents the status of a name or an argument has been used frequently — for example, in numerous editorials and notices in the *Journal of the American Dental Association* over the years.\(^{51}\)

Attacking the other side in unspecific terms can be done by anyone from any position, but it is especially useful for those who have more status, since they avoid giving recognition to the other side.

*Circulating Unpublished Critiques*

Another technique for attacking credibility is the unpublished critique. For example, after Mark Diesendorf’s *Nature* paper was published,\(^{52}\) a critique was written by Australian proponent Graham Craig and circulated to government health departments and editors of newspapers and journals. (Diesendorf eventually obtained a copy.\(^{53}\) Craig’s critique was not designed to be published. In fact, in a cover letter to the editor of *Nature*, Craig stated that his letter and critique were not for publication.\(^{54}\)

This technique avoids putting the criticisms in the open scientific literature where they can, in turn, be criticized. Hence this denies the criticized paper the status of being taken seriously in a prestigious open forum, but profluoridationists are able to use the unpublished critique when preparing responses for local debates.

Diesendorf found it difficult to respond to this. He prepared a reply, but it seems unusual to publish in a journal a response to unpublished material. But there was no obvious way to circulate his reply — or even notice of its existence — to all those who would have received the unpublished critique.

Another critique of Diesendorf’s *Nature* paper, by leading British proponents Murray and Andrew Rugg-Gunn, was “issued” by the British Fluoridation Society.\(^{55}\) Again, as the critique did not appear in the open scientific literature, Diesendorf had the same problems in replying.

Colquhoun has encountered similar difficulties. After the appearance of his two-part article in *American Laboratory*,\(^{56}\) a letter criticizing his research was circulated by the director of the Division of Dental Health’s head office in Wellington, New Zealand. The letter was written by Peter Hunter, principal dental officer for research. It alleged mistakes in Colquhoun’s calculations of decay rates in New Zealand school children. The letter was the basis for a statement circulated to local water supply authorities in New Zealand from the Director-General of Health, stating that Colquhoun’s data contained a serious error in at least one instance. Later, the Centers for Disease Control, part of the USPHS, reproduced the letter as part of one of their publications. At no time was Colquhoun sent a copy of the letter. When Colquhoun found out about the letter, he wrote to the Director-General of Health asking for access to the data to assess the alleged error, but this was denied.\(^{57}\)

An article by Colquhoun and Robert Mann criticizing the study of the effect of fluoridation in Hastings, New Zealand, appeared in the December 1986 issue of *The Ecologist*.\(^{58}\) The authors claimed that the Hastings results were wrong because the diagnostic criteria for tooth decay were changed in Hastings but not in the control town Napier. In 1988, they obtained by indirect means an unpublished critique of their paper by Peter Hunter and Elsdon Storey. This critique had been circulated to the general manager of the City of Hastings, among others, but not directly to Colquhoun and Mann. They responded by circulating a booklet reprinting the Hunter-Storey critique accompanied by comments of their own in reply.\(^{59}\)

The unpublished critique seems to be a common way to attack the credibility of opponents. For example, Ionel Rapaport’s studies of the link between fluoridation and mongoloid births were the subject of a critique by A. L. Russell, who did research supposedly refuting Rapaport. Russell’s research has never been published, but a letter of Russell’s about this research has been widely cited by profluoridationists.\(^{60}\)

Edward Groth III’s 1973 doctoral dissertation was seen as critical of fluoridation by many proponents. Leading proponent Ernest
Newbrun wrote an attack on the dissertation which was circulated by the USPHS for years. Groth did not learn of its existence for about ten years.61

In one sense, the unpublished critique is a curious tactic, as the proponents undoubtedly have greater opportunities for publishing in dental journals. The advantage of the unpublished critique is that nothing about the issue being contested appears in dental journals at all, and so the issues are not raised to the status of being worthy of professional debate.

Prestigious dental journals generally do not publish antifluoridation articles.62 Nor do they often publish careful refutations of antifluoridation scientific work. Thus the antifluoridation scientists are not given recognition — not even the negative recognition of criticism — in the crucial journals. Responses remain in the domain of unpublished, informally circulated manuscripts.

This point was articulated well by leading proponent David B. Ast at the 1951 conference of dental directors where Francis Bull spoke. In commenting on how to respond to an “alleged rumor” about fluoridation and cancer, Ast said:

If a refutation is published it will reach a very much larger number of persons. I wonder if it would not be preferable for a refutation to be prepared at the University of Texas and made available to those who make inquiry for it, and for the dental directors to write to the University of Texas for that information. So if the question comes up in their community they will be well heeled with information to answer the question rather than to publicize this rumored information.63

In exceptional cases, the work of opponents has sufficient impact to lead to refutations being published in scientific and dental journals. The claims of Yiamouyiannis and Burk on fluoridation and cancer stimulated replies by several scientists in medical and scientific journals.64 More recently, the studies by Diesendorf and Colquhoun in nondental journals, such as Nature and American Laboratory, have triggered proponents to write refutations in the Journal of Public Health Dentistry65 and the New Zealand Dental Journal.66

To me, the most reasonable explanation for why critiques are sometimes published and sometimes not published is campaigning effectiveness. As long as the research critical of fluoridation is not widely known, it is more effective to circulate unpublished critiques. But when the research gains widespread publicity, publication of critiques may be warranted.

Claims about fluoridation and cancer were made by Alfred Taylor in 1950s and by Yiamouyiannis and Burk in the 1970s. It is hard to argue that differences in scientific quality explain the differences in the form of the responses to their work. The key is that Yiamouyiannis and Burk obtained enormous publicity for their work; Taylor did not. Hence, Taylor could be dealt with by an unpublished critique, whereas Yiamouyiannis and Burk merited published refutations. Similarly, the initial responses to Colquhoun and Diesendorf were unpublished critiques, but, as their work continued to attract considerable attention, published responses were deemed warranted.67

This is not to say there is any conscious conspiracy to choose either publication or circulation of unpublished critiques. Rather, the struggle for credibility within the fluoridation controversy sets the general context in which the standing of various arguments and critics is assessed. Within this context, it then seems natural to choose a response that is more effective in the circumstances.

**Attacking the Critics Personally**

Yet another response to critics has been to attack them personally, rather than merely attacking their arguments. The aim here is to destroy personal credibility and authority.

In my interviews with fluoridation partisans, the scientific credibility of those on the other side was a key point in many comments. There were a number of statements under-
mining the status of those on the other side as scientific or scholarly. For example, one proponent told me that Geoffrey Smith was unable to get anything published in refereed scholarly journals, and could publish only via the unrefereed letters column of the New Zealand Dental Journal. (Smith told another story. Unable to get past the referees in the Australian Dental Journal, he had had no trouble getting his articles published in international scientific journals. He sent me reprints of several such articles.)

One proponent told me that Mark Diesendorf’s article in the prestigious scientific journal Nature had not been refereed, and that this information had come to him via a contact in Britain. According to Diesendorf, the article was refereed. He sent me a copy of the referee’s report and his correspondence with the editor of Nature.

The point here is that attempts were made to undermine the conventional scientific achievements of those on the other side. This was something that could be done more effectively by the proponents, since they have a near-monopoly over professional opinion and membership of key policy-making and advisory bodies.

A number of interviewees, both proponents and opponents, spontaneously mentioned the Briggs case. Michael Briggs had been a professor of human biology and dean of science at Deakin University in Geelong, not far from Melbourne. Allegations were raised in the early 1980s that Briggs had fabricated some of his research findings on oral contraceptives. Briggs denied any wrongdoing. In a drawn-out affair, the university had difficulties in initiating a formal inquiry into the allegations.

Eventually, Briggs resigned, and, not long afterward, died in Spain in 1986. A university investigation later concluded that data in at least some of Briggs’ publications was partly fabricated. The continued publicity about the Briggs case made his name a symbol of fraud in Australian science.

The way in which the Briggs case was mentioned by several proponents and opponents suggested that scientists on the other side could well be fraudulent. For example, one proponent noted, in relation to Diesendorf’s antifluoridation article in Nature, that Briggs had published in Nature. The implication was that even fraudulent work could get into prestigious journals, and so the publication of an antifluoridation paper there did not mean it was scientific.

Some proponents and opponents interviewed made highly derogatory comments about each other, but only about those on the other side. Some or all of those on the other side were called “unscientific,” “discredited,” and occasionally much stronger things such as “liars” and “fools.” Some very specific examples were offered to justify this sort of language. (Only some interviewees made such derogatory characterizations. They arose spontaneously in the interviews.)

Scientists — including leading scientists — commonly make derogatory and abusive comments about those with differing views, as is recognized by most people in the profession. It is less common for such attacks to be made in print. The fluoridation controversy is somewhat unusual in that the professional literature contains quite a number of personal attacks.

The Attack on Sutton. Donald Galagan’s 1960 review of Philip Sutton’s book contains some technical points, but also some personal attacks, including the following:

Although it is nothing new to see an accredited scientist mix fact and fancy, near truth with truth, and emotion with reason, it is always shocking to realise that an intelligent individual in a responsible position can so baldly misinterpret scientific data. … The contents of the monograph, therefore, represent no more than an exercise in semantic and scientific dilettantism designed to serve some other purpose. … I can only conclude that Dr Sutton has an intense and emotional drive to oppose fluoridation. Why he feels this way is not clear, but it seems likely to come from some motive other than a sincere concern
Struggle over credibility

for the statistical or scientific validity of the concept. There are several implications within these statements. Galagan accused Sutton of mixing “emotion with reason.” The underlying assumption is that scientists should be concerned only with reason, and that emotion should not influence their judgments.

Galagan stated that Sutton was a dilettante or, in other words, not a “real” or professional scientist so far as this subject is concerned. Finally, Galagan concluded that Sutton was motivated to oppose fluoridation — with “motivated” suggesting some impulse other than truth or human welfare.

All of these implications serve to paint Sutton as other than scientific. The usual image of scientists is that they are rational, professional, and unmotivated by anything other than the search for truth. Galagan suggested that Sutton, in this piece of work, had not performed according to this scientific ideal.

This sort of attack shows again how the promoters of fluoridation have taken on the mantle of scientific orthodoxy. In the 1940s, it was the proponents who were political, emotional, and “motivated.” John Frisch, according to McNeil, was “a man possessed” in his promotion of fluoridation: “Fluoridation became practically a religion with him.”

Even after the endorsements, proponents were often evangelistic in their activities. The difference is that, because they were then backed by professional authorities, their promotional activities were taken as compatible with scientific objectivity.

Actually, there are no statements in Sutton’s 1959 book suggesting emotionality or ulterior motives. Sutton’s language and style is dry and characteristic of formal scientific writing. Ironically, it is Galagan’s review that contains emotional language — namely, his attacks on Sutton.

There is no paradox here. Galagan had assumed that Sutton was mixing reason with emotion precisely because Sutton was not wholeheartedly supporting fluoridation. Galagan had assumed that being critical of fluoridation is, itself, evidence of emotion and ulterior motives, whereas support for fluoridation is automatically rational and without ulterior motives.

The strategy implicit in Galagan’s attack on Sutton — namely to categorize any opposition to fluoridation as irrational by that very fact — has been openly pursued by proponents of fluoridation. Because right-wing and other fringe groups were vocal opponents of fluoridation in early years in the United States, it was an obvious strategy to respond by denigrating the credentials of the opponents rather than their arguments. The next stage of this strategy was to include anyone who was prominent in opposing fluoridation in the same basket. This is the familiar process of “guilt by association.”

The ADA Dossier. This process is most public in a dossier on opponents compiled by the Bureau of Public Information of the ADA since the mid 1950s. Versions were published in the Journal of the American Dental Association in 1962 and 1965. Entitled “Comments on the Opponents of Fluoridation,” the compilation begins, “The following pages contain excerpts from material concerning some of the individuals, organizations and publications opposed to the fluoridation of community water supplies. This material has been compiled for the general information of members of the dental profession and others interested in this public health measure.”

Many groups and individuals are listed, including right-wing groups, such as the John Birch Society and the Ku Klux Klan. The actual “comments” on these groups are almost entirely quotes from newspaper articles, journals, and letters. A large number of the quotes serve to classify the group or individual concerned as a “crank” or “quack.” For example, Dr. Morris A. Bealle, who edited a newsletter called American Capsule News, is said to be opposed to the Salk vaccine and to claim that polio comes from consuming soft drinks and ice cream, which occurs more often during hot weather.
Others on the list are documented as having been patients in mental hospitals or convicted for criminal activity, such as practicing medicine without a license. The Ku Klux Klan is included, seemingly only to show that it opposes fluoridation. For example, the *Chicago Sun-Times* of 22 May 1961 is quoted as saying that Klan leader Robert M. Shelton “has been actively opposed to increased state appropriations for mental health and against fluoridation of drinking water, contending they have subversive aims.”

On the other hand, some of the information is not particularly damning in and of itself. For example, the only information on Ludwik Gross is taken from a memorandum of 24 September 1962 by the Division of Dental Public Health and Resources of the USPHS.

Dr. Ludwik Gross, Chief of Cancer Research, for the Veterans Administration, states: “The plain fact that fluorine is an insidious poison, harmful, toxic and cumulative in its effect, even when injected in minimal amounts, will remain unchanged no matter how many times it will be repeated in print that fluoridation of the water supply is safe.” He also opposed fluoridation on the grounds that the consumption of water varies greatly, that the margin of safety is narrow and that the engineering problems in large cities are formidable. The Veteran’s Administration which employs Dr. Gross states: “Dr. Gross is free to offer his personal opinion in any relation he may desire. However, Dr. Gross does not speak for the Veteran’s Administration on the subject of fluoridation. This agency is not opposed to the fluoridation of public water supplies.”

Two points are worth noting. First, the USPHS went out of its way to deny that Gross spoke for anyone but himself. Second, the ADA saw fit to include this statement about Gross in its “Comments on the Opponents of Fluoridation.” By being included in a list with extreme right-wing groups, opponents of vaccination, other “health quacks,” and people with criminal convictions and admissions to mental hospitals, Gross’s opposition to fluoridation was implicitly categorized with these stigmatized groups.

The Attack on Waldbott. As mentioned before, George Waldbott was, for many years, the leading antifluoridation scientist in the United States. As an internationally respected allergist and author of numerous publications, Waldbott’s opposition to fluoridation was especially powerful. In addition, he was highly active in writing articles, giving talks, and presenting testimony against fluoridation. Any undermining of Waldbott’s credibility, therefore, would have been important for the cause of fluoridation.

The ADA’s dossier contains a large section on Waldbott. It begins with a statement by Dr. J. Roy Doty, secretary of the Council on Dental Therapeutics of the ADA, criticizing a circular by Waldbott on the grounds that Waldbott had not correctly reported certain items from the medical literature. This is clearly an attempt to impugn Waldbott’s claims to scientific status.

The second item is from a newspaper, the *Milwaukee Journal* of 8 November 1955. The item reports that Waldbott, as a witness against fluoridation, was challenged by Dr. E. R. Krumbiegel, the City of Milwaukee’s health commissioner. The Journal quoted Waldbott as saying that he was “the first person to describe allergic pneumonia as a disease,” and said that he was “the first to demonstrate the role of pollen in allergy.” Krumbiegel challenged this by stating that “a Dr. Loeffler” first described allergic pneumonia, and that the role of pollen in allergy had been demonstrated long before Waldbott grew up. Krumbiegel’s statements seem to show that Waldbott had made false claims concerning his own scientific discoveries, thus undermining his credibility on fluoridation as well.

The *Journal*’s article went on to quote several other witnesses critical of Waldbott. One was Francis Bull, who was quoted as saying “It’s astounding that we have to get a doctor from outside the state to tell us that people here are walking around half dead,”
and that people who opposed fluoridation were also opposed to nearly all public health measures.80

The Journal’s article also reported that Dr. Delbert P. Nachazel, identified as “chairman of the fluoridation committee of the dental association,” said that, after studying “all the available scientific reports on fluoridation,” he could find nothing written by Waldbott.81 His comments suggested that, if Waldbott had not published anything on fluoridation, his views were not worth that much.

These comments are highly damaging to Waldbott’s credibility as a scientist and, hence, as a critic of fluoridation. Waldbott was well aware of this, and wrote a letter to the ADA responding to a number of the claims. Unlike all other entries in the ADA dossier, the material on Waldbott includes a response by Waldbott. He wrote, “At no time have I stated that I was the first to discover the role of pollen in allergy as claimed. I stated that I was first to discover the role of pollen in chronic perennial asthma.” He also states that allergic pneumonia, which he first described, had nothing to do with “Loeffler’s Syndrome.” The ADA dossier also mentions that Waldbott, in another letter, said he had had “thirteen articles published in medical journals.”82

Much of the material on Waldbott in the ADA dossier serves to damage Waldbott’s credibility without responding to his arguments. Although Waldbott was able to reply to some of this in the published version of the dossier, material from the dossier was widely used in campaigning for fluoridation. A dossier on Waldbott was first issued by the ADA in 1955. Its effect is best described in his own words.

This dossier accused me of intellectual dishonesty and incompetence. I was grouped with lay opponents, one of whom was alleged to have escaped from a mental institution, the other was claimed to be an imposter. Subsequently, wherever I raised my voice against fluoridation, this dossier always showed up like a steady companion. It was made available by the American Dental Association through local dentists and by the U.S.P.H.S. through local health officials. It was sent to fluoridation committees of district dental societies. It was handed to newspaper editors, physicians, dentists, medical editors, officials of medical societies, key lay persons, leaders of clubs and organizations, wherever and whenever there was a need for countering my data. It reached the desks of the Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm, Sweden; the Berner Bund, Switzerland; the New Zealand Fluoridation Commission. It showed up in Germany, in Holland and in hundreds of communities in the U.S.A. from Jacksonville, Florida, to Boston, Mass.; from New York City to Seattle, Washington. Rarely, if ever, was I aware where it had appeared until it was too late to reply to the allegations.83

Frank J. McClure was a leading USPHS researcher whose work supported the promotion of fluoridation in the United States. His book Water Fluoridation: The Search and the Victory, published in 1970, is a classic in the literature favoring fluoridation. In the final chapter, “Contest and Victory,” McClure gave his version of the fluoridation debate and included a section on Waldbott. McClure’s treatment of Waldbott is revealing in its focus on Waldbott’s personal behavior in the debate, rather than on the findings Waldbott reported in the medical literature.

McClure began by referring to the ADA dossier and mentioning some of the extremist groups opposed to fluoridation, naming the Ku Klux Klan, the John Birch Society, and the American Association for Medico-Physical Research. In the same paragraph he then discussed “two leading opponents of fluoridation,” George L. Waldbott and Frederick B. Exner.

Referring to Waldbott’s reports of fluoride poisoning from water fluoridation (citing Waldbott’s book, A Struggle with Titans, but not any of his numerous research papers published on the topic), McClure said “This threat has been the theme of most [of] the antifluoridationists’ efforts to discredit the findings of recognized scientists and health
organizations. McClure characterized Waldbott’s research as “threats,” and counterposed Waldbott’s findings with those of “recognized scientists and health organizations,” thus implying that Waldbott was not a “recognized scientist.”

McClure next referred to an instance in which the City of Milwaukee’s Health Department offered to test one of Waldbott’s “cases of fluoride poisoning” (McClure’s quotes) in a hospital. Waldbott declined. This suggests that Waldbott was afraid to let others replicate his clinical findings. This may well have been the case, but McClure did not mention that Waldbott might have had legitimate reasons to refuse.

McClure moves on to the visit to Waldbott by Dr. Heinrich Hornung, an “experienced public health officer” from Kassel-Wilhelmshoche, who was “dedicated to the promotion of dental health in Germany.” In a letter to the Journal of the American Dental Association, Hornung claimed that Waldbott had not personally investigated the cases of alleged poisoning caused by fluoridation. McClure quoted from Hornung’s letter, concluding with this statement: “The American Dental Association and the public health authorities are fully justified in their contention that Dr. Waldbott presented no proof to substantiate his belief that chronic poisoning had been caused by water fluoridation, and those organizations, therefore, should proceed with their program.”

This is an excellent example of how to discredit a scientist’s findings by exposing the human underside of published findings. Hornung’s visit to Waldbott allowed him to see Waldbott’s files and, later, to expose what he said was a lack of proper scientific investigation behind Waldbott’s published claims. McClure used Hornung’s statements to do the same.

Waldbott devoted several pages to the Hornung visit in his book A Struggle with Titans. Hornung, according to Waldbott, was “one of Europe’s most fanatical promoters” of fluoridation. Hornung came to the United States to study fluoridation, and made a stop at Waldbott’s clinic near Detroit. Waldbott showed him around his farm and showed him data about fifty-two “cases of poisoning from fluoridated water, a report of which was about to appear in a leading European medical journal, Acta Medica Scandinavica.”

According to Waldbott, he had sent a questionnaire to individuals to see which ones were worthy of investigating more carefully. Waldbott said he used the questionnaire to decide whether to contact the family physician, and that he personally examined most of the fifty-two people.

Later, Hornung sent a letter to fluoride pioneer Frederick McKay, with a copy to Waldbott. This letter was also published in the Journal of the American Dental Association. It is the letter quoted by McClure. In it, Hornung said that “Dr. Waldbott distributed a questionnaire in which ‘leading’ questions were listed, and whenever a single one of these questions was answered positively by one of the recipients of the questionnaire (mostly elderly ladies), this was recorded as proof of poisoning by fluoridation.”

Waldbott mentioned other distortions in Hornung’s letter, saying that Hornung “must have lifted out of context and attributed to me some of the patients’ own descriptions in their replies to my questionnaire.” Essentially, Hornung used access to Waldbott’s research files to discredit the research by exposing apparent inadequacies observable only to an insider. As most researchers will admit, an examination of their day-to-day activities, including failed experiments, rejected hypotheses, and sloppiness, can give quite a different impression than their polished reports in scientific journals. Inside descriptions, even with the best intentions, can undermine claims to being objective and scholarly. With hostile aims, the results can be damning, indeed. To expose the limitations of the insider description, an alternative description of day-to-day procedures is usually required, and this can never appear to be as authoritative as a published account giving an idealized reconstruction of research procedures.

For Hornung to write about his observations to a dentist and researcher, Frederick McKay,
was one thing. For the account to be published in the central journal of the dental profession in the United States, the *Journal of the American Dental Association*, gave it much more visibility and credibility. The ADA made full use of the letter. According to Waldbott, it was the subject of a nationwide news release on 31 August 1956 and used heavily thereafter. He said, “The American Dental Association and the P.H.S. utilized this letter for all it was worth. ... Whenever my name was mentioned in connection with fluoridation, the local promoting dentist or health official handed the story to the newspaper or the local fluoridation committee.”

Waldbott clearly made a mistake in allowing Hornung access to his files. He commented, “the thought would never have crossed my mind that a health official’s motives could be political rather than scientific. His gift of roses to my wife had convinced me that he was a gentleman. It was perhaps my German background which made me assume that a scientist, a German, and a gentleman could only be interested in science and truth.”

Now, to return to McClure’s abbreviated account of Hornung’s encounter with Waldbott: after a brief resume and quotations from Hornung’s letter, McClure gave Waldbott’s side. “In *A Struggle with Titans* Waldbott accused Dr. Horning [sic] of quoting him erroneously in the letter to McKay.” McClure then turned to other comments on Waldbott and Exner. By giving no detail about Waldbott’s response to Hornung, McClure left the impression that Waldbott did no more than “accuse” Hornung of quoting him erroneously and without further substantiation.

McClure concluded his few paragraphs on Waldbott and Exner with these comments:

Neither of these men appears to have engaged personally in a constructive program of research on the dental or physiological effects of fluoridated water. Neither are dentists, and apparently have only limited interests in basic physiology and biochemistry, essential for clinical and epidemiological research. The charges of these physicians regarding health hazards of fluoridated water are lacking in substantial evidence and are rejected by the majority of physicians, scientists, and public health authorities.

McClure first accused Waldbott and Exner of not being engaged in a “constructive program of research.” Certainly, Waldbott was engaged on a program of research, but, presumably because he was opposed to fluoridation, this program was not considered to be “constructive” by McClure. The fact that Waldbott was not a dentist appears to be held against Waldbott, although the relevance of being a dentist to studying fluoride toxicity is not clear. McClure’s statement that claims by Waldbott and Exner on hazards of fluoridated water “are lacking in substantial evidence” sounds authoritative. It provides a striking contrast to McClure’s lack of analysis of any of Waldbott’s scientific papers and his concentration on criticisms of Waldbott’s behavior.

McClure concluded by saying that the charges by Waldbott and Exner were “rejected by the majority of physicians, scientists, and public health authorities.” This statement might suggest that this rejection was the result of scientific examination of the charges. The role of the ADA in promulgating Hornung’s attack is not mentioned, although arguably, this played a major role in the rejection of Waldbott’s work.

As noted in chapter 2, Waldbott’s research findings are seldom mentioned in recent reviews by fluoridation supporters. The campaign against Waldbott by the profluoridationists, as supported by the USPHS and the ADA, served to discredit Waldbott in the eyes of most dentists and doctors. Perhaps it is not surprising that few scientists have made serious attempts to find and study cases of fluoride toxicity.

*The Attack on Yiamouyiannis.* In the mid 1970s, biochemist John Yiamouyiannis argued that fluoridation was associated with increased cancer death rates, and quickly became a leading opponent of fluoridation. To argue a
link between fluoridation and cancer is an especially potent challenge because cancer is symbolically a “dread disease,” perceived as an especially horrible way to die. The claims by Yiamouyiannis and his collaborator Dean Burk have been repeatedly challenged in scientific forums. But in addition, Burk and Yiamouyiannis have been personally attacked on numerous occasions.

Setting the tone for the attack was an unsigned article in the prestigious American consumer magazine *Consumer Reports* in July 1978, entitled “Fluoridation: The Cancer Scare.” This article is of unusual importance since it is widely known to dentists and doctors and often provides the basis for their response to the claims by Burk and Yiamouyiannis. The article opens with Burk’s appearance on Dutch television on 10 February 1976, an appearance the *Consumer Reports* author credits with the repeal of fluoridation in the Netherlands, previously the most highly fluoridated country in Europe.

The article gives a history of fluoridation, and then turns to the National Health Federation (NHF), which was set up in the mid-1950s by Fred J. Hart. Both Hart and the NHF were investigated by the federal Food and Drug Administration for making false medical claims. The FDA reported “From its inception, the federation has been a front for promoters of unproved remedies, eccentric theories and quackery.” Among its concerns, the Federation opposed fluoridation. According to *Consumer Reports*, “in 1974 the NHF decided to mount a new national campaign to ‘break the back’ of fluoridation efforts. It hired Dr. Yiamouyiannis to do the job.”

Yiamouyiannis did a study showing a positive correlation between fluoridation and cancer death rates in American cities. Setting a higher priority on campaigning than scientific publication, Yiamouyiannis first “published” his findings as a campaign leaflet for a referendum in Los Angeles. Only later did he seek publication in scientific journals. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the response to Yiamouyiannis.

*Consumer Reports* quotes Thomas Mack, a Los Angeles doctor, commenting on Yiamouyiannis’s work: “All over the documents one finds … conclusions emblazoned essentially in the form of slogans, without cautious interpretation or restrictions … this bias is so pervasive and obvious, the mistaken logic so gross and naive, that the reader assumes the author to be, however competent in his Ph.D. field, totally unaware of the principles of epidemiology.”

*Consumer Reports* goes on to comment: “Most people are unfamiliar with the principles of epidemiology, however, and a Ph.D. degree can sometimes lend credibility even to claptrap. In Los Angeles it evidently did. The scare tactics of the NHF and other antifluoridationists scored a stunning victory over dental health.”

The article continues by describing the collaboration between Burk and Yiamouyiannis and their use of their findings to campaign against fluoridation in Britain and the United States.

The charges against Yiamouyiannis and Burk are fairly clear. Yiamouyiannis worked for an organization associated with medical quackery; their research was biased and uninformed, and was motivated by the aim of opposing fluoridation; and they have not published in the open scientific literature. These attacks are more effective against Yiamouyiannis, since he is the one who worked for the NHF. It is harder to attack Burk, a prominent biochemist who worked for the National Cancer Institute. *Consumer Reports* said “Like the National Health Federation, Dr. Burk is a leading advocate of the worthless cancer drug Laetrile … and he shares the NHF’s aversion to fluoridation.”

Burk is damned by his association with the causes of the NHF. This same sort of guilt by association is used in a profluoridation article by Mary Bernhardt and Bob Sprague, entitled “The poisonmongers.” After introducing Yiamouyiannis as the most active opponent in the United States, they commented that “Yiamouyiannis is often accompanied by Dean Burk, Ph.D., another biochemist. Burk is
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a retired employee of the National Cancer Institute, the highly respected branch of the U.S. Public Health Service which evaluates proposed cancer treatments to see if they work. But in recent years, Burk has been a major promoter of the worthless cancer remedy, laetrile.  

The damning of Burk by association with laetrile is intriguing. Support for laetrile is taken by the defenders of medical orthodoxy as a sign of being “beyond the pale,” exactly as is opposition to fluoridation. Supporters of “unorthodox” cancer treatments have been denigrated in a fashion similar to the response to antifluoridationists.

Bernhardt and Sprague continue their discussion:

Yiamouyiannis and Burk claim that fluoridation causes cancer. But their claim is based upon a misinterpretation of certain government statistics. In true anti fashion, they compared cancer death rates in fluoridated and non-fluoridated cities. But they failed to consider various factors in each city (such as industrial pollution) which are known to raise the cancer death rate. When the National Cancer Institute did a genuine comparative study, it found no link between fluoridation and cancer. Undaunted, Yiamouyiannis and Burk charged NCI with a “cover-up.” They were joined in this hoax by Congressman James Delaney, who is an anti of long standing.

The most fascinating part of this quote is the implication that comparing cancer death rates in fluoridated and non-fluoridated cities is an “anti” way of studying the link between fluoridation and cancer. Bernhardt and Sprague suggest that being a “devout anti” is some sort of psychological problem. They say “It is important to realize that a devout anti cannot be dissuaded by facts,” and they refer to an article suggesting unconscious drives in many of those opposed to fluoridation.

Most damaging to the cause of fluoridation are the few anti who are physicians, dentists or others who presumably should be able to judge fluoridation on its merits. Some of them are simply misinformed. Others are alienated for reasons unconnected with fluoridation, but take this cause to get back at the scientific community which they feel has “slighted” them.

Here, Bernardt and Sprague spell out why opposition by scientists such as Yiamouyiannis and Burk is so important. Opponents who are not physicians, dentists, or scientists can be dismissed as ignorant of the facts. They do not fall into the category of those “who presumably should be able to judge fluoridation on its merits.” Hence, it becomes especially important to undermine the credibility of Yiamouyiannis, Burk, and any other credentialed individuals who become prominent in the opposition.

The Bernhardt-Sprague attack on antifluoridationists has been widely used by proponents. An example is Yiamouyiannis’s invitation to debate fluoridation in St. Charles, Missouri. Dr. Michael Garvey, a local dentist, was invited to present the case for fluoridation, but he refused to participate. Instead, he released a press statement, which included the following:

Yiamouyiannis is viewed in the bona fide scientific medical and dental community as a walking example of scientific fraud. The problem is, that he’s so smooth in his presentation that the average person without scientific background will be snowed and is likely to believe his every word. This Yiamouyiannis is a “poisonmonger,” according to experts in the bona fide scientific community.

Garvey’s view clearly is taken from the Bernhardt-Sprague article, which is entitled “The Poisonmongers,” a term referring to the opponents of fluoridation who spread “poison” into people’s minds. According to Bernhardt and Sprague:

The antis’ basic technique is the big lie. Made infamous by Hitler, it is simple to use, yet surprisingly effective. It consists of
claiming that fluoridation causes cancer, heart disease, kidney disease and other serious ailments which people fear. The fact that there is no supporting evidence for such claims does not matter. The trick is to keep repeating them — because if something is said often enough, people tend to think there must be some truth to it.\textsuperscript{109}

Antifluoridationists find this sort of attack especially annoying, since, in their view, fluoride is the poison. One way they could respond is to point out that neither of the authors of this article is a qualified expert in the field. Both Mary Bernhardt and Bob Sprague are listed as freelance journalists. Bernhardt was also secretary of the Council on Dental Health of the American Dental Association from 1968 to 1976.\textsuperscript{110}

As noted earlier, there was also a serious scientific response to the work of Yiamouyiannis and Burk, even though their work was not published in high-status scientific journals. As I argued before, this phenomenon is best explained by the political effectiveness of their claims. Richard Doll and Leo Kinlen, who did one of the studies challenging Yiamouyiannis and Burk, commented that “The preparation of our paper was prompted by the concern aroused at the wide publicity that Burk and Yiamouyiannis had sought and obtained in Britain for their misleading use of crude cancer-mortality rates in fluoridated and non-fluoridated U.S. cities.”\textsuperscript{111} But the scientific response was not treated as sufficient. There was a concerted attack on the credibility of Yiamouyiannis as a person as well.

More than one can play the game of attacking the credentials, motivations, and honesty of those with opposite views. But the proponents have won this battle over reputation in an overwhelming fashion because they have the preponderance of professional support and especially the backing of professional societies and many ardent supporters who are willing to use their resources to the utmost.\textsuperscript{112}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

In chapter 2, I described the main arguments used in the struggle over fluoridation, presenting them as a form of intellectual struggle. But the “debate” has been more than intellectual. It has been a highly polarized confrontation in which evidence and arguments are deployed to win adherents, both expert and nonexpert. The polarization of debate helps to explain the remarkable coherency of views of fluoridation partisans, who regularly line up in opposition on every issue, as described in chapter 3. Thus, in order to understand the deployment of arguments, it is necessary to place them in the wider context of polarized confrontation.

In this chapter I have described how the partisans seek not just to destroy the arguments of those on the other side, but also to minimize or destroy their personal credibility by citing endorsements, refusing to debate, making derogatory personal comments, and implying guilt by association with unsavory individuals and stigmatized groups. This form of attack has been most successfully used by the proponents against the opponents, mainly because the proponents have had a near-monopoly over authoritative backing and the professional resources to undertake this style of struggle. The opponents, by contrast, have had insufficient professional authority or control over professional resources to launch a similarly effective attack on the proponents.

In this aspect of the struggle, scientific and nonscientific aspects of credibility and authority are intertwined. It was precisely because Waldbott both had a reputation as a scientist and was heavily involved in campaigning against fluoridation that he was a prime target for attacks on his credibility.

An evaluation of the scientific aspects of the fluoridation issue is impossible without an assessment of the impact of the various techniques used to highlight or downplay certain scientific findings and to bolster or denigrate the reputations of the scientists presenting them. The struggle over credibility is a key to understanding both the acceptance or rejection of claims of scientific knowledge.
and the use of science as a tool in the power struggle over fluoridation.
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Professional attack

What I have called in the previous chapter the “struggle over credibility” has mainly been carried out using rhetoric, namely written and spoken language. In spite of the viciousness of some of the verbal attacks, language has its limits. By itself, rhetoric does not have the capacity to prevent a scientist from doing research nor does it bar a dentist from dental practice.

Rhetoric is a way of exercising power, but there are other ways. In the fluoridation controversy, methods of struggle have not been limited to rhetoric. In this chapter, I present a number of cases in which attempts have been made to stop antifluoridationists from expressing their views, doing research, and practicing dentistry.\footnote{1}

The implication of these examples is that the fluoridation debate has used more than rhetorical tools. Various other forms of power have been deployed. It is necessary to realize the extent of this activity in order to understand the dynamics of the fluoridation issue. In particular, assessing the technical disputes over fluoridation requires a simultaneous assessment of the wider exercise of power.

Most of the cases of the sort presented here have been documented by antifluoridationists. Some may be incorrect or overstated. But the number of cases is very large, and they fall into comprehensible patterns. In my study of this phenomenon in other areas, there are always many more cases occurring than end up being documented.\footnote{2} I am convinced that these cases point to an important dynamic in the fluoridation controversy. What the cases actually mean is something to which I will return to later in this chapter.

\section*{SOME CASES}

Dr. John Neilands, professor of biochemistry at the University of California at Berkeley, signed a ballot argument against fluoridation. A local proponent of fluoridation wrote to the chancellor of the university requesting that Neilands be reprimanded, and called for him to be expelled from his professional society.\footnote{3}

Ivan H. Northfield, a dentist living in Duluth, Minnesota, made a speech against fluoridation during a campaign in 1965. As a result, his local dental society suspended his membership for one year, without allowing him to speak in his own defense.\footnote{4}

In 1964, a sociology student at a U.S. university carried out a survey of a medical society and found that only half of the respondents favored fluoridation while a third opposed it. George Waldbott reports that “The assistant dean, prompted by the fluoridation chairman, wrote a letter berating the student for allegedly abusing the good name of her school.” Although threat of a legal action by the student forced a retraction of the letter’s allegations, the attack discouraged the student from publishing her data.\footnote{5}

While Edward Groth III was a graduate student in biology at Stanford University in the late 1960s, he became interested in the fluoridation issue and, after studying the arguments, wrote a letter to the president of the university suggesting that a ballot argument for the proponents had falsely claimed that there was no evidence of harm. Groth sent copies of his letter to two proponents whom he had interviewed. One of them approached the head of the biology department and vehemently attacked Groth at length, suggesting that he should be expelled from graduate school. But the department head defended Groth.\footnote{6}

Dr. Chong W. Chang had done work showing that fluoride interfered with the biochemistry of living tissues. Chang said in a 1972 letter to Waldbott “I have been associated with six years of basic research on fluoride since my study at the University of California and the USDA [U.S. Department of \begin{footnotesize}
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Agriculture] here. However, in recent years, USDA keep demanding me to do the research area which is not related to fluoride. After careful consideration, I have strongly determined to find some other position where I could continue my research on fluoride.\(^7\)

Virginia Crawford, a registered nurse living in Detroit, found that she was severely affected by fluoridated water, and became a vocal opponent. In 1964, she stated that many people had threatened that her nursing license would be taken away because of her activities.\(^8\)

According to George Waldbott, in the 1950s “one internist, still practicing in Detroit, received a warning from a member of his hospital staff. Should he continue to publicly oppose fluoridation he would jeopardize his consultant practice, even his hospital staff appointment. He was profoundly distressed. Reluctantly he withdrew. He had no other choice.”\(^9\)

A doctor in Windsor, Ontario who recommended in 1962 to a patient to stop drinking fluoridated water in order to overcome a stomach ailment asked the patient to refrain from revealing his diagnosis to anyone so that his position in the eyes of colleagues, especially Windsor’s medical officer for health, would not be jeopardized.\(^10\)

Waldbott also described a case of misrepresentation in 1965, in which prominent profluoridationists presented themselves as antifuoridationists to a woman whose doctor had advised her to avoid fluoridated water in order to overcome health problems. After she revealed the name of her physician, five profluoridationists visited him. “After their visit he had no choice but to remain silent.”\(^11\)

A letter from an independent fluoridation promotion group, the Committee for the Betterment of Oral Health, based in Allentown, Pennsylvania, stated in 1961 that “We now have spies in most of the established national organizations opposed to fluoridation and can now anticipate the moves they are making and we can really hit hard now, of course, this is not for publication.”\(^12\)

Waldbott said that, whereas many presidents or secretaries of dental or medical societies would privately express concern about fluoridation, to do so openly would mean the end of their careers in these societies.\(^13\)

Carol Farkas, a Canadian researcher who has studied the levels of fluoride in foods and warned that some people may be ingesting too much fluoride,\(^14\) gave a talk on this subject to the Canadian Dental Association’s annual meeting in the 1970s. After the talk, several dentists came forward, asked for her phone number and said they would call. Five of them did so, “saying they agreed with what I had said but couldn’t say so in public because they would get black-balled from the CDA.”\(^15\)

In 1963, Dr. R. J. Berry of Oxford published results of research showing a reduction in the rate of growth of cancer cells in the presence of 0.1 parts per million of fluoride.\(^16\) This sounded good in terms of cancer, but actually pointed to the dangers of fluoride for normal cells. At any rate, Berry decided to abandon further work on fluoride after being criticized and subjected to “veiled threats.”\(^17\)

Hans Moolenburgh, a doctor and leader of the campaign against fluoridation in the Netherlands, reports that he was instructed by a medical official not to write articles against fluoridation.\(^18\) A friend of Moolenburgh’s, named Mien Bulthuis, did research for her dissertation on the role of fluoride in inhibiting the activity of the enzyme cholinesterase. A special committee of the Netherlands’ Health Board discussed the dissertation in May 1973. According to the minutes of the meeting, “Mr de Wael remarks [that] he has had a telephone call from Mr Drion (Chief Inspector of Health), who requested that he exert his influence in order to prevent remarks relating to the possible effect of fluoride on humanity from being published in the Bulthuis dissertation, as the subject was already receiving so much publicity that it could cause unrest among the population.”\(^19\)

John Polya, associate professor of chemistry at the University of Tasmania, claimed in 1973 that his staff and equipment had been taken away because of his public opposition to fluoridation.\(^20\)

Geoffrey Smith in 1979 worked as a dentist at Proserpine Hospital in Queensland and
supervised a dental therapist at a local primary school. He drew attention to the high level of dental fluorosis in children there, and began collecting data on this and on dietary sources of fluoride. He claims he was officially warned by the Queensland Health Department to cease the research and, after media coverage elsewhere in the country, was fired.\textsuperscript{21}

Mark Diesendorf worked until 1985 as a principal research scientist at the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO). Officials of the Australian Dental Association wrote letters to the chairman of CSIRO and to the federal Minister for Science and Technology, who was responsible for CSIRO, complaining, for example, that Diesendorf had “mis-used his CSIRO connections to lend weight to his views on subjects outside his expertise,” and requesting the taking of “all necessary steps to ensure [that] this deceptive practice does not continue.” CSIRO defended Diesendorf in correspondence on the grounds that he had made clear that he spoke about fluoridation in his “private capacity.”\textsuperscript{22}

In 1986, Mark Donohoe, a doctor, wrote a letter to the editor of a regional Australian newspaper, attacking fluoridation. He received a letter from the state medical board informing him that the board had received a complaint about his letter to the editor, that the board had concern that his comments were not in agreement with standard medical views, and that a newspaper was not the most appropriate place to present his views on fluoridation.\textsuperscript{23} This is an example of what Waldcott would call a “veiled threat.”

John Colquhoun describes the difficulty of assessing the role of pressure against antifluoridationists in the following manner.

\begin{quote}
In New Zealand the late R E T Hewat resigned from his position with the Medical Research Council in the same year that he revealed to his colleagues his doubts about the paradigm. The author knows that he was fulfilling a long-held wish to go farming, but to what extent he was influenced by pressures to make his decision at that particular time, with the Hastings experi-
\end{quote}

ment just started, is not known. The minutes of the Dental Association show that some within the profession believed he resigned under pressure. The late Owen Hooton was a respected Auckland dentist, in private practice, who felt bound by conscience to write to the newspaper dissociating himself from support for fluoridation and agreeing with Sir Arthur Amies’ assessment. He was visited by Evan Williams, an officer of the Dental Association, and told that he (Hooton) should desist from such public differences with his colleagues. Hooton promised to reconsider, but after doing so wrote explaining why, in the light of the evidence available to him, he could not change his stance. He added, “The majority of people are against fluoridation. I make that statement on the evidence of the ten referendums held in New Zealand. The methods being used by both the Health Department and the NZDA to force the issue are just repugnant to me.” Hooton resigned from the Association in 1968, and died soon after, saddened by the ostracism he had suffered from most of his colleagues.\textsuperscript{24}

Colquhoun himself experienced direct pressure. After being quoted, in a newspaper article, as warning parents about the danger of their preschool children swallowing fluoride toothpaste, he received a letter from his employer, the Director-General of the New Zealand Health Department. The letter stated that “a staff member who is required to carry out instructions which are abhorrent to him should seek a transfer to another position where this conflict will not exist, or he should resign.”\textsuperscript{25}

A colleague of Colquhoun’s who made a similar warning in a newspaper, but anonymously, “was visited by a superior officer who had learned her identity and warned that she had committed ‘a dismissible offence’” since she, like Colquhoun, had contradicted the official policy that recommended fluoride toothpaste for all children with teeth, namely older than two and a half.\textsuperscript{26} In New Zealand in the 1950s, profluoridationists even arranged
for the police to secretly investigate the political affiliations of opponents.27

The combination of direct attacks on some public opponents of fluoridation, their fears about loss of grants, and the general labeling of opponents as ignorant and misguided combine to discourage many scientists from doing research or speaking out on the issues. The relative lack of open opposition, in turn, encourages a perception of the “fringe” position of critics.

The direct attacks that occur, plus fears of jeopardizing careers, help to ensure that research projects that may lead to criticism of fluoridation are less often undertaken, and create an atmosphere in which those studies that are carried out are affected by a profluoridation bias.28 Hence, relatively few articles critical of fluoridation are ever submitted to scholarly journals. Of those that are, there is evidence that it is more than usually difficult to obtain publication.

Mark Diesendorf submitted an article critical of fluoridation to the Australian journal New Doctor. It was rejected because “it might encourage the antifluoridationists.” The editor did not supply the referee’s comments, and would not even write in a letter that the article was rejected. He offered this information only over the telephone.29

Sohan L. Manocha, Harold Warner, and Zbigniew L. Olkowski submitted a paper about enzyme changes in monkeys who drank fluoridated water to the Journal of Environmental Health. One reviewer wrote that the paper “appears to be written with the intent to discredit the use of fluoridated water for the maintenance of dental health” and wondered, since the safety of fluoridated water had been demonstrated “exhaustively and repeatedly,” whether there was any point in “reviving an issue that has already been resolved.” Another reviewer gave, as a reason for recommending against publication, this statement: “this is a sensitive subject and any publication in this area is subject to interpretation by anti-fluoridation groups. Therefore, any detrimental fluoride effect has to be conclusively proven.” The paper was rejected. The authors were warned by their head of department not to seek publication in any other U.S. journal, since the head had been cautioned by the National Institute of Dental Research that the results would hurt the fluoridation cause.30

British scientist R. S. Scorer wrote, “I know of one paper rejected by a prestigious British journal on the grounds that it would cause public alarm if published — it raised the issue of a possible relationship between fluoride and cancer mortality.”31

Waldbott, in a court hearing, was asked, “How did it happen that the Journal of the American Medical Association, the Annals of Internal Medicine, the Journal of Gerontology, and Annals of Allergy turned down your articles on fluoride poisoning?” Since the question enumerated “every single journal that had ever rejected an article of mine,” Waldbott inferred that Public Health Service officials, as editorial consultants, must have advised the editors of these journals to turn down the articles, and that the editors had provided the information that they had done so.32

Albert Schatz, often noted as the co-discoverer of streptomycin, sent three separate letters to the editor of the Journal of the American Dental Association in the 1960s. Apparently because Schatz was a known critic of fluoridation, all three certified letters were refused and returned to Schatz unopened.33

On 15-17 October 1962, a conference on the toxicology of fluorine was held in Bern, Switzerland. The conference was originally planned for the Netherlands but, due to “opposition from dental interests” there, it was transferred to Bern. The conference proceedings were to be published as a book. One publisher of medical and dental literature set the text in type, investing some 10,000 Swiss francs, before pulling out. The publisher was allegedly threatened by a boycott from the dental profession, and was offered compensation for dropping the book.34

Philip Sutton reports that after the first edition of his monograph Fluoridation: Errors and Omissions in Experimental Trials was published by Melbourne University Press in 1959, copies were dispatched to the press’s United States agent, Cambridge University Press. The executive director of the Nutrition
Foundation, a body funded by the American food industry, wrote to Cambridge University Press, saying "The professional standing of the Cambridge University Press among scientists and educators would seem to preclude publication of such a book by Cambridge University Press."  

Sutton also says that the type of his monograph was, without authorization, melted down soon after publication and had to be reset for the second edition only a year later. At that time, Melbourne University Press normally kept type for at least six months. 

The *Index to Dental Literature*, published by the American Dental Association, did not include either the first or the second edition of Sutton’s book. It included negative reviews of the book, but not positive ones. 

Not surprisingly, journal editors usually deny any improper behavior on their parts. In 1957, dental editors responded to charges of bias by issuing a resolution stating that “no dental journal is restrained or has been restrained from being free to publish both sides of all controversial matters.” 

Of course, it is quite possible for editors to believe that they are unbiased, while bias, as inferred by others, is at the same time, present. 

The above cases are examples of attacks on antifluoridationists. I have heard of only one exception to this pattern. The Australian journal *Simply Living* has published several articles critical of fluoridation. After one of them appeared, Gordon Medcalf, a dentist, submitted a brief reply. The editor rejected it, saying that the views on fluoridation expressed in Medcalf’s article were contrary to the facts as *Simply Living* understood them. 

The attacks against antifluoridationists predictably are documented almost entirely by antifluoridationists themselves. It is not normally considered proper to reject a scientific paper or deny a research grant simply because of a person’s views on fluoridation. Therefore, such cases are not normally publicized by profluoridationists, but are, sometimes, referred to by opponents in order to condemn the methods of the proponents. 

Most of the cases have been documented by leading scientist opponents of fluoridation rather than, for example, members of citizens’ groups. There are several reasons for this. 

First, leading scientist opponents attract a disproportionate share of the attacks because it is especially important to proponents to reduce the effectiveness that derives from their greater credibility. If an accountant, bricklayer, or homemaker makes claims about fluoridation, it is easy for dentists, doctors, and scientists to dismiss the claims as coming from uninformed sources. In the public debate, and in many scientific forums, the credibility of a statement relates more to the formal status of the person who makes it rather than to the content of the statement itself. For the purposes of the fluoridation debate, the claims of relevant professionals — especially those who have written and done research in the field — take on an exceptional significance.

Then, too, because most professionals have favored fluoridation, the few public opponents play a special role. If their credibility can be damaged or their activities which hurt fluoridation can be reduced, this can help change the situation from debate — however unbalanced it may be — to unanimous professional support. Therefore, the leading opponents are much more likely to be targeted for attack.

Also, leading opponents are likely to document attacks because they are prominent nodes for communication. People hear them give talks, read their articles, and, as a result, send them further information. These key figures thereby obtain masses of information, some of which they may publish as accounts of attacks on opponents. 

Finally, leading opponents are more able to publish accounts of attacks — especially attacks on themselves — because they have little to lose and something to gain by doing this. They are already prominent in their opposition. Others may not want to spend their lives as antifluoridation partisans, but may simply want to continue work as dentists or medical researchers. For such people, to publicize attacks on themselves would be to bring further attention to their activities and
perhaps induce further problems. A safer path is often to simply say nothing and avoid arousing the antipathy of fluoridation proponents.

Attacks on opponents probably have the greatest impact on those who are less prominent in the debate. They provide moral lessons in what may happen to those who take up the “wrong stand.”

The normal idea of professional practice holds that measures such as dismissal are taken only against those who are incompetent, unethical, or simply “not good enough.” A decision to reject an article submitted to a professional journal is supposed to take place on the basis of peer review, itself based on scientific or scholarly criteria. Membership in professional societies is normally withdrawn only from those who have severely breached professional ethics. How, then, are the sorts of attacks on antifluoridationists described here to be interpreted?

Some profluoridationists perhaps see continued open opposition to fluoridation as evidence of poor judgment, scientific incompetence, unethical behavior, or worse. The imposition of measures against certain opponents is quite justifiable in this context. Furthermore, no doubt, some of the cases can be explained (or explained away) as exaggerated accounts or paranoid interpretations by people with an ax to grind. But this does not explain the full pattern of attacks.

Most antifluoridationists see the use of professional power against opponents as a violation of professional principles, and as evidence of the unscrupulous behavior of promoters of fluoridation. Opponents of fluoridation frequently raise these cases of suppression as showing the political rather than the scientific basis for the promotion of fluoridation. By highlighting discrepancies between the stated norms of scientific behavior and the actual behavior of certain scientists, the opponents use the category of unjustifiable behavior as a resource in their struggle.

A middle-of-the-road approach might categorize these examples as unfortunate excesses, not representing proper behavior and possibly being counterproductive for the proponents. But, since the opponents are believed to be wrong and have so little professional credibility, it is not worth making a big fuss about particular cases.

This apparently moderate and balanced view ignores one thing: the organized efforts within the dental profession to denigrate the reputations of antifluoridationists. The dossiers published and distributed by the American Dental Association create a climate of contempt, in which attacks on antifluoridationists become more acceptable. The opponents are, the dossiers suggest, only cranks anyway.

In summary, the profluoridationists, through their influence in dental and medical associations, their positions and influence with health authorities — especially the U.S. Public Health Service — and their influence over the editorial policies of journals and publishers, have created a climate in which some zealous proponents use a variety of aggressive techniques to stop the expression of antifluoridation views by professionals.

This point again illustrates the impossibility of assessing the fluoridation issue without a full consideration of the dimension of power. An assessment of the scientific evidence is incomplete without knowledge of what research may have been inhibited from being done in the first place, prevented from being published, or relegated to marginal status by attacks on the credibility of the researchers. To assess the impact of these processes, it is necessary to understand the exercise of power both in the fluoridation controversy itself and in the society in which it takes place. To proceed in the analysis, I now turn to the issue of professional power.

**Professional power**

It might seem that activities such as character assassination, maintenance and distribution of dossiers, blocking of grants, removal from professional societies, and denial of publication are incompatible with proper behavior for professionals. The usual idea of a profession is of a group of skilled practitioners who act collectively to ensure high standards, ethical
behavior, and service to the public. Indeed, a common explanation for the dental profession’s support for fluoridation is the altruistic commitment of the occupation to community dental health, even at the expense of reduced earnings. Surely, the unsavory practices involved in “suppression of dissent” on an issue such as fluoridation would not be considered as proper professional conduct.

The explanation for this apparent contradiction lies in a reexamination of the nature of professions. The traditional view of professions as bodies designed to serve community welfare has been challenged since the 1970s by a different analysis. In this alternative view, a profession is essentially a way of organizing an occupation in order to gain and protect wealth and status. Using this perspective, it can be argued that the interests of the profession are not necessarily hurt by the promotion of fluoridation.

The first point here is that the supporters of fluoridation are not all the same. To say that dentists stand only to lose business because of fluoridation, and that, therefore, they are entirely altruistic in supporting it, is to hide differing interests within the dental profession.

Dental researchers who have built a reputation on research into and support for fluoridation constitute one small group with a clear career and personal interest in promoting fluoridation. For example, Noel Martin did some of the early research in Australia into the effect of fluorides on tooth decay. His research in this area provided one basis for his academic advancement at the University of Sydney, where he became a professor and Dean of the Dental School. If history had been different and fluoridation in Australia had never gained acceptance, someone like Noel Martin might never have gained his status and influence.

There is no doubt that Noel Martin, like most other researchers and promoters of fluoridation, is completely sincere in his support for the measure. An analysis of the promotion of fluoridation in terms of interests does not depend on any assessment of the motivations of individuals. What it does depend on is the existence of some benefit, material or symbolic, accruing to individuals or groups. A person such as Noel Martin may gain some career benefit from promotion of fluoridation while being, personally, completely disinterested in considerations of prestige or career.

The same process can be explained in terms of the structure of the dental profession. The hierarchies of government health departments, university dental schools, and professional dental associations provide opportunities for individuals to gain in terms of income, status, and power. Promotion of fluoridation is one path to this income, status, and power — assuming that fluoridation is or becomes widely accepted as a “good thing” and, therefore, that those who lead the profession toward it can claim to be worthy of plum positions.

There is also a psychological factor involved here — namely, the commitment that develops when one campaigns for a cause. Most people who take a conspicuous public stand on a subject become more reluctant to admit they were wrong. They are more likely to search out supporting evidence and sympathetic people. As described in chapter 3, the polarization of viewpoints on fluoridation owes much to the ongoing public debate, in which a backdown by any prominent individual would be highly distressing to those with the same view.

Psychological commitment explains some of the passion and rigidity of viewpoint in the fluoridation debate, but it does not explain why so many dentists support fluoridation. One important factor here is dental education. Dental students are more often taught the “correct view” rather than taught to make a critical and independent assessment of the evidence and arguments. When profluoridationists are influential in the teaching of preventive dentistry, most students are taught the fluoridation paradigm. For example, the Sydney University Dental School has turned out a whole generation of profluoridation dentists, thanks to the efforts of leading proponents Noel Martin and Graham Craig.

When teachers are not solidly profluoridation, students are also less so.
Another factor is the image of the profession as a whole. A comparison to the medical profession provides a useful starting point. It can be said that the history of medicine is something that the medical profession needs to forget. The era of “scientific medicine” really began only during this century. It is not so long ago that many methods used by physicians did more harm than good — such as applying leeches or delivering babies in contaminated conditions. The status and power of the medical occupation was immensely improved by the discoveries of antibiotics and other “wonder drugs.”

A number of critics of medicine argue that most of the reduction in mortality from common diseases such as tuberculosis and typhoid occurred before the medical “breakthroughs” normally claimed to have been responsible. This decline in incidence and mortality happened because of social improvements, such as public hygiene, better working conditions, and better nutrition. According to this critique, medical science, although responsible for some valuable developments, has unjustifiably been credited for health improvements for which it was not primarily responsible.

For the purposes of the argument here, however, it doesn’t matter so much whether medical breakthroughs are really responsible for dramatic reductions in mortality from particular diseases. The point is that most people think they are, and the profession has fostered this belief and used it to its advantage. Massive government funding of clinical treatment and medical research is provided, even in countries where medicine is ostensibly private. This sort of funding would be harder to justify without the reputation of medicine as a worker of miracles.

While more than public image is involved in explaining the power of the medical profession, that image is important. And it is at the level of image that the dental profession usually comes off second best.

Dentistry has taken advantage of scientific and technological developments. Dentists routinely use X-rays, anesthetics, molding techniques, new bonding materials, and the like. These techniques, associated with modern science and technology, help raise the status of dentistry. But none of these techniques is uniquely associated with dentistry as a great advance. Furthermore, none of these techniques can claim to have caused a miraculous reduction in dental problems, similar to the claims for some of the “wonder” drugs used in medicine.

Fluoride is the best candidate for dentistry’s claim to a scientific breakthrough. The early and later research was done by dental researchers. The measure claims a massive and dramatic improvement in dental health and the method is via a “magic bullet,” an added substance that causes the improvement. In all these ways, fluoride against tooth decay mimics the established pattern of medical breakthroughs. In the words of a major Canadian report on preventive dental services, “The 30 to 40 years of epidemiological studies which established the relationship of natural fluoride in the drinking water to the prevention of tooth decay is dentistry’s most distinguished contribution to improving the public’s oral health.”

Fluoride thus provides the basis for an elevation of the public image of the entire dental profession. Fluoridation becomes one way for dentistry to distinguish itself from “technical” occupations, such as physiotherapy or auto repair. The implementation of fluoridation requires sophisticated scientific understanding — such as epidemiology required to measure its effectiveness — and this provides a knowledge base from which dentistry can claim a higher status. So, it can be argued that fluoridation provides the basis for an elevation of the status of the dental profession as a whole.

As in the case of medical breakthroughs, it doesn’t matter whether fluoridation is really responsible for a massive reduction in tooth decay. What counts is that most dentists think it is, and that they have been able to convince
enough people in the community of the accomplishment.

John Colquhoun has carried out a study arguing that, in New Zealand, the rate of tooth decay was constantly declining for decades before fluoridation and fluoride toothpastes were introduced, and that their introduction had no dramatic effect on the rate of decline. Colquhoun’s results are very similar to those observed for diseases such as tuberculosis.

Earlier in the century, British dentists were receptive to the unfounded theory of oral sepsis, which posited that infections in the mouth led to disease in other parts of the body. To stop this alleged problem, teeth were extracted. According to Gilles Dussault and Aubrey Sheiham, the theory’s lack of scientific foundation was of little relevance, so long as it seemed sound to dentists and doctors. They argue that the acceptance of the theory of oral sepsis was “determined as much by its capacity to fit the social and economic needs of practitioners as by its apparent validity or its therapeutic virtues.”

But what about the objection that dentists will be worse off if tooth decay is reduced by a large fraction? Once again a comparison with medicine is valuable.

Doctors were not put out of business after the introduction of vaccines and antibiotics because of two main reasons: there are plenty of other medical problems for doctors to treat, and entry to medicine is influenced by the medical profession itself. Both these factors apply to dentistry as well.

The traditional idea of a profession — of which the prototypes are the clergy, law, and medicine — is of a “calling” in which work is done to serve community welfare according to special ethical standards and with control over entry and performance by colleagues. The revisionist view is that a profession is really just another occupation, except that, by claiming to have special standards and requirements, the members of the occupation attempt to gain money, power, and prestige. Trade unions and industrial struggle for better wages and conditions constitute one strategy for members of an occupation. Claiming professional status is a somewhat different strategy.

A key characteristic of professions is that they regulate entrance to an occupation. For the most lucrative professions — medicine and law — entry to the occupation is regulated by the state. This is done through government-supported and restricted training in higher educational institutions and through licensing by government-authorized bodies. Not just anyone can set up practice as a dentist. Unlicensed “quacks” will be prosecuted.

In some other areas — such as becoming a potter, a singer, or an athlete — no formal qualifications are required. Success is dependent mainly on public perceptions of performance. By contrast, in licensed occupations, the supply of qualified practitioners is usually limited so that wages are kept up. Once granted a license to practice in the occupation, there is little or no market test of the quality of one’s performance. Only a tiny minority of doctors or dentists is struck from the register for poor-quality work. In short, a profession is a protected monopoly.

Why should the state grant such a license to an occupation? The process involved is complex, but it can be boiled down to a power struggle. A profession is basically an occupation in which some members have successfully mobilized around a claim to a monopoly over certain knowledge and skills, and won over key parts of the state to provide it with legitimacy through licensing. The more effective the mobilization of practitioners, the more effective the exclusion of competing practitioners and the more likely the winning of concessions from the state.

In countries where doctors and lawyers have been most successful, they are strongly protected by state licensing but weakly regulated by the state itself. This is the case in the United States, where doctors and lawyers are powerful and their average incomes are high.

In Britain, by contrast, the medical profession is similarly protected, but there is strong intervention in provision of professional services through the national health service. In the Soviet Union, the state is even more
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interventionist, controlling most of the conditions of work. Relative salaries of doctors are much lower, and there is no immediate analog for the legal profession as known in the West.

Those in other occupations are well aware of the advantages of holding a monopoly over the exercise of skills as licensed by the state, and many of them have sought state regulation as a way to improve their conditions. In various parts of the United States, for example, it is illegal to do plumbing, electrical wiring, or tile laying without a license. In this way, full-time plumbers, electricians, and tile-layers seek to improve their status and income.55

This perspective on professions does not exclude service to the public, but neither does it guarantee it. The key to a profession’s success lies in convincing its clients that its services are both necessary and unobtainable elsewhere. Even if the profession does little or nothing helpful — such as the medical profession until perhaps half a century ago, before which there were few cures for diagnosed diseases — both the professionals and the clients may sincerely believe that the services are essential, beneficial, and provided out of altruistic motives. The practitioners may believe they are altruistic, while, at the same time, the practice of the profession provides them with both material and symbolic benefits.

DENTISTRY AND TOOTH DECAY

This perspective on professions has been systematically applied to dentistry by Peter Davis in his book The Social Context of Dentistry.56 Davis describes the rapid professionalization of dentistry and the way in which dental practice has developed to combine clinical science and personal delivery of services.

The main emphasis in dentistry has been on treatment of individuals rather than changing institutions; this provides traditional dental practitioners with a continuing professional role. Most dental interventions are either at the treatment stage, such as restorative measures, or aimed at the individual, such as attempts to change individual dietary practices rather than policies of the food industry.

In this context, the promotion of fluoridation is an apparent anomaly. Unlike most of dentistry, fluoridation is a preventive measure directed at the collective level, namely community water supplies.

Davis does not systematically discuss the fluoridation issue. However, some preliminary observations can be made on how the perspective on professions as occupational power systems can also explain why reductions in tooth decay are not threatening to dentists.

Even in earlier decades when tooth decay was much more widespread in the community, fillings and extractions accounted for only part of any dental practice. As tooth decay has declined in most industrialized countries, this has not meant unemployment or drastically lowered incomes for dentists.

First, in most countries there are simply not enough dentists to treat all the dental problems in the community.57 There is a large untapped demand, and at least some of the many people needing treatment are able to pay for it in countries where there is no public dental scheme. There have been plenty of additional patients to counteract loss of income due to declining tooth decay rates. Some effort, however, may be required to get more people to go to dentists. School dental programs and public education campaigns serve this function.

Second, restorative dentistry has gradually replaced extractive dentistry. In earlier years, a bad set of teeth would simply be removed. Today, the preference is to retain as many teeth as possible and to use crowns, bridges, and other devices to keep them. In addition, regular check-ups and cleaning have become standard. All this requires a lot more treatment and costs more. Increased standards of living mean that more people can afford to have this done and, thereby, keep dentists in business.

For example, orthodontics, the branch of dentistry concerned with the straightening of irregular teeth, has expanded enormously in the past several decades. Early in the century, crooked and misplaced teeth were simply lived with. Today, it is commonplace for children to
have braces and other treatments to bring teeth into a more pleasing alignment. Orthodontic treatment for adults is also becoming popular.

There has been plenty of time for changes to occur in dental practice to match altered conditions. This is because changes in dental health have not occurred overnight. Even when dramatic reductions in tooth decay have been claimed — as due to fluoridation — this applies only to particular cohorts of children. The overall rate of dental problems, including nondecay problems, has changed more gradually.

A third reason why reduced tooth decay rates have not put dentists out of business is that the supply of dentists is regulated in part by the profession itself. It is impossible for people “off the street” to set themselves up as dentists. They must be licensed by a professional body. Usually, this means years of training in a certified dental school. Entry into dental schools, then, is a crucial point for controlling the supply of dentists. It is in the interests of practicing dentists as a whole not to allow excessive numbers of entrants into the field — assuming that current numbers can adequately cope with those who are able to pay for dental treatment — since this would reduce average incomes.

In Australia, for example, dentistry is taught at universities. There is a limited number of positions for students, and, because dentistry is a lucrative career, entry into the dental course is highly competitive. A very high score on the relevant entrance examination is required. It is also very difficult to get into medicine and law, two other professional areas with attractive career prospects. By comparison, university-entry requirements for science and humanities are relatively low, since career prospects in these areas are not nearly so lucrative.

Entry requirements into dentistry are not high because special aptitudes are required of dentists. Indeed, the entrance examination has no special relevance to dentistry. They are high because many more students want to become dentists than are allowed to do so. The reason dentistry is so popular is precisely because the number of dentists is limited, and, therefore, their average incomes are higher than in most other occupations.

There are, then, at least three reasons why reductions in tooth decay are not particularly threatening to the financial interests of dentists. First, there were never enough dentists to start with. Second, dental practices are changing towards more labor-intensive cleaning and restoration. And third, the dental profession regulates entry, preventing a severe over-supply of dentists.

Undoubtedly, many dentists are personally altruistic in supporting fluoridation in the hopes of massive reductions in tooth decay, even though they realize that their practices may suffer to some degree. But this altruism must be understood within the occupational situation of dentists, a situation buffering them from any dramatic loss of income.

This, then, is an alternative perspective on why so many dentists have supported, or not resisted, fluoridation. There are a small number of promoters — especially those in research positions — who have built careers on fluoridation and who have reputations as well as many years of personal commitment at stake.

Most dentists are not active promoters, but they do support or accept fluoridation. As a “miracle” treatment provided by the profession, fluoridation promises to raise the status of the occupation of dentistry in a way similar to medical “miracles.” In any case, most dentists do, indeed, care about the suffering of their patients, and fluoridation promises to reduce this without suddenly eliminating the need for regular dental treatment. In this perspective, altruism is quite compatible with maintenance of professional status and income.

There is some evidence that can be interpreted as supporting this perspective. A study in 1967 found that, when later-year dental students were asked the question, “if a cure of dental caries is found in the next 5 years, do you feel that this benefit to mankind will affect your income as a dentist?,” twice as many answered “No” as answered “Yes.”

A detailed comparison by supporters of fluoridation of dental practices in matched
pairs of fluoridated and unfluoridated American communities concluded that “fluoridation did not affect dentists’ incomes, fees, and nature of treatment to any significant degree.” This study found that there were slightly fewer dentists in fluoridated communities and that they had higher salaries.

Antifluoridationists also point to statistics showing that the number of dentists in particular communities has not decreased after fluoridation, but has often increased. But a detailed test of the competing perspectives on why dentists support fluoridation has not been made.

It is possible to spell out a number of hypotheses on the basis of the just-mentioned perspective. For example, it predicts that support for fluoridation would be stronger, other things being equal, in countries where the profession itself has greater control over entry into the profession. It predicts that support for fluoridation would be greater where there is an undersupply of dentists. It predicts that support for fluoridation would be greater among dental researchers and prominent figures in the profession. These and other predictions remain to be tested. The amount of cross-national data on the fluoridation controversy is so limited as to allow widely divergent interpretations of available evidence.

One other point is worth noting. Once the dental profession made a strong commitment to fluoridation, it staked its reputation on the measure. It became very difficult to reverse or even modify the policy, because this would be tantamount to admitting that the dental experts were wrong — both scientifically and ethically — in promoting an insufficiently tested procedure.

This commitment applies even when there are good reasons to change policy. One supporter of fluoridation, Dennis H. Leverett, noted in a 1982 article in the prestigious journal Science that the prevalence of fluoridation has meant that fluoride is increasingly found throughout a variety of foods, such as reconstituted fruit juices. Therefore, people are getting much more fluoride in their diet than they would have in earlier years.

Leverett commented, “the definition of the optimum concentration of fluoride in community water supplies needs to be reassessed. It is important to remember that efficacy of fluoridation and standards for its implementation were established when water fluoridation was the exception, rather than the rule.”

This point has not been taken up openly by proponents of fluoridation. In the context of the ongoing debate, it would be taken by opponents as a sign of weakness and retreat. Instead, Leverett was privately criticized, especially by proponents within the USPHS, for expressing this view.

In 1987, A. S. Gray, director of the Division of Dental Health Services in the British Columbia Ministry of Health, made comments about reconsidering advice about fluoridation in an article in the Journal of the Canadian Dental Association. Noting that decay rates in British Columbia, which is mostly unfluoridated, are less than in other Canadian provinces with more fluoridation — and are continuing to decline — he states that “we may not need fluoridation as much as we once did.”

But, rather than becoming a talking point for the proponents, Gray’s article was quickly picked up by antifluoridationists who have widely circulated quotes from it. This shows the difficulty in trying to modify a policy that has been long defended in a highly polarized situation.

**CONCLUSION**

This analysis of the dental profession as a system for organizing the power of an occupation is valuable for understanding the attack on opponents of fluoridation. Fluoridation was vital to the careers of some researchers and to the image of the profession as a whole. In the struggle over the issue, any means available were liable to be used. It just so happened that the proponents of fluoridation were able to capture control of professional resources in the United States and many other countries. These resources —
including access to professional journals, membership of dental associations, and availability of research funds — were then used in the struggle against opponents.

The actual details of attacks on opponents cannot be predicted in this manner, since decisions to threaten a critic depend on individuals and particular circumstances. What can be said is that the pattern of attacks reflects the distribution of power in the controversy. Because the proponents have access to resources associated with the dental profession, they are the ones capable of making these sorts of attacks — and they sometimes do!

The limits to attacks on opponents are the limits of professional power. There has been little violence in the fluoridation debate, because neither side has any special hold over the legitimate use of violence. However, if fluoridation had been promoted or opposed by, for example, the military, then it is likely that violence, or the threat of violence, would have been used to promote or oppose it.

There are also tactical considerations that limit the use of professional power. The abuse of power can be counterproductive. Striking dentists off professional rolls is a very serious step, and many profluoridation dentists are likely to be reluctant to see this happen simply on the basis of a dentist’s public expression of views against fluoridation. There is always the danger of generating a countermovement of dentists opposed to such serious measures.

Antifluoridationists may seem to be more pure-minded, since they have not been responsible for a similar number and range of attacks on proponents. But, arguably, this is simply because they have not had access to the same professional resources as the proponents. In many of their writings, antifluoridationists project themselves as highly intolerant of proponents. It is safe to predict that should antifluoridationists capture control of the dental profession in particular countries, the stage would be set for similar sorts of attacks, this time on dissident proponents.68

This analysis of the role of professional power can readily be extended to the use of other sorts of power in the struggle. Both proponents and opponents have attempted to influence politicians, trade unions, the mass media, and community groups. Each side uses whatever resources it can acquire in its struggle, whether from support by a political party, popular expression of support through rallies, letters to newspapers, or the commitment of supporters who are willing to distribute leaflets and arrange speaking engagements for civic organizations. The antifluoridationists have been more conspicuous in doing this, especially in relation to referendums, partly because they have not had the authoritative support of dental bodies. But especially in countries with decentralized decision making, such as the United States, both sides have done enormous amounts of day-to-day work which is typical of communities organizing on all sorts of issues.

Because the resources associated with the dental profession are so powerful, it has been vital for the success of fluoridation to capture control of the profession in the sense of having support from the leading figures. From this perspective, the early efforts by the “Wisconsin dentists” and other proponents to obtain endorsement by the USPHS, the ADA, and the AMA were crucial. Without professional support for fluoridation, it would have been very difficult to implement the measure.

Following the vital early step of capturing professional support for fluoridation, it has continued to be vital to maintain the appearance of professional unanimity. As long as the opponents have no scientific or professional credibility, they can be more easily typecast as unknowledgeable cranks, and thus rejected.

This strategy has depended on discouraging professionals from taking vocal open stands against fluoridation. In this context, the attacks on opponents are a logical outgrowth of the initial way fluoridation was promoted. In the highly polarized and vehement controversy, it was only to be expected that professional power would be used for professional attack.
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A corporate connection?

Proponents typically portray support for fluoridation as coming from responsible professionals, community organizations, and citizens. For example, one writer says that “Proponents of fluoridation have included dentists and their professional organizations, public health officials, and a wide variety of civic groups, from parent-teacher associations to veterans groups.”

The proponents often describe the opposition, by contrast, as associated with groups with special belief systems. The same writer states that “The opposition has consisted of a coalition of groups with varied interests, including the politically ultraconservative John Birch Society, health-food enthusiasts, chiropractors, and some members of religious groups such as Christian Scientists.” In other words, proponents are responsible members of the community, whereas opponents are likely to be from groups with axes to grind.

Opponents offer a different picture. They portray opposition as coming from a wide cross section of the community, including a substantial fraction of dental and medical professionals who are deterred from taking an open stand. Some opponents see support for fluoridation as driven by vested interests, including aluminum and fertilizer companies wanting to get rid of fluoride wastes, and government bureaucracies and dental elites seeking to impose their wills on the population. In short, opponents are ordinary concerned members of the community, whereas support for fluoridation derives from financial and bureaucratic vested interests.

In this chapter, I pursue the role of interest groups in supporting and opposing fluoridation, a task begun in the previous chapter with the analysis of the role of the dental profession.

The opposition

The standard ways in which opposition to fluoridation has been explained are in terms of irrationality, alienation, or confusion. All of these have been explanations in terms of problems suffered by individuals. Instead, I seek explanations in terms of “interests” which typically involve money, power, or prestige. Are there any groups with an interest in opposing fluoridation?

The only group with an obvious interest in this regard is dentists. Dentists might be thought to have a professional (financial) interest in opposing fluoridation, since they believe it will drastically reduce tooth decay and therefore reduce the demand for their services. But dentists, by and large, do not oppose fluoridation. It is hard to find any similarly obvious reasons, in terms of material interests, that exist for the opposition.

There is very little money to be gained by opposing fluoridation. Some antifluoridation groups benefit financially from sales of water purifiers, but this is far from providing a material interest in stopping fluoridation. After all, their sales would decline if fluoridation were ended. At most, they would have an interest in a continuing controversy in fluoridated areas.

Many members of the health-food movement, especially stores selling so-called health foods, have been involved in the opposition. Part of the promotion of health foods consists in establishing their purity and naturalness in terms of being unrefined, free from added colorings and flavorings, and grown in the absence of pesticides and artificial fertilizers. Those who want to eat so-called natural foods are also likely to want to drink what they consider to be pure water; adding fluoride can be claimed as making water impure.

There is not much of a link here involving money or political power. Indeed, health-food
shops stand to make money by selling unfluoridated water in fluoridated areas. The health-food industry is much more threatened by measures such as laws to limit sales of vitamins, against which they have strongly mobilized. Opposition to fluoridation has not been backed by the organized power of the health-food industry in the same way that fluoridation has been promoted by dental associations. Many people who consider themselves to be supporters of health foods oppose fluoridation, but only a minority of these people take an active role in the debate.

The connection is more at the level of beliefs than of material interests. If “interests” can be said to be involved, it would be an interest in publicly maintaining a coherent stand against various threats to so-called natural food and drink. Similar sorts of comments apply to the participation of chiropractors and Christian Scientists in the opposition. In both cases, fluoridation is opposed as a threat to the sort of society these groups prefer. While some individual opponents have come from the ranks of chiropractors and Christian Scientists, neither professional associations nor churches have taken a leading role.

Especially in the 1950s and in the United States, extremist right-wing and racist groups were opposed to fluoridation, including the John Birch Society and the Ku Klux Klan in the United States and the League of Rights in Australia. Opposition to fluoridation provided a vehicle for such groups to vent their opposition to “big government.” But the antifluoridation rhetoric of such groups apparently has not persisted much past the cold-war period of the 1950s, and so does not provide a satisfactory explanation for opposition to fluoridation. The significance of the extreme right’s involvement against fluoridation — even in the early years — remains to be properly investigated.

On the other hand, a wide-circulation weekly right-wing newspaper, The Spotlight, has published antifluoridation articles in recent years, as well as many other articles advocating pure foods and numerous advertisements for vitamins and health foods. But Liberty Lobby, publisher of The Spotlight, is inconspicuous in antifluoridation campaigning. Certainly profluoridation groups have not articulated such a connection. This limited evidence suggests that certain right-wing groups may adopt antifluoridationism if it has widespread social support, but they are not the driving forces behind it.

Another set of people involved in the opposition, more amenable to being “explained,” is those who are employed by national organizations. Their opposition can be attributed to their personal gain from wages. This approach does not carry one very far.

The closest thing to a national organization in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s was the publication National Fluoridation News. This was originally edited and published by Edith Waldbott, George Waldbott’s wife. But it was hardly a vehicle for personal gain. Waldbott himself said he made a point of never accepting payment from patients for complaints thought to be related to fluoride in order to avoid any taint of self-interest.

More recently, the National Health Federation has been involved in campaigning against fluoridation, especially when it employed John Yiamouyiannis. It is possible to explain the opposition of Yiamouyiannis by the fact that he was paid to do work compatible with the antifluoridation stand of the NHF. But another explanation is that Yiamouyiannis was willing to work for such a group because he was already convinced of the case against fluoridation. After all, Yiamouyiannis had opposed fluoridation before joining the NHF, and, since leaving it, he has continued antifluoridation campaigning with the Center for Health Action, in spite of no longer receiving a salary for his work. Furthermore, there is no obvious financial or political interest behind the involvement of the NHF in opposition to fluoridation.

In summary, the opposition to fluoridation is not easily explained in terms of money, power, or prestige to be gained by identifiable groups. This is compatible with the simple observation that the antifluoridation movement is an opposition movement. It has no obvious
positive program of its own, but, instead, is basically a reaction against initiatives by the proponents. This suggests that it might be more fruitful to look further at the role of interests in the promotion of fluoridation.

THE PROONENTS

In attacking fluoridation, opponents have made various claims about who is really behind it. Some right-wing groups have said that fluoridation is a Communist plot to sap the health of Americans. A more common theme is that fluoridation is being forced on people by government, meaning a type of bureaucratic “big brother.” But these claims have been mainly rhetorical, and not backed up with much argument or evidence.

Just because these claims are unrigorous does not mean that they are necessarily wrong. But it makes sense to pursue the more carefully crafted arguments first. The two most developed arguments focus on the role of the dental profession and of particular types of corporations in promoting fluoridation. The role of the dental profession, discussed in the previous chapter, is quite conspicuous. The role of corporations is less obvious, but some opponents have pursued this argument.

There are three types of corporations with a potential financial interest in fluoridation: first, aluminum and fertilizer companies, and other producers of fluoride waste; second, producers of sugary foods; and third, producers of fluoride toothpastes, mouthwashes, and similar products.

ALUMINUM AND FERTILIZER COMPANIES

One of the major wastes produced during the production of aluminum is fluoride. It is produced by aluminum companies in massive amounts, enough to seriously pollute whole areas of the countryside. Fluoride can appear in the form of a sludge that must be disposed of somewhere — typically in landfills — or may be airborne. Recycling the waste is possible, but can be very expensive.

In the United States, at least since the 1940s, farmers, local communities, and others have protested against companies whose fluoride emissions have caused economic loss and environmental harm. Damages were awarded in a number of court cases against the polluting companies. Thus, fluoride wastes were, and continue to be, not only a serious public relations problem but also a potentially serious financial problem. The companies must either install expensive antipollution equipment or risk costly legal suits.

In the simplest explanation, aluminum companies supported and promoted fluoridation because they were able to profit by selling what would otherwise be waste material to be put into public water supplies. A few bits of evidence are frequently cited in support of this claim.

The trend in the 1930s was to remove fluoride from water. Waterworks engineers recommended that the maximum level of fluoride in water be set at 0.1 parts per million. This would allow a factor of 10 as the margin of safety. A level of 1.0 ppm was considered to be the maximum allowable by the United States Public Health Service (USPHS).

Contradicting this trend for lower fluoride levels was the recommendation to add fluoride, first made in 1939 by Gerald J. Cox who was then working at the Mellon Institute, which had been founded by Andrew and Richard Mellon, former owners of the Aluminum Company of America. The Mellon Institute provided facilities for research in a range of areas, and useful findings were turned over to the relevant manufacturer.

Cox later went on to become a major promoter of fluoridation. He was, for example, on the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council, where he presented arguments for fluoridation. This body provided close links between government and industry.

Another early link between aluminum companies and fluoride research was the Kettering Laboratory. George Waldbott, Albert Burgstahler, and Lewis McKinney wrote that “Kettering Institute scientist E. J. Largent, who subsequently became consultant for Reynolds Metals Company, has written a book entitled Fluorosis: The Health Aspects of
Fluorine Compounds, which was expressly designed, as indicated on its jacket, to 'aid industry in law suits arising from fluoride damage.' This book has been used as a reference source by many physicians and health organizations and strongly supports the use of fluoride in drinking water and discounts or minimizes its toxicological effects. Antifluoridationists often reproduce an advertisement from a 1950 issue of the Journal of the American Water Works Association, which says “Fluoridate your water with confidence. Use high purity Alcoa sodium fluoride.” This advertisement symbolizes the connection between aluminum companies and fluoridation.

The argument that aluminum companies are implicated in the promotion of fluoridation rests on two claims. First, fluoridation serves the interests of the companies. Second, there were some links between the companies and the early promotion of fluoridation.

Does fluoridation serve the interests of aluminum companies? The usual connection spelled out is that the companies have a direct financial interest in selling fluoride, as in Alcoa’s advertisement for sodium fluoride. In contrast is the argument that fluoride wastes from aluminum smelters cannot be used directly for water fluoridation.

According to fluoridation proponent John Small, Alcoa has not sold sodium fluoride since 1952. Some smaller companies market sodium fluoride for various purposes, but, among chemicals, it is the third choice for fluoridation in the United States. Furthermore, the U.S. aluminum industry is a major consumer of fluosilicic acid, the chemical most often used in water fluoridation. Thus, the aluminum industry might actually benefit financially if water-supply authorities were not competing for supplies. Finally, sodium fluoride was never a waste product from aluminum manufacturing, but had to be produced separately. According to this evidence, the view that aluminum companies gain financially from sales of fluoride wastes has never had much basis.

Today, most fluoride for community water fluoridation in the United States comes from fertilizer companies. For them, fluoride is a waste product. Antifluoridationists can claim that fertilizer companies have a vested financial interest in fluoridation. A letter from an official of the federal Environmental Protection Agency spells out the connection clearly.

In regard to the use of fluosilicic acid as a source of fluoride for fluoridation, this Agency regards such use as an ideal environmental solution to a long-standing problem. By recovering by-product fluosilicic acid from fertilizer manufacturing, water and air pollution are minimized, and water utilities have a low-cost source of fluoride available to them.

But this argument is limited by the fact that fertilizer companies make only a small part of their profit from selling fluoride wastes.

Wendy Varney has elaborated on the more sophisticated argument that aluminum and fertilizer companies mainly benefit from fluoridation not through sales of fluoride but through an altered public perception of its toxicity. Before fluoridation, fluoride was something to avoid if at all possible. But with the push for fluoridation, fluoride became touted as beneficial and as something that people need to have.

In other words, the existence of fluoridation does not change the toxicity of fluoride wastes from aluminum smelters and fertilizer factories, but it may well change the public perception of those wastes. It might be more difficult to win lawsuits against companies for fluoride pollution if fluoride is constantly proclaimed as a great boon to humanity. Likewise, it might become easier to argue for dumping of fluoride waste or the construction of new plants if fluoride has a good public image. Fluoridation, according to this argument, provides significant symbolic benefits for the aluminum and fertilizer industries, and these symbolic benefits can translate into financial benefits.

This argument is harder to dismiss outright, but it also needs more evidence to be convincing. It made more sense in the early years of the promotion of fluoridation and
before the rise of the environmental movement. Since the 1960s, the public has been increasingly attuned to the hazards of environmental chemicals. In this context, it may be more accurate to say that industrial fluoride pollution hurts the cause of water fluoridation than to say that fluoridation does much good for industrial fluoride polluters.

The second strand of the argument that aluminum companies are implicated in the promotion of fluoridation is that there are direct links between the companies and promotion of fluoridation. This evidence dates mostly from the 1940s, in the period before the major endorsements of fluoridation. As noted earlier in this chapter, Gerald Cox is one link between aluminum companies and fluoridation, via the Mellon Institute. Another link is Oscar Ewing, an attorney, who was employed by the Aluminum Company of America in 1944 at a salary stated to be $750,000. Ewing then stepped down to become the Federal Security Administrator, a position putting him in charge of the USPHS. During his time in this position, the USPHS endorsed fluoridation in 1950. Another connection is that Andrew Mellon, founder of Alcoa, had earlier been Treasurer of the United States, at a time when the USPHS was part of the Department of the Treasury.

Do such connections show that aluminum interests were behind fluoridation? By themselves, the roles of these individuals suggest the possibility that fluoridation was seen as compatible with the interests of aluminum companies. But whether this evidence is convincing or not is likely to depend on a person’s view about fluoridation. The evidence would hardly seem to be enough to show to everyone — as it does to Waldcott, Burgstahler, and McKinney — that “Industry’s vital role in promoting fluoridation cannot be doubted nor can the leadership of ALCOA be denied in this affair.”

It is recognized, even by antifluoridationists, that aluminum companies have not played any substantial visible role in the promotion of fluoridation since the 1940s. Furthermore, there is little evidence that fertilizer companies have ever played an overt role. The claim is that they were implicated in the early stages of promotion — which got it going in the first place — and that, since then, the companies have left the running to others. This is a weak formulation of corporate influence in fluoridation, and hardly different from saying that they have never been active promoters but, perhaps, have been passive beneficiaries of fluoridation campaigns.

**SUGARY FOOD COMPANIES**

Sugar and sugary foods are widely recognized by dietary specialists and the public alike as responsible for tooth decay. It is in the interests of corporations that manufacture and sell sugary foods to minimize the impact of this problem on their sales and profits. There are various ways to do this. Blaming people for not brushing after every meal or snack is one example. But there are limits to this approach, especially since people do not like to blame themselves when they or their children suffer excruciating toothaches.

Another approach is to find some other way to reduce tooth decay, with “other” referring to any way that doesn’t involve less consumption of sugary foods. Sugary-food interests have funded research in a variety of areas, including the search for a vaccine against caries and the search for “protective factors” in foods that might naturally prevent decay.

Fluoride is, in many ways, the ideal solution from the point of view of sugary-food interests. It is something to be added to the diet; therefore, attention is drawn away from the decay-producing characteristics of sugar. It is paid for by the consumer or the community, either in the form of individual purchases of fluoride tablets or fluoride toothpastes or in the form of community-wide provision of fluoridated water. Finally, the impact of fluoride on decay is considered to be large.

The point is that decay, instead of being perceived as caused by sugar in the diet, is seen as due to a deficiency of fluoride. Indeed, promoters of fluoridation frequently talk about “fluoride-deficient waters.”

The manufacturers of sugary foods have no direct financial interest in fluoride products,
but there is an obvious indirect benefit. If campaigns against sugar by dentists, parents, and health groups are diverted, if only in part, by the refocusing of their concerns toward the need for fluoridation, then a potentially serious threat to profits is thereby defused.

There are also some suggestive intermediary links between sugary-food manufacturers and the promotion of fluoridation. In Australia, the Dental Health Education and Research Foundation (DHERF) provides a link between industry and the dental profession. DHERF devotes a significant part of its efforts and funds to the promotion of fluoridation. For example, it spent $40,000 to support fluoridation in a referendum campaign in 1979. Wendy Varney reports that “Donors to, and members of, the Foundation include an array of manufacturers of sweets [candy], biscuits [cookies], soft drinks and cereals: Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd; Australian Council of Soft Drink Manufacturers; Arnott’s Biscuits Pty Ltd; Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd; Kellogg (Aust.) Pty Ltd; Scanlens Sweets Pty Ltd.”

Although its stated general objective is to improve dental health education and improve dental research, Varney reports that DHERF has not taken any steps to help restrict the amount of sugary foods in school cafeterias or to put tighter controls on advertising of food on children’s television programs, two areas where there has been considerable activity by groups of concerned parents and citizens. DHERF thus appears to embody the interest of sugary-food manufacturers in promoting fluoridation as a preferred option for combating tooth decay.

Similar to but less focused than DHERF is the American Council on Science and Health (ACSH), which describes itself as “a national consumer education association directed and advised by a panel of scientists from a variety of disciplines. ACSH is committed to providing consumers with scientifically balanced evaluations of issues relating to food, chemicals, the environment and health.” ACSH is heavily supported by corporate donors, including many manufacturers of sugary foods. It prepares reports on a wide variety of topics — such as cancer, fast foods, cigarette smoking, alcohol, pesticides, and saccharin — almost always taking a position congenial to corporate interests. Its report on fluoridation is strongly supportive.16 Also, some of the members of ACSH’s Board of scientific advisors — such as Stephen Barrett and Sheldon Rovin — are ardent fluoridation proponents.

There are also a number of individual researchers who seem to serve the interests of sugary-food manufacturers in a similar manner to DHERF and ACSH. Some leading promoters of fluoridation — including Frederick J. Stare at Harvard University, and Elsdon Storey at the University of Melbourne — have received large research grants from sugar interests. In addition, Stare has been one of the seven members of the Board of Directors of ACSH. This is compatible with the idea that sugary-food interests believe they benefit from the promotion of fluoridation.

For sugary-food manufacturers, fluoridation provides little or no direct benefit. But there are very large indirect benefits, which arise by diverting potentially damaging attacks from consumer interests into the promotion of fluoridation or, indeed, into the debate over fluoridation. In addition to this general argument, there is some evidence of corporate research contributions to researchers and organizations that promote fluoridation.

**TOOTHPASTE COMPANIES**

Most toothpastes today contain fluoride. Superficially, it would seem that water fluoridation would not be in the interest of toothpaste manufacturers, since, if tooth decay is prevented by fluoridation, people would have no need for toothpaste. Indeed, some promoters of fluoridation argue that brushing the teeth has no demonstrated benefit so far as tooth decay is concerned — aside from fluoride in the toothpaste — although it is important to prevent the serious problem of gum disease.

As in the case of aluminum and sugary-food manufacturers, the benefits of fluoridation for toothpaste manufacturers are indirect and symbolic. If fluoride is widely perceived
as beneficial, and if people are aware that toothpastes contain fluoride, then they are more likely to buy fluoride toothpastes. This has been a successful marketing strategy, especially since the American Dental Association’s 1960 endorsement of Crest, a toothpaste produced by Proctor and Gamble. US sales of Crest dramatically rose after the announcement of this endorsement and its use in advertising. Other toothpaste manufacturers have seen the necessity to include fluoride in their product. The only exceptions are some manufacturers of fluoride-free toothpastes catering to the minority of people actively trying to avoid fluorides.

Toothpaste manufacturers have supported a favorable image for fluorides. For example, a representative of Colgate-Palmolive is one of the six governors of DHERF. Although there has been some friction between promoters of water fluoridation and fluoride toothpastes, they seem to support each other today, or at least do little that is hostile.

There are also some other industrial interests with a stake in a favorable image for fluoride, notably pharmaceutical manufacturers that produce fluoride tablets and other industries that produce fluoride waste. But it is the aluminum, fertilizer, sugary-food, and toothpaste manufacturers that are most affected by the image of fluoride, while the sugary-food and toothpaste industries have been the most prominent in providing funds to investigate fluoride and to promote fluoridation. This provides the basis for the claim that industrial interests are “behind” fluoridation.

**CAPITALISM AND THE DENTAL PROFESSION’S PROMOTION OF FLUORIDATION**

Although manufacturers of aluminum, fertilizer, sugary foods, and fluoridated toothpaste have an interest in a favorable image for fluoride, there is still only relatively limited evidence that these companies have been directly involved in promoting fluoridation. As described in previous chapters, it has been the dental profession and research scientists — or more precisely a minority of activists within these groups — who have been the driving force behind fluoridation. How can the alleged influence of profits be accommodated to the central role of the dental profession?

One way to look at the problem is in terms of “alternative paths” for the dental profession. In the 1940s, there were several directions the dental profession might have taken to deal with the problem of tooth decay. These included:

1. Promoting fluoridation of public water supplies;
2. Promoting voluntary uses of fluoride such as tablets, toothpastes, and topical treatments;
3. Emphasizing oral hygiene;
4. Mounting a continuing campaign to limit easy access to sugary foods; and
5. Promoting voluntary restrictions on eating sugary foods.

In practice, some dentists have been involved in each of these areas. Nevertheless, there have been differences in emphasis. Fluoridation has been tackled much more vigorously than has limiting access to sugary foods. Why have some directions been pursued more strongly than others?

My hypothesis is that dentists collectively have moved along a path bounded by at least three sometimes conflicting aims: improving the dental health of the population, protecting the interests of the dental profession, and avoiding major conflict with powerful groups.

I have already described how fluoridation can be interpreted as a measure adding status to the dental profession while not substantially threatening the jobs of dentists. The added point, in this instance, is the aim of avoiding conflict with powerful groups.

Promotion of fluorides does not put the dental profession in conflict with any powerful interest group. The aluminum and fertilizer industries, even if they are not much involved in promoting fluoridation, certainly have nothing to lose by the measure. The manufacturers of foods that promote tooth decay are more crucial, however. They are a powerful interest group that would be greatly threatened
by a major and continuing campaign to provide controls over eating habits. By not confronting these industries in a major way, but, instead, promoting fluoridation or just promoting individualistic steps to better oral health, the dental profession has taken a path of less resistance.

In the light of the massive resistance to fluoridation in numerous countries, it may seem that the profession has not really taken an easy path. But the opposition to fluoridation has provided relatively little threat to the status of dentists, especially as the profession has been able to paint opponents as cranks. The opponents have included only a few individuals of great standing, and are backed by little money or influence. This contrasts greatly with what the food industry might organize against dentists should it be so inclined.

Imagine a different scenario, in which the dental profession led a campaign to outlaw the sales of foods with added sugar, or to penalize the sales of refined carbohydrates by crippling taxes. By analogy to fluoridation, the policy of "nonsugarization" could be justified by demonstrated benefits of improved dental health, and improved physical health as well. Under such a policy, it would still be possible to obtain sugary foods, just highly inconvenient, much as it is highly inconvenient to obtain fluoride-free water where water supplies are fluoridated. One could develop a close analogy between fluoridation and nonsugarization. For example, nonsugarization could be portrayed as ensuring that members of all social groups receive an optimally nutritious diet, the same way fluoridation is portrayed as providing an optimal level of fluoride for dental health.

The arguments about freedom of choice are potent ones against a policy of nonsugarization. People should have the right to choose the food they eat, even if it is not always the best for them. This argument is not fundamentally different from the freedom-of-choice argument against fluoridation. But there is a basic difference in the circumstances. That difference is the food industry, a massive industrial interest promoting selling refined carbohydrates and opposing nonsugarization. Meanwhile, there is no substantial industrial or other powerful interest opposing fluoridation.

The very idea of enforced nonsugarization probably sounds ludicrous to most people, precisely because the concept of consumer choice is promoted so heavily — although mostly implicitly — through the market system and through advertising. Most people believe they have every right to buy sugary foods, and any suggestion to the contrary is dismissed as heavy-handed interference. My argument is that the logic of this is similar to the logic of the case against fluoridation. The difference in people’s responses is due to the vastly different array of interest groups involved, and the way in which perceptions of acceptability have been shaped over the years.

Arguably, the dental profession unconsciously took a path of lower resistance in promoting fluoridation rather than nonsugarization, precisely because of the difference in powerful interests likely to oppose these policies. This is not to say that the profession took a "wrong" path. It is possible that a path of less resistance also achieves more in the circumstances shaping the paths. But it cannot be said, if we accept this analysis, that the profession’s path was one shaped entirely by scientific evidence and concern for dental health. An unconscious accommodation to vested interests seems also to have been important.

So, according to this perspective, two factors explain the continuing commitment to fluoridation by dental elites and most dentists. One is the profession’s investment of its own credibility in the measure. Rejecting fluoridation would mean losing a lot of face and admitting culpability for imposing a risk on the public. The second factor is the continuing power of the manufacturers of refined carbohydrates, which make a major challenge to commercial interests in current dietary patterns into a risky and difficult venture for dentists.

Although this explanation may seem plausible for capitalist countries, it has difficulties in explaining the introduction of fluoridation in communist countries where the selling of refined foods is not linked to profit. Whether bureaucratic imperatives shape the
decision-making context in a fashion similar to capitalist societies in this area is, to my knowledge, completely unexplored.

INTERESTS AND SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

Corporate interests have influenced the role of scientific knowledge in the fluoridation debate in several ways. Most directly, corporate funding of research in particular areas — such as fluoride toothpastes — has led to results that are taken up in the debate. Just as importantly, the failure of corporations to fund more research in particular areas than they actually do — such as on diet and tooth decay — means that certain kinds of results are not available to be taken up in the fluoridation debate. Some corporations have directly or indirectly supported partisan activity in the fluoridation struggle. Finally, corporations, by their presence and potential for action, have provided part of the political environment that encouraged the dental profession’s emphasis on fluoridation as a method for combating tooth decay.

In this chapter, I have focused on the role of corporate interests in the fluoridation controversy. Other areas also deserve attention.

The state (government and related institutions), which has played a key role in decision making about fluoridation, has received some consideration from analysts. The legal system deserves further analysis. There has been very little comparative analysis of the dynamics of the fluoridation controversy in different countries as a function of different social and political structures.

The role of patriarchy has also been unexplored and unmentioned. Whereas most leaders of the dental profession — and most leading promoters and opponents of fluoridation — have been men, women have usually taken the greatest responsibility for the oral hygiene and diet of their children.

The significance of this and other gender-related differences remains to be studied. The ways in which the state, the legal system, the national political structure, and patriarchy have shaped the struggles over scientific knowledge in the fluoridation debate remain to be studied.
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Making a decision

How should — or could — a decision be made about fluoridation? If science is not a solution, neither is politics. There is no political system free from the inherent difficulties of decision making when claims of scientific knowledge are disputed and issues involve both scientific and political dimensions.

The foregoing chapters have shown several ways to examine the debate. At the level of ideas and arguments, there are ongoing disagreements and disputes over the evidence about the benefits and risks of fluoridation, and the relation of fluoridation to human rights. In the minds of the leading partisans on the issue, the arguments are tied together into unified assemblages, which serve either to support or oppose fluoridation. What we have is not a disparate set of arguments, but rather two different pictures of the world. Each side tries to win adherents to its own coherent picture.

Evidence, logical arguments, and emotional appeals are involved in the case presented by each side. But the struggle goes beyond this into attacks on the credibility of those on the other side claiming to be experts. To establish authority, both in the relevant professional communities and the wider political scene, soundness of evidence and argument apparently is not seen as sufficient. Credentials and authoritative bodies are trotted out whenever possible, and the credibility of those on the other side is belittled, both subtly and blatantly. Of importance here is the circulation of dossiers of derogatory comments.

There is also the more direct use of power, notably the mobilization of the resources of the dental profession on occasion to attack opponents by expelling members from dental associations, denying publication, and blocking research funds. When the dental profession has been captured by profluoridationists, then all available professional power may be brought to bear against vocal dissidents.

Finally, there is the overall political and economic context of the debate, especially with relevant corporations and the state. These can influence the direction of initiatives within the dental profession by making some strategies for tackling dental decay more feasible and attractive. Rather than directly confronting corporate interests, it may seem more natural or sensible to deal with the problem by another route.

Do these perspectives provide any insight into what should be done about fluoridation or, without committing oneself to a particular stance, how a decision should be made?

**Fluoridation and Democracy**

Some social scientists, examining the bitter struggle, have concluded that democracy is an inappropriate decision-making procedure for dealing with public health issues such as fluoridation. Harvey Sapolsky, a political scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, wrote in 1968 that “The experience with fluoridation seems to confirm the inappropriateness of direct citizen involvement in policy-making.” Sapolsky assumes that a rational, scientific evaluation shows the safety and benefits of fluoridation, and contrasts this to citizen opposition. He concludes that democracy, in the sense of citizens being involved in social decision making, is incompatible with scientific advancement in society. His solution is the familiar one of representative democracy in which the citizens choose political leaders, who then evaluate the measure by using expert advice.

Donald McNeil, historian and long-time supporter of fluoridation, takes a similar stance. He states, “It would be reassuring if elected officials could dispassionately weigh the factual information on fluoridation, then
Making a decision, with the public abiding by the overwhelming body of scientific evidence that fluoridation is effective, efficient, inexpensive and safe. He considers that the continuation of the fluoridation controversy, rather than the complete implementation of fluoridation, is a price that Americans pay for their open political system.

The trouble with these formulations is that they draw conclusions about citizen participation on the basis of a presumption that the scientific case for fluoridation is conclusive. Profluoridationist Russell Scobie, who is opposed to referendums on fluoridation, encapsulates this assumption in his statement that “A referendum cannot establish or destroy a scientific fact.” This view is flawed in two ways. First, it ignores or dismisses the scientific criticisms of fluoridation. Second, it assumes that fluoridation is strictly a scientific issue, whereas actually it has crucial ethical and political dimensions.

A preference for decision making by elected representatives is convenient for supporters of fluoridation in the United States because, on the basis of experience there, public officials are easier to convert to fluoridation than is the general public at a referendum. Yet, a look at decision-making procedures elsewhere in the world casts doubt on this view: in countries more open to citizen involvement, with more frequent referendums and decision making by local government units, there is usually a higher implementation of fluoridation. This includes Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. In liberal democratic societies where administrators and politicians at the national level have more sway — notably in a number of European countries — there is little or no fluoridation. As mentioned in chapter 3, there are a number of possible explanations for the lack of fluoridation in Europe, and research to test these explanations remains to be done.

Most debates about decision-making procedures over fluoridation are really part of the debate over fluoridation itself. It is no coincidence that proponents support, at least in principle, decision-making methods that they think will lead to fluoridation, and, similarly, that opponents support methods they think will allow it to be stopped.

**Decision-making structures**

There is a considerable literature concerning decision making on science policy and indeed quite a lot on the ways fluoridation decisions are made. Almost none of this, though, confronts the implications of a struggle for credibility and using all available resources at the level of scientific knowledge. Rather than deal with the full range of issues concerning decision making — including everything from campaigning techniques to the politics of science policy — I have a limited objective here. I examine several contrasting political systems to determine whether any of them provides a way of handling the fluoridation controversy by addressing the problems raised by struggles over the production, assessment, and credibility of scientific knowledge claims.

**Dictatorship** is a political system based on rule by a single person or, by extension, a small group. Once a dictator has made a decision, it is supposed to be implemented throughout the society. A dictator can be benevolent, malevolent or, more likely, a combination. For the sake of argument, let us assume that the dictator considering fluoridation is benevolent, and desires the greatest good for the greatest number of the people, aside from political participation. On the surface, the dictator can simply examine the evidence and arguments and make a decision.

But this does not solve the problem, for, unless the dictator is also the world’s foremost scholar on all aspects of fluoridation, the dictator has to rely on advice. This could be from dentists, epidemiologists, political advisors, ethicists, economists, or secret police. The point is that the system of dictatorship does not resolve the issue because the struggle over fluoridation will take place at the level of advisors. The people who make the presentation and the particular evidence and arguments presented to the dictator will shape the decision.

In the modern world, however, classical dictatorships are rare.
Scientific knowledge in controversy

BUREAUCRATIC STATES, in which a system of government bureaucracies makes key administrative decisions with little outside input, are more common. The bureaucratic state characterizes much about communist societies and, as well, quite a lot about capitalist societies. Once again, let us assume for the sake of argument that the relevant health bureaucracy is benevolent, seeking to maximize community welfare in a way that is compatible with continued maintenance of the bureaucracy itself. In the bureaucratic system, outside pressure groups such as dentists, environmentalists, or defenders of individual rights have little access to the corridors of power.

It might seem that the bureaucrats could simply listen to all relevant experts and representatives of interest groups, make a decision, and implement it — subject, of course, to convincing their nominal political masters. Indeed, a bureaucracy can be considered to be a type of political system, in which various groups struggle within the organization’s hierarchy, division of labor, and regular routines to implement measures cementing their own positions within it. Bureaucracies commonly have an “old guard” committed to long-established policies. Young rebels challenge the status quo, not only because they believe in different ways of doing things, but also because this is a way to advance their careers.

If the issue of fluoridation had been left entirely to bureaucratic states, it is quite likely that it would never have gotten underway in the first place. Remember that, in the 1940s, the USPHS was resistant to premature promotion of fluoridation, and succumbed only to an impassioned and effective lobbying process coming partly from the outside. In a more bureaucratized state, the energy of the dentists from Wisconsin might never have succeeded against entrenched conservatism. Communist bureaucracies have investigated and implemented fluoridation only after it was widely promoted in many other countries, especially those with more pluralist political systems.

TECHNOCRACY or direct rule by experts is another option. In practical terms, this might mean that a decision on fluoridation would be reached by a panel of experts or an expert inquiry with executive powers. Technocracy sounds attractive to some scientists and other experts, but, in practice, it degenerates into a type of dictatorship or bureaucratic state. Those experts who take on the role of decision making must inevitably deal with issues outside their immediate range of expertise, and this process leads quickly to a more bureaucratic role. Furthermore, the structure of a technocracy demands an answer to the question of who are the real experts. The answer, in practice, will depend on a struggle for power.

REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY is based on election of representatives who have formal decision-making power. In pluralist systems with elections and political parties, representatives are subject to pressure from a range of interest groups, including constituents, lobbyists, government bureaucrats, political party officials, and the media. The wide range of pressures means that there can be no preordained conclusion on fluoridation. The intense activity by both profluoridationists and antifluoridationists in systems with elected representatives testifies to their belief that political mobilization is crucial, and the political system does not automatically lead to any one decision.

This applies even when legislators set up a committee to hear testimony from experts and citizens, and then make a judgment. In practice, such committees have served as one more forum for the continuation of the fluoridation debate, rather than as a method for resolving it.

REFERENDUM is another system. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that all fluoridation decisions are implemented without question on the basis of a majority vote by people in a given public water supply area. Whatever conditions are imagined, this would still allow the losing sides to dispute the result as unfair.

There can be disputes about the wording of the referendum and disputes about resources available for informing the public. For
example, one side or the other might claim that only those with certain types of education can fully understand some of the evidence; therefore, the education system may influence the result. Factors of gender, ethnicity, class, and geography could also play a role. Almost always, there will be a disgruntled minority, some of whom may decide that pressure group tactics are warranted in the case of defeat at the referendum. Thus there is no guaranteed conclusion to the controversy.

**Unanimity** is another decision-making procedure. Everyone must agree before a decision is made and implemented. This is feasible only in small communities. As a decision-making procedure, unanimity gives incredible power to the status quo.

**Consensus** is a modified system in which all that is required is that no one strongly objects. Some may disagree but not feel sufficiently strong about it to seek to block the group’s action. Consensus, in this sense, has been used considerably in collectives of various sorts, and is the implicit method in settings, such as the New England town meeting, where voting is the formal system. Under consensus, a single strenuous objector to fluoridation could stop its implementation or, if fluoridation were already introduced, a single objector could keep it from being removed. Consensus systems usually lead to an intense effort to find a solution satisfying everyone. For example, a possible resolution would be to fluoridate the public water supply but provide free unfluoridated bottled drinking water to anyone who wished to have it.

Consensus systems have their own power struggles. Because the decision-making process is open — rather than the secret ballot common in elections — the pressure on dissenter to conform in order to reach a decision can be intense. In any of these systems — from dictatorship to consensus — the role of economic structures and interests, as well as other groups such as professions, should not be forgotten. Corporate and professional interests may be crucial in putting fluoridation on the political agenda rather than some other issue relating to dental health.

Even without this caveat about wider structures, it appears from this brief survey of political systems that there is no neat resolution available of the fluoridation issue. The debate over fluoridation includes a political struggle, and no political system is exempt from such struggle. Only the form of struggle — and the likely outcome in different historical circumstances — is different.

Some of the participants in the debate may pine for a system in which the issues are dealt with logically and clearly, and a decision is made and then implemented in a clear, sensible, and effective manner. Any system alleging to do this would be papering over a multitude of problems, conflicts, and commitments.

Looking through the literature on political philosophies — whether liberalism, Marxism, or anarchism — it is remarkable how little help is provided in dealing with controversies such as fluoridation. The problem is that disputes over scientific knowledge are intertwined with disputes over values. They also become involved with wider power struggles, and traditional political philosophy assumes that claims of scientific knowledge can be unambiguously adjudicated in a realm of science separate from ethics and politics.

Arguably, science is always inherently bound up with systems of power. But, even short of this claim, it is certainly the case that science related to fluoridation is carried out in a situation where knowledge is entwined with power struggles. The traditional assumption that adjudication of claims based on scientific knowledge is separate from social decision making does not hold true. A minimum response is the open recognition of this situation, so that social claims are less able to disguise themselves as claims about scientific knowledge.

In order to have credibility throughout the community, a decision-making method should be able to deal simultaneously with both the technical and value aspects of any issue in a way that reflects both the interests and values of the entire affected community. The trouble
with systems that put elites and experts in crucial decision-making roles is that the interests of the elites and experts themselves are likely to intrude.

Elections provide far too indirect a connection with community concerns, and politicians are notoriously susceptible to pressure groups. The more populist alternative of referendums also has a crucial shortcoming: most people do not have the time to study all the arguments of fluoridation — not to mention all sorts of other controversial issues — and, hence, referendums often become political carnivals. Therefore, it is worthwhile to focus more closely on methods that involve a group of people making a careful assessment of the issues. This includes formal inquiries, the science court, and the citizens court, among others.11

The fluoridation issue has two features that make most decision-making methods of this type inadequate or inappropriate. First, the facts are inseparable from values. This is apparent, for example, in the coherency of viewpoints across technical, ethical, and political issues. Any method that assumes or requires a separation of facts and values will be unable to deal satisfactorily with the issue. The proposed science court — which relies on a panel of neutral experts hearing testimony and adjudicating factual matters only — falls into this category.

Second, there are almost no experts who are not identified with one side or the other. The tremendous polarization of viewpoints means that there is hardly anyone having credibility with both proponents and opponents. Any decision-making methods that include experts — such as a science hearings panel composed of both scientists and lay people — can readily be accused of bias on two counts. First, the scientists may have commitments, professional affiliations, or friendships that jeopardize their appearance of objectivity. Second, the members of a science hearings panel are appointed, and those making the appointments can be accused of bias.

These same objections also apply to many prominent laypeople, and this limits the value of a citizen court relying on appointed lay individuals. Similarly, formal inquiries, whether conducted by judges or others, require appointments to be made in the polarized situation.

One approach that has the potential to overcome both these difficulties is the “policy jury.” A group of individuals is selected randomly from the relevant community, making sure to obtain a statistically representative sample by sex, age, and other criteria. This group acts as either a decision-making body or an advisory body. The group listens to, examines, and discusses evidence, arguments, and submissions on all aspects of the issue, both technical and ethical. It is backed up by research and secretarial assistance.

The advantages of the policy jury are that those chosen are unlikely to have any vested interest in the outcome. They are representative of the community, yet have the time to examine the nominated issue in depth. Finally, there is no pretense that scientific issues can be separated from value aspects.

Policy juries have been run in Minnesota on several controversial topics, including the effect of agriculture on water quality and a proposal to introduce school-based clinics to deal with teenage pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases. The randomly selected jurors have taken their roles extremely seriously, shown a good grasp of the issues, and evaluated the jury process very positively. The results of these jury deliberations have been received favorably by both the media and politicians.12

Similar exercises have been carried out in West Germany. “Planning cells,” which are groups of randomly selected citizens, have dealt with issues such as energy policy, town planning, and information technology.13

I believe that the policy jury or planning cell is one of the few decision-making methods with the potential to deal with the fluoridation issue in a widely credible way. But it will not satisfy those who believe nonspecialists cannot nor should be making judgments about issues with a significant technical component.
CLOSING THE DEBATE

Let us turn now from how the debate in principle should be resolved to possible reasons why the debate might actually be closed in the future.\textsuperscript{14} If the key to the debate is struggle using a range of resources from rhetoric to professional power, then changes in the available resources can readily change the state of the debate.

One way long-standing debates fade away is through gradual withdrawal or death of leading advocates on one side. For example, some physicists did not accept the innovation of relativity in the early 1900s. But this “old guard,” never very strong, became less vocal and its leading figures eventually died.

The fluoridation debate has gone on for well over a generation. Many of the original partisans have died or withdrawn. Professor J. D. Jackson, a leading advocate in Britain, died in 1987. George Waldbott, the leading opponent in the United States for many years, died in 1982, and Dean Burk died in 1988. But new partisans have stepped into the breach on both sides, such as proponent Brian Burt and opponent John Lee. There is little evidence that either proponents or opponents are failing to attract new adherents. In other words, the debate is not fading away as an “old guard” withers on the vine.

Because only a minority of dentists, doctors, and scientists openly oppose fluoridation, the antifluoridationists are more vulnerable to the loss of a few key individuals. On the other hand, they continue to attract considerable popular support, and there is a sufficient body of scientific literature to maintain activism even without many active experts.

Another way the debate could be transformed is through switches of allegiance. On an issue as highly polarized as fluoridation, the defection of a few prominent figures can be extremely influential. The best example here is John Colquhoun’s change of opinion.

Colquhoun supported fluoridation throughout most of his career, in which he rose to become Principal Dental Officer of Auckland, New Zealand. He went on a world tour shortly before retirement to examine the case for fluoridation, and ended up deciding against it. Since 1984, he has been one of the world’s leading opponents.\textsuperscript{15} Changes of position of this sort are especially effective because the individual has an intimate knowledge of the other side in a way no active partisan would be offered.

Colquhoun’s switch of allegiance, while very damaging to proponents, was not as significant as it would have been if he had earlier been a more highly prominent proponent. Indeed, it is hard to find a single example of a leading partisan who has switched sides. They are much more likely to drop out of the debate entirely.

Another way in which the balance of power in the debate might change is through new issues and new supporters. This possibility arose in 1987 with a brief report in the prestigious scientific journal *Nature* that, when water boiled in aluminum pots was fluoridated, a much greater concentration of aluminum entered the water than when the water was unfluoridated.\textsuperscript{16} In other words, it was suggested that fluoridated water was leading to much higher intakes of aluminum. This was seen as significant because some scientists have linked aluminum intake to Alzheimer’s disease, which involves degeneration of brain connections and is said to be widespread especially among the elderly.\textsuperscript{17}

If this report had been replicated and vindicated and the aluminum-Alzheimer’s connection shown more conclusively, it might have brought a new constituency into the fluoridation debate, that of doctors and citizens concerned about Alzheimer’s. The solution would not necessarily have meant ending fluoridation, since it is also possible to replace aluminum pans, but this example shows, nevertheless, the potential for mobilizing new supporters. As it turned out, the reported results were refuted and retracted,\textsuperscript{18} a result readily accepted by antifluoridation scientists such as Albert Burgstahler and Mark Diesendorf. Burgstahler carried out the experiment himself and found no unusual aluminum leaching. But this was not before many antifluoridationists had proclaimed that the initial findings vindicated their opposition.
Fluoridation proponents have tried to expand their constituency through a connection between fluoride and the disease osteoporosis. In osteoporosis, the bones become porous and prone to breakage, a problem especially likely to affect postmenopausal women. The usually recommended antidotes are estrogen replacement therapy, calcium supplements, and regular exercise.

Another approach is heavy doses of fluoride. Not surprisingly, this method is touted by profluoridationists. There have been a few studies showing that fractures in the elderly are less common in regions with fluoridated water,19 and other studies contesting this correlation.20 If profluoridationists can convince people that fluoridation helps to reduce the incidence of osteoporosis, this would attract a new constituency to the cause of fluoridation. So far this has failed to occur.

Convincing new constituencies of a striking new risk or benefit of fluoridation has the potential to change the balance of the debate dramatically. The best example of this effect is the claims about fluoridation and cancer presented by Yiamouyiannis and Burk, which greatly helped the opponents in the 1970s. Note that claims do not have to be scientifically correct in order to be persuasive. The claims about fluoridation and cancer were effective politically even though many scientific refutations were published. Similarly, profluoridationists have made claims for decades about the beneficial effects of fluoridation for bones without much scientific backing, although, in this case, the benefit for the fluoridation cause has not been great.

The most important potentially new constituency in the debate is the environmental movement, which could put fluoridation on its agenda as a form of pollution and a health hazard. So far, this has happened only to a limited extent, with some individuals, such as Ralph Nader, and organizations openly opposing fluoridation. Mainstream environmental groups have not adopted the antifluoridation cause. If this were to occur, it would shift the balance in the debate.

Edward Groth III has been watching the debate for decades, and he does not expect any sudden change in the balance of power. He believes “the balance is like a limestone formation in a cave; each new study or recruit is like a drop of water that leaves a tiny residue, and the mass of evidence and informed people gradually grows on the anti side. On the pro side, political victories and recruits are also piling up slowly. If the balance eventually is shifted, it will probably not be catastrophic, but gradual, and not necessarily centered on any one event or new research report.”21

SIDESTEPPING THE DEBATE

There are several other scenarios in which the fluoridation debate is not resolved but, instead, becomes irrelevant. A decline in tooth decay so that it becomes a rare problem is one way in which this could happen. The declines recorded in industrialized countries — both fluoridated and unfluoridated — over the past few decades already hold the possibility for ending the debate, except that the cause for the decline is disputed.22 As long as the decline can be attributed in substantial part to fluoridation, the debate can continue.

On the other hand, if decay were virtually eliminated by some other means, the fluoridation issue would become irrelevant. One unlikely possibility is that the diet for young people would become very wholesome, without the refined carbohydrates that lead to decay.

Another possibility is that an alternative “technical fix” for tooth decay could be developed. One area of study is the use of casein and other compounds found in natural foods, such as milk and cheese, and which reduce decay, as additives to other foods such as candy.23 Another area being studied is vaccines against decay.24 If either of these came up with a solution recognized as effective, then fluoridation might be rendered unnecessary.

The reduction in tooth decay provides a way to sidestep the debate, because neither side needs to admit it was wrong. Proponents can continue to insist that fluoridation was needed in earlier years, and that it is only with
the widespread use of fluoride toothpastes, better oral hygiene, and perhaps other unknown factors, that water fluoridation has become less urgent. Opponents can continue to make their claims about the hazards and lack of benefits of fluoridation.

**GOOD STRATEGY FOR THE PROONENTS?**

Using the benefit of hindsight, let me offer a few comments on the strategy used by proponents of fluoridation. The proponents had enormous early success in winning over to their side the key government and professional bodies. This was gradually translated into actual implementation of fluoridation in the United States and some other countries. The credibility of scientists who were opponents was demolished, but continuing opposition came from local communities with little or no open support from dentists and doctors.

The strategy of the proponents can be seen, from an outsider’s point of view, as one of first capturing the key public health and professional organizations and then using the power of these organizations to marginalize opponents and persuade communities. This strategy might have had more difficulties if the push had started later since, with the rise of the environmental movement in the 1960s, new chemicals have been given exceptional scrutiny. But, by this time, the antifluoridationists had been typecast as right-wing cranks. In the succeeding years, the environmental movement, while showing some interest in the issue, has not put fluoridation fully on its agenda.

In spite of the apparent effectiveness of this profluoridation strategy, there has been continued and bitter citizen resistance, backed by a small minority of professionals. This opposition, while lacking the powerful professional standing of the proponents, has been effective politically. The antifluoridation forces have not faded into obscurity as expected by proponents.

Arguably, the massive early push for fluoridation, which brushed skeptics aside, laid the seeds for its own lack of complete victory. The aggressive promotion in the early years, which drew public attention to the issue, ironically also helped stimulate opposition. The resulting polarization has persisted and acted as a “dogged brake” on greater expansion of fluoridation. Perhaps a quieter and less urgent early promotion would have led to greater success in the long run.

It is possible that a different approach to the testing of benefits and risks could have reduced later criticism. The early trials of fluoridated and unfluoridated cities were criticized by Philip Sutton on a number of methodological grounds. One response would have been to invite Sutton and other critics to be consultants in experimental design, thus co-opting their dissent. Instead, Sutton was attacked. In the 1980s, his criticisms returned to plague the profluoridationists through the studies by Colquhoun and Diesendorf.

Similarly, a greater willingness to respond to and work with early critics, such as Frederick Exner and George Waldbott, who claimed there are health hazards from fluoridation, might have moderated the passion of the opposition. One risk in this is that some of the claims of the critics might have been verified. This could have weakened the passion of the promoters.

Bending over backward to respond to scientific criticisms would not necessarily have eliminated the critics, since any experiment, no matter what its protocol and results, can be challenged and explained away. The fluoridation trials comparing the cities of Tiel and Culemborg in the Netherlands and Anglesey and Mon in Britain are much more sophisticated than those criticized by Sutton, but have, nevertheless, come under attack. But responding to scientific criticisms sometimes can serve to restrict areas of disagreement. More willingness to deal with the critics on their own ground might well have mollified some of them and weakened their alignment with citizen antifluoridation groups.

Fluoridation of public water supplies is only one way to get fluoride to people’s teeth. The promotion of water fluoridation has been a mixed success, with nearly complete failure in Western Europe. But fluoride toothpastes have
quietly had almost total victory, in the sense of being widely adopted without significant controversy. The antifluoride campaigners have largely targeted water fluoridation, to a considerable extent, because of its compulsory aspects. If water fluoridation has been the front line of the struggle, the supporters of fluoride against tooth decay have, in effect, been well inside their opponents’ territory, having won over most of the population to fluoride via toothpaste. In fact, the struggle over water fluoridation can be interpreted as a side issue, which has attracted the bulk of the attention, while the major changes were happening through fluoride toothpastes and oral hygiene.

This can be interpreted either as a highly successful though unintentional strategy for bringing fluoride to teeth, or as a wasteful expenditure of professional effort which could have been better spent in less contentious efforts at education and routine professional care.

**GOOD STRATEGY FOR THE OPPONENTS?**

The opponents have been able to muster an extraordinary degree of popular support through the years, especially when local decisions are involved. This has been in spite of having the open support of only a tiny minority of experts and in the face of the endorsement of fluoridation by most authoritative bodies. As a populist movement, antifluoridationism has been an amazing success, holding back the tide of fluoridation in English-speaking countries and preventing its widespread adoption in Europe.

It is easy to make criticisms of the antifluoridationists. Their campaigning is frequently riddled with numerous gross exaggerations and misleading claims. Certainly sodium fluoride is used as a rat poison, but there are many substances that are harmful in large doses and beneficial in small amounts. The frequent wild statements about the hazards of fluoride can make serious critics wince. Whether or not the exorbitant claims help or hurt the cause of the opponents more than a sober assessment of shortcomings in the evidence for fluoridation is difficult to say.

Hans Moolenburgh, a leader in the campaign against fluoridation in the Netherlands, argues that aggressive techniques — including calling the proponents liars — are effective and necessary. Arguably though, many thoughtful critics and potential opponents may have been inhibited from voicing or developing their concerns due to a reluctance to appear associated with the extremes of antifluoridation rhetoric.

The cause of the antifluoridationists would have been helped by documentation of hazards by ever more researchers. Waldbott, no doubt, had good reason to be reluctant to expose his patients and files to critics, especially given his experience in being misleadingly exposed by Hornung. But, if the phenomenon of fluoride intolerance is to be accepted, investigations by many researchers and clinicians, including skeptical ones, is essential. This is the obverse of the shortcoming of the proponents’ campaign in failing to respond to criticisms by the opponents. A careful documentation of intolerance, reproducible by others, would add greatly to the credibility of claims of that particular hazard.

Another problem with the antifluoridation campaign is that it has been almost entirely negative and reactive. The agenda was set by the supporters of fluoridation in the 1940s, and, ever since then, the opponents have been on the defensive. The opponents are **against** the measure, whether because of concern about hazards or individual rights. It is not so clear what they are for.

Some of them do take the problem of tooth decay seriously, especially those who push for a better diet. Others are concerned about wider issues of fluoride pollution, including by industry. But these other issues can be lost in the passion of the fluoridation debate. Furthermore, by being continually negative and without a prominent positive program, the image of the opponents is also more negative.

The negative side of the opposition is most apparent in the dynamics of fluoridation decision making. When a national or local government moves to make a decision, the opponents mobilize, often impressively. But while the issue is stabilized, either with or
without fluoridation and with little chance of a change, the antifluoridationists are inactive. With some exceptions, they are not conspicuous in ongoing campaigns for better oral hygiene, better diet, protection of civil liberties, or environmentally sound policies for industry.

If more of the opponents were prominent in other campaigns — especially those with a positive angle — their credibility on the fluoridation issue would be greater. The involvement of environmentalists such as Mark Diesendorf, Robert Mann, and Wendy Varney may indicate a change in this direction. If the antifluoridationists can win over mainstream environmental groups to their cause, their campaigning effectiveness will be immensely strengthened. This strategy may be analogous to the winning over of the USPHS, the American Dental Association, and the American Medical Association by the profluoridationists in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

CONCLUSION

Many people like to believe that there is a correct or rational answer to social and political dilemmas. Most of them want to know simply whether fluoridation is right or wrong, rather than spend lots of time studying the issue. Part of the attraction of the belief in scientific objectivity is that science may provide an avenue for determining an answer.

Unfortunately for this black-and-white picture of the world, there is no final arbiter for many issues involving science. Fluoridation is not purely a scientific issue, since it involves considerations of community welfare, economics, individual rights, ethics, and decision making. But even the science of fluoridation is problematical. Judging the scientific evidence on the issue brings in considerations involving the exercise of power, because such considerations have affected the type of research conducted, opportunities for publication, and the credibility of scientists.

Few decision-making methods acknowledge the power struggles going on over scientific knowledge. Yet, there seems to be no political system that can avoid these struggles. In this sense, politics is not a solution to the fluoridation debate, and it is unlikely that any formal method can be used to satisfactorily adjudicate it. The actual closure of the debate is more likely to come through accumulating small successes on one side or the other, or a shifting of the debate to other issues.

A further complication is that the choice of a decision-making method is just as much a part of the struggle over fluoridation as disputes over benefits, risks, and individual rights. Formal assessments by dental authorities usually favor fluoridation. Referendum results, more often than not, oppose it. Those who discuss the pros and cons of different decision-making methods may appear to be just looking for a way to resolve the fluoridation debate. Whether they realize it or not, they have joined the debate itself.

NOTES


9. In a letter to Brian Martin, dated 8 December 1988, Edward Groth III comments that such a compromise is usually opposed both by antifluoridationists — who say people would not go to the trouble of obtaining the unfluoridated water — and by profluoridationists — who do not want to admit there are any legitimate objections to fluoridated water.


11. See, for example, Leonard A. Cole, “Resolving Science Controversies: From Science Court to Science Hearings Panel,” in Goggin, op. cit., 244-261.


Making a decision


26. I thank Edward Groth III for emphasizing this point.


29. Some fluoridation opponents have also attacked fluoride toothpastes and other fluoride products.

30. Moolenburgh, op. cit.

31. See chapter 4.
Studying the controversy

The fluoridation issue has aroused not only the passions of many people, but also the interest of numerous social scientists. The controversy is an interesting one to study. It has been heated, and it has persisted for decades. It has involved both science and politics, and it has involved an exceptional degree of public participation, especially in the form of referendums. There is much rich material in the controversy for sociologists and political scientists to explore. In this chapter, I will briefly review the main types of social analysis of the fluoridation controversy, with a goal of placing my own analysis in perspective.

Previous studies

Most social research on fluoridation has assumed that fluoridation is scientifically proven. This assumption is often not even mentioned and certainly never justified by a careful review of the scientific evidence. In many cases, the making of the assumption must be inferred from the type of analysis made of the fluoridation controversy. The main aim of this type of research is to explain why people oppose fluoridation.

One popular approach has been to look for correlations between people’s views on fluoridation and demographic characteristics such as age, education, income, political position, and number of young children. For example, Mausner and Mausner, in one of the earliest prominent studies, found that a smaller fraction of opponents than of proponents had completed high school.

Another demographic finding was that people older than 60 years of age were more likely to oppose fluoridation. This could be due to lower levels of education, to conservatism, or to lack of any personal benefit. People with young children were more likely to favor fluoridation. Antifluoridationist views have also been linked to conservatism through opinion surveys and studies of correlations between votes on different issues.

Although some intriguing demographic correlations with views on fluoridation have been found by some researchers, most have not stood the test of further investigation. For example, Gamson found a more complex relationship between education and attitudes to fluoridation than did the Mausners. Both those respondents with high levels of education and those with very limited education favored fluoridation, whereas those with medium levels of education were more opposed. Likewise, the correlations between political views and views on fluoridation have not stood up.

A basic problem with these sorts of studies is that correlations between education, age, or other variables and attitudes to fluoridation do not, by themselves, explain opposition. In particular, they do not explain the widely noted change in views during debates on fluoridation. Often, opinion polls conducted before fluoridation became an issue show large majorities favoring the measure, but referendum results often show impressive majorities against fluoridation.

The Alienation Hypothesis

Another widely used approach in earlier studies was to look for correlations between opposition to fluoridation and “alienation.” Individuals who were alienated from the dominant culture were thought to use opposition to fluoridation to express their frustrations. Antifluoridationism, according to this hypothesis, is essentially a revolt of the powerless who have latched onto fluoridation as a symbol of the impositions put upon them. Support for this hypothesis was obtained by examining antifluoridation literature, undertaking attitude surveys and interviewing antifluoridation leaders.
There are several difficulties with the alienation hypothesis. Attitudes portrayed by antifluoridation leaders in their literature are unlikely to be typical of all those who vote against fluoridation. The surveys of alienation have been limited in size, and even the concept of alienation leaves much to be desired. Finally, the alienation hypothesis, like the demographic approach, cannot explain changes in opinion during referendum campaigns.

The Confusion Hypothesis

A third approach is based upon the concept of “confusion.” The switch in viewpoints during referendum campaigns is attributed to confusion generated by the debate itself. Voters, having been confronted by conflicting claims presented by those who present themselves as experts, take the “safe” route in opposing fluoridation and any possible health risks.

The confusion hypothesis seems to explain the dynamics of the development of antifluoridation concerns, but does not explain why antifluoridationists have been able to mount campaigns in so many cities over so many years. Nor does it explain why antifluoridation campaigns have continued to succeed, whereas similar efforts against pasteurization faded away.

The demographic, alienation, and confusion approaches each assume that supporting fluoridation is rational, namely, in agreement with scientific evidence and a progressive social outlook. Therefore, support for fluoridation does not have to be explained by using social analysis. Because support for fluoridation is rational, opposition then must be irrational in some sense. Therefore, the task of social analysis is to explain the opposition.

Note that these explanations use categories that present opponents of fluoridation in an unflattering light. They are uneducated, alienated, confused, or even just plain irrational. The use of such categories would be unlikely without the assumption that fluoridation is correct.

In addition to the specific shortcomings already mentioned, there are several problems with this general approach, which can be empirical or theoretical. Empirically, it is very hard to explain the lack of fluoridation in Europe and many other countries. In most of these countries, there has been less citizen participation in decision making, and certainly less reliance on referendums than in the United States. The decisions not to fluoridate have, in many cases, been made by government bureaucracies advised by various experts — precisely the groups that, in the United States, have more often supported fluoridation.

No doubt, it would be possible to develop a social explanation of the relative lack of fluoridation in Europe. But such an explanation would have to go beyond the use of demographic correlations and the concepts of alienation and confusion, which are inadequate to the task. It is not surprising that those using these approaches have almost always ignored struggles over fluoridation outside the United States.

On the theoretical side, one difficulty with the assumption that fluoridation is scientifically based is that considerations of ethics and public policy are involved, too. There is the issue of compulsion; the issue that the benefits go to only some sections of the population (none to the toothless, for example); the issue that any risks affect only some sections of the population; the issue that alternatives to water fluoridation will lead to a different distribution of costs and benefits; and the issue of who should make the decision. Those who assume that fluoridation is rational have assumed, in addition to its scientific validity, that fluoridation is socially progressive. In other words, fluoridation is assumed to be socially rational, namely the best use of society’s resources to achieve a desirable end.

The trouble is that science by itself is quite inadequate to prove that fluoridation is socially rational. Additional assumptions are required, for example, that ensuring benefits of reduced tooth decay to the entire population takes priority over any violations of individual rights to avoid fluoridated water. But, in the social studies of fluoridation, such assumptions are never spelled out nor argued for. This
would undermine the rationale for trying to explain only the opposition to fluoridation.

These explanations of opposition to fluoridation implicitly ground their social analysis in a particular and inevitably limited view of the social world. This is not necessarily a shortcoming. The problem is that their assumptions about the social world are never made explicitly, and that, furthermore, these social assumptions are usually hidden behind the premise of a purely scientific foundation for fluoridation.

It is appropriate to note that many of the social scientists studying the controversy have seen it as their task to help promote fluoridation. Mausner and Mausner sought to understand the “disease” of anti-intellectualism and develop methods for combating it. Kegeles, in surveying social research on fluoridation, had some hope that “help for the [profluoridation] practitioner will be one of the eventual by-products.” Gamson, on the basis of his social psychological studies, offered recommendations for fluoridation proponents on what not to do in referendum campaigns. It is not surprising, then, that there has been a one-sided focus on opponents and a neglect of the social analysis of the promotion of fluoridation. In a review of social studies of fluoridation, Motz pointed out that there is an implicit profluoridation bias, and, hence, some possible research projects have never been undertaken, such as surveys of communities that have never been embroiled in fluoridation controversies.

A second theoretical problem with the usual explanations that focus on the reasons for opposition to fluoridation is that they make social analysis dependent on the current state of scientific knowledge. What if, in the future, scientists were to decide that fluoridation was wrong after all? Then, all the social analyses would have to be redone to explain the newly irrational support for fluoridation.

This is not just a hypothetical objection. There are many cases in the history of science in which the dominant viewpoint has been rejected and sometimes reinstated. Any method of social analysis that looks only to explain the irrationality of opponents of the dominant view would look foolish.

The theory of continental drift, for example, was once the dominant view. Then, it lost favor, and has since become the established view of today. Using social analysis to explain only opposition to continental drift, then to explain only support for it, and finally again to explain only opposition to it, would be a frustrating exercise.

In the case of fluoridation, where the dominant view differs in different countries, this would mean a social explanation for opposition to fluoridation in the United States and a social explanation for support of fluoridation in, for example, India. Indian sociologists have not written much on fluoridation — and certainly not in American social-science journals — so this theoretical dilemma has not been highlighted. One reason is that, in India, fluoride in water has long been seen as a health hazard and fluoridation has not been on the agenda. So, as a social problem, fluoridation has not been of special interest to social scientists there.

The limitations of the standard social science research on fluoridation can be traced to a general assumption that science is done in its own special realm, independent of the exercise of power, and that objective scientific knowledge enters into the social arena in some way or other. This means that power struggles over what counts as valid scientific knowledge are not included in the analysis. Certainly, that applies to the studies of demographics, alienation, and confusion. The idea of confusion, for example, implicitly assumes that there is a scientific realm in which clearheaded truth, rather than confusion, holds sway. This same assumption of a separation between scientific knowledge and social dynamics is also made in other types of studies of fluoridation.

The Group Politics Approach

This type of analysis essentially looks at the dynamics of interest groups in the social struggle over fluoridation. Typically, this means looking at dentists and other groups
promoting fluoridation, groups organizing opposition, government agencies, and the like.\textsuperscript{16} Studies in the group politics mold fall into the category of pluralist political science. They focus on tactics, alliances, policies, and outcomes. These studies often avoid the one-sided emphasis on demographic or psychological reasons for opposition, since both proponent and opponent groups are studied.

This type of analysis is useful at its own level,\textsuperscript{17} but it usually leaves out any consideration of social struggles over the status of claims about scientific knowledge. In other words, it makes the same assumption that science is carried out in its own separate realm, and becomes subject to social processes only when introduced into the public debate.\textsuperscript{18}

Combining the group politics approach with one or more of the other approaches would appear to offer greater explanatory power.\textsuperscript{19} But the result is still limited by the common assumptions made, such as the neglect of struggles over scientific knowledge and the neglect of struggles outside the United States.

\textbf{Structural Analysis}

Another method of analysis is to use concepts of social structure such as profession, class, capitalism, patriarchy, and the state. The idea of a social structure is a way to capture conceptually sets of human interactions that are regular and, in some way, patterned. For example, capitalism can be defined as a set of interactions associated with the ownership of the means of production and with the production and sale of labor power and goods in a market.

Focusing on structures does not mean that the role of individuals must be overlooked. Structures, after all, only come about when individuals behave in regular ways, as when entrepreneurs buy and sell goods in a market situation. In other words, structures are socially constructed. Structures are simply a convenient way of talking about certain recurring patterns of interaction.

Indeed, it can be misleading to think of the behavior of individuals as independent of these regularities. Individuals are caught in the structured expectations and behaviors of many others.

For example, a person might think it quite reasonable to move into an empty building. But capitalism is built on the ownership of property, which means that most people do not expect to be able to make use of vacant land or buildings and police can be induced to take action against those who do. Capitalism, thus, depends on people’s support for — or acquiescence to — property ownership, with the use of state coercion as an ultimate sanction. But these patterns of behavior are not forced on people. It is possible to challenge behavior associated with property ownership, for example, to undermine the loyalty of police and courts to certain owners. This is precisely what many squatters try to do.

Just as it is misleading to think of individuals as free agents — since they are constrained by other people’s regular patterns of action — so it is misleading to think of structures as independent of people’s activities, since it is always possible for regular patterns of activities to be challenged and changed.

Concepts of social structure can be used to examine scientific controversies, for example, by looking at the influence of professions, corporations, and the state in shaping agendas and pursuing certain goals. This approach has been almost entirely absent from analyses of fluoridation.\textsuperscript{20}

As I indicated in chapter 6, it is much easier to apply this sort of analysis to the promotion of fluoridation, whereas most analysts have looked only at the opposition. Furthermore, structural approaches are more commonly used by Marxian analysts, most of whom seem to have accepted the stereotype of antifluoridationists as right-wing individualists, and, hence, not found the fluoridation issue as one worthy of study.\textsuperscript{21} Structural analysis also has the same limitation as pluralist political analysis in that it does not delve into the struggles over scientific knowledge.

Although most social analyses of fluoridation focus on the opponents — assuming that scientific knowledge backs the proponents — there is a minority position that reverses the assumption. A few critics of fluoridation have
analyzed the dynamics of the controversy, focusing especially on methods of promotion, interest groups, and the like. This analysis is more likely to use the group politics approach. But it is in agreement with the rest of the research in the basic assumption that science is essentially separate from the social conflict. The difference is that the critics assume that the science supports the antifluoridation position, or at least does not support only the profluoridation stance.22

From this brief survey of the main types of social analysis of the fluoridation controversy,23 it is easier to see where my own analysis differs. I have looked at both the promotion of and opposition to fluoridation, rather than just the opposition. The demographic, alienation, and confusion approaches are not sufficient for understanding the controversy. My main attention is on the struggles over the status of scientific claims about fluoridation. Rather than assume that scientific knowledge is in a separate category and exempt from social analysis, I have begun from the assumption that struggles over scientific knowledge should be analyzed in the same general way as other types of struggles.

**SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE**

My approach grows out of a different tradition — the sociology of scientific knowledge. In this extension of the classical sociology of knowledge, all of science is opened for social examination. The processes by which scientists decide that certain claims deserve to be treated as facts are examined, just as the beliefs about religion, gender, or politics are examined.24

The “strong program in the sociology of scientific knowledge”25 is based on four postulates.

1. All knowledge should be explained as resulting from social causes, called causality;
2. The investigation should be impartial with respect to the truth or falsity of the beliefs analyzed, called impartiality;
3. The same conceptual tools should be used to explain both true and false beliefs, called symmetry; and
4. The analysis should be able to be applied to itself, called reflexivity.

The strong program certainly provides a different entry point to the fluoridation controversy. First, social analysis is applied to claims about scientific knowledge as well as reasons for public opposition, emergence of interest groups, and so forth. Second, scientific claims both for and against fluoridation are analyzed using the same conceptual tools.

One of the most useful concepts is that of “resource” or “tool.”26 A resource is anything that is used by an “actor,” meaning, in this instance, someone or some group involved in the controversy. Resources include scientific knowledge, scientific publications, scientific status, and so on. Scientists can try to persuade each other of their views by using data, argumentation, personal prestige, charisma, publications, and many other resources.

One way to interpret this book is to say that, in each successive chapter, I have looked at the use of resources from a slightly different and ever widening point of view.

Chapter 2 deals with the scientific arguments. Scientific data and arguments are resources by which partisans try to convince each other and the public.

Chapter 3 deals with the coherency of viewpoints of partisans. In a sense, the different arguments in the debate are made coherent by the debate itself, and are, thus, made into a congealed, less vulnerable resource for waging further debate.

Chapter 4 deals with the credibility of partisans who are scientists, as credibility is both a resource and a target for attack.

Chapter 5 deals with professional attack. Professional power is a resource.

Chapter 6 deals with corporate power, which is certainly a resource and may have had some impact on the debate.

Finally, chapter 7 deals with methods of decision making, which themselves can be interpreted as resources.
Another valuable concept in analyzing the fluoridation controversy is “interest.” In chapter 2, the interests at stake are those of scientists in having a scientifically solid argument. Chapter 3 deals with coherency of viewpoints and could be said to treat the interests of partisans having viewpoints that stand up in public debate. Interests in scientific and public credibility are the core of chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals with the interests of the dental profession, and chapter 6 with the interests of certain corporations.

Long before chapter 7, however, I have gone beyond the usual ambit of the strong program, if not parted company with it. This is most obvious in the use of professional power and capitalism as tools of analysis. These are categories of social structure, as described earlier. They arise from different theoretical traditions that have seldom been meshed with the sociology of scientific knowledge. This is because the strong program has usually been applied to disputes carried out almost entirely inside the scientific community, such as over the existence of gravity waves or continental drift.

In such disputes, one can look at the shaping of claims of knowledge by general beliefs about society, by the career interests of groups of scientists, and so forth. But, whereas in such disputes there is some, usually tenuous, influence by wider social interests on the course of the scientific controversy, there is usually relatively little converse impact of the scientific controversy on society.

The fluoridation controversy is quite different. Not only are scientific, ethical, and political arguments mixed together in a vociferous debate but the credibility of scientists has been a subject of intense interest, with strong attacks mounted.

RELATIVISM

The usual theory of knowledge underlying the study of science is that scientific knowledge is an expression of truths rooted in nature, or at least as good an approximation as currently possible to such truths. This positivist approach is the basis of the assumption that controversies can be studied by examining the truth of scientific statements separately from the social dynamics. The strong program, by contrast, is built on a relativist picture of knowledge, which denies that there is any inherently superior way to determine truth rooted in nature. Science is, then, analyzed just as is any other belief system.

Note that in applying the strong program to controversies, only a “methodological relativism” is required. The analyst proceeds as if there were no privileged access to the truth. This is a procedure for social analysis, not a statement about reality or personal beliefs.

A common criticism of relativism is that it means that all beliefs are treated as equally true and that the social researcher — in this case, me — has abdicated responsibility for evaluating the scientific evidence. Both of these accusations are grounded in positivist assumptions. In other words, relativism is attacked on the grounds that it is not positivist. The arguments between positivists and relativists have been traversed at length elsewhere. Instead, let me simply outline how my analysis of the politics of knowledge about fluoridation does carry out a nonpositivist evaluation of scientific knowledge.

In looking at the struggles between profluoridation and antifuoridation scientists, I have not sought to determine the “scientific truth,” but I have, instead, looked at the strategies used by different partisans. These strategies include presentation of data, theoretical argument, arguments including both technical and social dimensions in a coherent package, assertion of authority, attacks on the credibility of others, and so forth. The elements of these strategies include what is traditionally called scientific (data and theoretical arguments) and what is traditionally called social (authority and attacks), as well as mixtures (coherent arguments).

In my analysis, I have selected arguments, individuals, and cases that I consider to have been important in the controversy. This means that I have made an evaluation of their scientific and social importance.

For example, I have given considerable attention to arguments about the benefits of
fluoridation. My assessment is that these arguments are important because the science in the area has been persuasive. The proponents have used arguments about benefits — and evidence to back these arguments — as the foundation of the promotion of fluoridation. The opponents have used arguments and evidence critical of claims about benefits as effective tools to challenge fluoridation.

On the other hand, I have given little attention to attacks on fluoridation on the grounds that sodium fluoride is used as rat poison. While this argument is regularly brought up by lay opponents — and sometimes in a rhetorical fashion by scientist opponents — it has played a subsidiary role in the controversy, so far as the use of scientific claims is concerned.

Note that my selection of arguments does not require an assessment of scientific truth rooted in nature, as assessed by authoritative experiments and the like. Rather, I examine the scientific claims in the social context of the debate. But I have not treated all claims as equal. Not all are worthy of the same attention. Rather, I concentrate on claims that are the most potent or persuasive in practice. This can be because they are, in positivist terms, either scientifically convincing or politically convenient. In practice, from the relativist’s perspective, these two categories of science and politics are not separated.

In my analysis, I have certainly made judgments about the quality of evidence, argument, and intervention. I have concentrated on opponents of fluoridation who are scientists, such as John Colquhoun, Mark Diesendorf, Philip Sutton, George Waldbott, and John Yiamouyiannis, because their contributions have been perceived as sufficiently influential to mobilize supporters and disconcert proponents. I have given less attention to scientists on the fringes of the debate, either because their scientific merit has less credibility even with knowledgeable opponents or because, whereas their science is respectable, their work has not been brought center-stage in the controversy.

A similar selection and evaluation process applies to my discussion of proponent arguments. I have cited works of individuals such as Brian A. Burt, Frank J. McClure, John J. Murray, and Andrew J. Rugg-Gunn because their contributions to the debate, both scientific and social, have been treated with great seriousness.

What I have not done is attempt an assessment of the scientific evidence for and against fluoridation as if that evidence is separate from the social evaluation of the controversy. Indeed, my analysis is designed to show why such an assessment, if presented as separate from social considerations, can be misleading.

Knowledge about fluoride is not separate from society but has been generated in a context in which therapeutic use and, since the early 1940s, policy decisions have been key considerations. The context of much fluoride research has been highly charged and often polarized into profluoridation and antifluoridation molds. “Nonscientific” ethical and political considerations are crucial, and have been tightly linked to scientific claims throughout the debate.

Even more dramatically, the attacks on the credibility and activities of scientists among the leading opponents have been important in the assessment of the scientific status of both profluoridation and antifluoridation claims. The attacks have also undoubtedly been important — although in ways which can only be guessed at — in shaping both research into fluoride’s effects and research into alternatives to fluoridation.

Relativism liberates the social scientist from the constraints of acquiescing to the current scientific orthodoxy. The social analysis can range more deeply into scientific areas. That, of course, may offend powerful scientists and their allies, and perhaps this is one reason why relativism is applied to current controversies less often than it might be.

From the point of view of the strong program, there is no such thing as a neutral, unbiased assessment of scientific evidence. Rather, those assessments that are more persuasive, and that seem to others to be more objective, are the assessments which are sensitive to the diverse facets of the social context in which the science is embedded. It is a compliment rather than a criticism to say that
Edward Groth III, in his writings on fluoridation and including his commentary in this book, accomplishes such a persuasive assessment precisely because of his awareness of the social influences on fluoride research. He is willing to consider scientific evidence damaging to fluoridation in spite of its rejection by proponents because he is aware of the processes used to destroy the credibility of critics.

But he is also willing to be critical of evidence often raised by antifluoridationists. He is aware of the polarized nature of the dispute and uses this awareness to assist him in avoiding the assumption, encouraged by partisans on both sides, that, if evidence doesn’t support one side, it must support the other. A positivist might say that Groth is surveying the scientific evidence. A relativist might say that he is presenting a persuasive account of the scientific evidence, informed by his assessment of the social context.

THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER

For all their differences, the positivist and relativist approaches have a surprising convergence when it comes to studying contemporary controversies. Each of them assumes that the researcher is a separate, neutral observer. This is obvious enough when it is assumed that objective knowledge is to be sought about science and society. Being a partisan on the issues would certainly seem to make objectivity difficult if not impossible. As a result, it is usually assumed without discussion that analysts are not and should not be involved in the controversy themselves. If they are, then bias is assumed.

More intriguingly, relativist approaches lead to the same result. The strong program’s requirement of reflexivity — that the theory should apply to itself — would seem to allow for researcher participation. But in practice reflexivity is taken to mean that methods of explaining beliefs should also be able to be applied to the beliefs of the analyst. The social explanation of the rise of social theory is one thing; involvement in the controversy being studied is another. In practice, relativist analysts of controversies have almost exclusively studied either historical cases, which allow a nice separation of the researcher and the researched, or contemporary cases that are restricted to fairly narrow disciplinary communities. In the latter case, the analyst’s involvement does little to disturb the controversy itself, especially when the products of social research are esoteric articles in specialist social science journals.

Separation of the researcher and the researched may work in some cases, but practical experiences show that it often cannot be sustained in dealing with contemporary controversies with a strong public involvement. To some extent, the social researcher is inevitably involved in the controversy being studied.

I have already described the commitment to fluoridation by many social scientists who have studied the controversy. In some cases, the social scientists were “recruited” by profluoridationists to study the issue. For example, the initial incentive and funding for the major study by Robert Crain, Elihu Katz, and Donald Rosenthal was provided by the United States Public Health Service (USPHS). These researchers were obviously sympathetic to fluoridation.

It is not surprising that such studies are quite useful to proponents and have often been cited by them. For example, J. M. Dunning, in a textbook on dental health, states that social scientists are the allies of profluoridationists. The social scientists sometimes become involved in overt partisan activity. Historian Donald R. McNeil, author of the classic history The Fight for Fluoridation, has
repeatedly taken a strong profluoridation stand.

This sort of involvement by earlier social scientists in the fluoridation issue was not seen as a problem, nor as a violation of objectivity. This is because they accepted a positivist picture of science, accepted the claims of dental authorities about fluoridation, and believed that fluoridation was socially progressive. Therefore, partisan involvement meant being a partisan on behalf of truth, which was treated as unproblematic.

Just as there is a strong connection between assuming that fluoridation is scientifically proven and undertaking a social analysis of reasons for opposition, so there is a strong connection between opposing fluoridation and undertaking a social analysis of the promotion of fluoridation.

Opponents can use structural analysis to explain the promotion of fluoridation in terms of other than rationality. Explaining also becomes “explaining away.” Strictly in terms of logic, explaining the promotion of fluoridation by its compatibility with the interests of powerful groups does not mean that fluoridation is any less desirable. But, in practical political terms, structural explanations are threatening to those policies that are “explained.” Structural analysis is a challenge to any claim of pure rationality.

Aside from the crude statements by opponents that fluoridation is a plot by big business and big government, few studies have developed even a moderately careful analysis of the promotion of fluoridation. In each case, the analysis has been linked to opposition to fluoridation.

An early important study was by Michael Wollan, who wrote an article entitled “Controlling the Potential Hazards of Government-sponsored Technology” which was published in 1968 in the *George Washington Law Review*. The article examined how technology assessment was being performed in the United States, and analyzed three case studies: weather modification, engine noise from supersonic transport aircraft, and fluoridation. In discussing fluoridation, Wollan focused on the vested interest of the USPHS in a measure it had endorsed, making impossible a proper continuing assessment of the measure.

Opponents have frequently cited Wollan’s article and distributed copies of it. Wollan was not involved in the opposition to fluoridation before this article, but, after it appeared, he opposed fluoridation on a few occasions before his early death in an automobile accident.

Another important study was done by George L. Waldbott, Albert W. Burgstahler, and H. Lewis McKinney, and included as part of their 1978 book *Fluoridation: The Great Dilemma*. The primary author of this book was Waldbott, and, indeed, it is written in the first person singular. Waldbott was the leading opponent of fluoridation in the United States for some twenty years, beginning in the mid 1950s. Burgstahler, professor of chemistry at the University of Kansas, has also been an active scientist opposing fluoridation. McKinney is a professor of history of science at the University of Kansas. The structural analysis in *Fluoridation: The Great Dilemma* thus forms a part of their overall case against fluoridation.

Wendy Varney’s book *Fluoride in Australia: A Case to Answer*, published in 1986, is the most important recent structural analysis of fluoridation. Varney’s treatment is the most careful and comprehensive yet available, drawing on theoretical accounts of capitalism and the professions as well as a large amount of data about fluoridation in Australia and elsewhere. Varney’s book is based on a thesis done in the Department of Government at the University of Sydney. Before doing this study, Varney had been an environmental activist but had played no role in the fluoridation issue. But after writing the book, she took a public stand against fluoridation on a number of occasions, both in talks and interviews.

Mark Diesendorf, a leading opponent in Australia, collaborated with Varney in writing an article on “Fluoridation: Politics and Strategies,” published in 1986 in the Australian journal *Social Alternatives*. This article develops an analysis along the lines of
Varney’s analysis and draws conclusions about how to oppose fluoridation. John Colquhoun, a former dental public health officer who switched sides to become a leading opponent of fluoridation in the 1980s, later wrote his doctoral thesis at the University of Auckland on the topic of education and fluoridation, including a structural analysis of the promotion of fluoridation.37

These examples show the strong link between making a structural analysis of the promotion of fluoridation and opposing the measure. Waldbott, Burgstahler, Diesendorf, and Colquhoun were active opponents of fluoridation who were scientists and who later wrote about the role of corporations and the dental profession in promoting it. Wollan and Varney, as social scientists, apparently did their analyses along these lines first, and then were drawn into the debate on the opposition side.

What these examples show is that the type of analysis which a person makes of the polarized fluoridation controversy is influenced both by his or her stand on the issue and, in turn, influences his or her further participation in the argument. Any hope of a value-free analysis, or a value-free mode of analysis, appears to be misplaced. Those who want to maintain the misleading appearance of value-free social-science research are best advised to avoid studying contemporary controversies, or, as an alternative, to publish only abstruse articles in obscure specialist journals so that partisans are not tempted to use the research for their own ends.

This is not my aim in writing this book. Rather than attempting to keep myself separate from the debate, my involvement may actually lead to deeper insights than are otherwise possible. My own experiences serve to illustrate this.

My initial study of fluoridation was made possible without much personal interaction with the controversy, simply by obtaining and studying various documents that are readily available to the public. But this changed when I undertook interviews with leading Australian partisans who are scientists, as described in chapter 3. Only a few of the opponents and proponents knew me, or had even heard of me, before I interviewed them. But a viewpoint was formed in some cases.

Halfway through my long interview with fluoridation proponent Elsdon Storey at the University of Melbourne, he told me that he knew what I was going to say in my research, because he had seen a copy of a paper I had presented describing cases of suppression of dissent in several fields, including fluoridation.38 Storey informed me that he did not wish to be quoted in my paper unless he was given a complete draft to okay before anyone else saw it.

After returning from my interviews in Melbourne, I received a letter from Jack Martin, another Melbourne proponent whom I had interviewed before meeting with Storey. Martin also requested inspection of the full manuscript before it was seen by anyone else. He added that he was surprised that my university was funding such an “unscientific” study.

What I did in response to these requests was to remove from my draft paper any direct reference by name to views expressed in the interviews with these two individuals.39 I then sent the draft paper (the essence of which is chapter 3 in this book) to all 17 proponents and opponents I had interviewed, inviting their comments. Five of the six opponents furnished comments, some of which were quite critical. By contrast, not a single proponent provided comments. The only replies were from Storey, who criticized my standard of work and said he did not want to be associated with my article in any way; and Martin, who said the article was trivial and biased and requested that his name be omitted.

The obvious explanation of the different responses to my paper lies in the symmetrical approach that I had adopted. I described the coherency of viewpoints of both proponents and opponents, and I presented the arguments on both sides. Because proponents generally maintain that there is no credible scientific opposition to fluoridation, my analysis appeared to give the opponents far too much credibility.
A similar one-sidedness prevailed when I tried to obtain comments on the first draft of this book from scientifically knowledgeable proponents and opponents of fluoridation. I had no difficulty in obtaining significant comments from the only three opponents I approached: Albert Burgstahler, John Colquhoun, and Mark Diesendorf. This was not surprising, as each had readily corresponded with me earlier. Obtaining comments from proponents was more difficult. In the end, I wrote to twelve leading proponents in several countries before obtaining comments from Brian Burt, Michael Lennon, John Small, and Donald Taves. Had I not received their comments, it would have been more difficult to obtain a good picture of the proponents’ case, and easier to have been drawn into the opposition camp.

My point is that, as soon as one begins interacting with partisans in a polarized controversy, there is no neutral position. If I had adopted a strong profluoridation position, dismissing critics as not to be taken seriously, then it would have been difficult, to say the least, to maintain communication with the critics. On the other hand, taking a symmetrical position meant alienating many of the proponents. Even my symmetrical position—which apparently led the Australian proponents to cease communications—has led to criticisms from some antifuoridationists who believe I have given too much ground to the proponents.\textsuperscript{40} The pressures for becoming an overt partisan—or avoiding the controversy altogether—are considerable.\textsuperscript{41}

One possible way around this problem would be to delay publication and the revelation of one’s perspective until all research is completed. Unfortunately, this strategy does not allow for a crucial part of social research: that is, the development of the researcher’s credibility with particular audiences. By publishing, one’s authority can be boosted in the eyes of some participants in the controversy, and this can lead to acquiring materials and insights not otherwise obtainable.

This was apparent in my correspondence with numerous individuals involved with fluoride around the world. Before I had written anything about fluoridation, I received helpful replies from some to whom I wrote. But, after writing drafts of papers and, even better, having had papers published, my status as a person to be reckoned with was increased. From several individuals, I received valuable personal information and documents that I am sure would not be sent to the casual inquirer. This sort of response was more likely to come from opponents of fluoridation or from those not necessarily against fluoridation, but who had run afoul of the proponents. But I also received some very valuable materials from proponents. On the other hand, many proponents—and some opponents—did not supply material that they might have shared.

There is nothing exceptional about this sort of response. Most people are more likely to spend time and effort and to reveal information to those whom they believe are likely to treat it responsibly and to have an impact. Sending prior publications is an excellent way of showing the sort of results one is likely to produce in the future.

Another consequence of writing about fluoridation was that my articles were taken up by partisans for their own purposes. Several opponents have told me that they have circulated copies of my papers to others, and the papers have also been cited on occasion by opponents. I am less sure of how proponents have treated the papers. In any case, the point is that a researcher, intentionally or otherwise, can be incorporated into the controversy by partisans. In my case, the involvement has been mainly via my publications. Ironically, my status as a social scientist entirely separate from the controversy allows my work to be used more effectively by partisans.

Partisan involvement is a more difficult issue for relativists than positivists, although it is not necessarily more compromising. As already indicated, a relativist analysis of claims to knowledge normally must be supplemented by an analysis of power relations. Part of this latter analysis can involve an examination of the ways in which partisans are able to mobilize or neutralize others, including social scientists. In other words, the analysis can be applied to itself.
The researcher who is studying scientific controversies makes value judgments in a number of ways, including many detailed points such as which bits of evidence to emphasize, which partisans to give credence to, which arguments or power plays to discuss, and so forth. But, prior to these detailed judgments, come some wider choices.

What issue should be studied? Dealing with a historical case usually allows the analyst to escape scrutiny by partisans. Dealing with a bitterly contested issue with public dimensions makes it more difficult to appear to be neutral.

What is the audience of the research? Writing recondite social-science jargon for specialist journals means that partisans will take less notice. It also means that social scientists have abjured making a contribution to the debate.

What conceptual tools are used in the analysis? Positivism is generally useful for supporting the side with strongest claims to scientific backing. Relativism is generally more useful for supporting the side with less scientific credibility. But it remains possible to try to adapt any particular analysis to counter these tendencies.

Finally, to what degree is the analyst involved in the controversy? Research built on assessment of documents without interaction with partisans, and publication in esoteric specialized journals, allows low involvement at the expense of the understanding to be gained through direct contacts, inside channels of information, and participant observation.

My position is that there is no best way to study the fluoridation controversy. A “best way” assumes agreement on the aims of the social analysis, and that agreement does not exist.

Many analysts have supported fluoridation and, consciously or unconsciously, used their analysis to support the cause of fluoridation. For this purpose, a positivist framework and relatively accessible publications are most suitable. The same applies to the very few analysts who have opposed fluoridation.

Many analysts, it is safe to say, use studies of the fluoridation controversy primarily as a means to “contribute to social science,” as well as enhance their own reputations and promote their careers. For this purpose, a more independent stance toward partisans and an orientation toward specialist publications is dictated. A low-key, tacit support for fluoridation may also help, since most editors and referees for relevant journals have also automatically supported fluoridation.

But the intellectual marketplace is competitive, so some researchers may find it to their advantage to stake out new conceptual territory, tying their prestige and careers to unconventional ways of doing things. They will, naturally, justify their approaches in terms of contributing to a deeper understanding of the social world — just as did those following the prior orthodoxy. This is one way to put in perspective the development of the strong program in the sociology of scientific knowledge. This approach provides new insights, presents new dilemmas and, most importantly for social researchers, opens up new areas for analysis.

That is what I have tried to do in this book. I wanted to show how the science in the fluoridation controversy can be studied in its social context. Personally, I am not particularly concerned about supporting or opposing fluoridation. My interest lies in the exercise of power within science and the implications of this for democratic decision making. I believe the method of analysis I have chosen helps in dealing with these issues.

But my own intentions are only part of the story. Having analyzed the fluoridation controversy, my own work becomes a part of it. Others will now make their own decisions about how to use it.
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The fluoridation controversy: which side is science on?

A Commentary by Edward Groth III

(EDITOR’S NOTE: Edward Groth III is a biologist who has specialized in the study of policy decision-making processes on environmental and public health issues. He holds an A.B. degree in biology from Princeton University, and a Ph.D. in biological sciences from Stanford University. His doctoral dissertation concerned a study of two issues of science and public policy — air pollution control and the fluoridation controversy. He worked for five years on the staff of the Environmental Studies Board of the National Research Council in Washington, D.C., preparing reports on environmental problems for the federal Environmental Protection Agency and other government agencies. Since 1979, he has been on the staff of Consumers Union, the publisher of Consumer Reports magazine, where he is currently associate technical director for Policy and Public Service. The views expressed here are his own, and do not represent positions of Consumers Union or any other organization.)

INTRODUCTION

In this book, Brian Martin has produced the most penetrating and authoritative analysis of the fluoridation controversy yet to emerge from the multidisciplinary social studies of science. (And, from my perspective, it’s high time someone did!)

Nevertheless, Martin’s assessment leaves me unsatisfied. I want it to say more about two key questions.

First, he takes the existence of the controversy as a given. Then, he examines the arguments and behavior of the advocates on each side. But why does controversy persist over fluoridation, after fifty years of debate? Is this, as the proponents often insist, a “fake” controversy, without real merit, and spurred by unscientific “antis”? Or is the idea of fluoridation intrinsically controversial?

Second, the fluoridation debate is dominated by disputes over scientific issues. While Martin recounts what both sides say on many of these questions, he makes no attempt to assess the quantity or quality of evidence for the arguments of each side. Who is right? Are they both wrong? We need to know.

Evaluating such a massive, complex body of data is a daunting task, even for an author steeped in the environmental health sciences. But to omit doing so is like leaving yeast out of bread dough; the end product is flat and unsatisfying without that vital ingredient.

In this essay, I will attempt to fill those two voids. I will demonstrate — rather decisively I believe — that the controversy over fluoridation is, indeed, inherent in the proposal and absolutely unavoidable. On the second task, I will venture into somewhat riskier territory.

A detailed review of the literature is neither appropriate for the expected audience of this book, nor is it feasible in the available space. I plan, instead, to present my own admittedly subjective impressions of the evidence, based on several thousand papers that I have read over twenty years. My statements will necessarily be very general. For readers who prefer not to accept my characterization of the evidence, I will supply references to more detailed scientific reviews as reasonable starting points for independent examination of the literature.

A GENUINE CONTROVERSY

Proponents of fluoridation often assert that there really is no legitimate debate. Political controversy persists, the argument goes, only because misinformed, antiscientific opponents refuse to accept the overwhelming scientific evidence of fluoridation’s effectiveness and safety. As one often-cited American propagandist has stated, “The survival of this fake controversy … repre-
sents one of the major triumphs of quackery over science in our generation” (Consumer Reports 1978).

When “pros” take that posture, an analysis like Martin’s or my own (Groth 1973, 1980) that treats the controversy symmetrically — that is, looks critically at arguments and behavior of both the proponents and the opponents — legitimizes the opposition by implicitly treating the controversy as genuine. It is, thus, incumbent on us, I feel, to state explicitly why we believe that the controversy over fluoridation is legitimate.

A Clash of Values

The first key to the answer lies in looking closely at what the dispute is really about. A casual observer might think that the debate over fluoridation is a scientific dispute, but that’s not so. The controversy is really over a question of social policy: Shall the public water supply be used as a vehicle to treat the population with fluoride to help prevent tooth decay?

Assessments of risks, benefits, and economic effects of the measure are, to be sure, scientific tasks. But science cannot say what degree of risk is acceptable in exchange for expected benefits. Neither can science say whether it is morally acceptable to treat the public with a prophylactic agent through the water supply, or whether universal effortless treatment to prevent tooth decay should take precedence over a citizen’s right to decide what treatments — and what risks — he or she will accept.

These issues are pure value judgments. They require social choices among competing priorities. And people clearly disagree, often vehemently, over such value judgments. There is no single “right” answer to such policy questions. They demand political solutions, and, significantly, the political choice posed by fluoridation has no compromise outcome. A water supply is either fluoridated, or it isn’t. It is, therefore, not surprising that the debate over the measure is polarized into committed “pro” and “anti” camps.

A Clash of Risk/Benefit Perceptions

Social psychologists have recently documented how average citizens perceive risk/benefit issues quite differently than many experts do (Slovic 1987), which helps explain why experts often have trouble communicating with the public about risks.

Although a minority dissents, most experts on fluoridation see the benefits of the measure as solidly proven and large, and they view the risks as unproven, remote, and minuscule — if, indeed, any risks exist at all. From that viewpoint, fluoridation seems sensible and sound.

But the public sees things somewhat differently. To most average people, the benefits of fluoridation are invisible. Nobody “sees” cavities their children don’t get. Most people also do not regard tooth decay as an especially serious health problem.

When it comes to risks, experts tend to demand some concrete evidence of hazard. But consumers expect products and health treatments to be proven safe. They are more inclined than experts are to see sketchy evidence as grounds for concern about safety. The public in general is also risk-averse. Given a choice, they would prefer to accept zero additional risk, especially when lower-risk or no-risk alternatives are available.

While experts generally focus on the magnitude of a risk as its critical dimension, and judge risks below a certain size to be trivial and socially acceptable, average citizens seem much more attuned to the quality of the risk. Certain qualities also greatly magnify public reluctance to accept a risk. Natural hazards are much less frightening to most people than hazards that originate from technology or human actions, even if the latter are identical — as in artificially versus naturally fluoridated water — or objectively much smaller.
Voluntarily assumed risks — those in which the individual feels in control of his or her own fate — are tolerated much more readily than even negligible risks that are imposed on people without their choice or control. If the risk is perceived as morally unacceptable, involuntary risks may provoke outrage far out of proportion to the size of the risk. For instance, people may smoke cigarettes but object strenuously to minute pesticide residues in their foods (Sandman 1987).

The public’s point of view on these matters is no less “rational” than is that of the experts. The two views are just different. Such differences help explain why experts and average citizens often don’t see eye-to-eye on fluoridation.

A Clash of Moral Perceptions

Scientific questions about fluoridation hold out at least a hope of being answerable with objective evidence, but the moral dimensions of the debate are intensely and irremediably subjective. Here, too, the issue is polarized.

To health authorities, fluoridation advances social justice by providing dental caries prophylaxis to all children, including many of the poor who would not otherwise be able to afford proper dental care. In the eyes of pro-fluoridationists, it is morally wrong for a community not to provide that benefit.

To antifluoridationists, fluoridation is, in itself, morally wrong, because it violates individuals’ rights to determine what happens to their own bodies. Even those who see the value of fluoride treatment consider the administration of uncontrolled dosages through the water supply to be a violation of medical ethics. “Antis” reject “pro” comparisons with vaccination and chlorination, arguing that dental caries is neither life-threatening nor is it spread through the water supply. Thus, compulsory mass treatment to prevent dental caries is unjustified. Each side sees its own as the morally superior position, and attacks the other side’s posture in ethical terms, such as “denying poor children the benefits of fluoridation” or “forcing medication down our throats,” respectively.

Decisions by courts — which have ruled both for and against fluoridation in different cases — don’t resolve this dispute, as legality and morality are rightly perceived as separate issues.

A Clash of Experts

Disputes over value judgments in fluoridation decisions would persist even if the scientific evidence were complete and unequivocal, and all experts agreed on what it meant. But it is unreasonable to expect such unanimity of either science or scientists. The science on any debate over an environmental health issue shares these common features

Uncertainty. Research simply cannot answer all questions that “matter” on any environmental health topic. Even the best studies raise new questions while offering tentative answers to old ones. Available research tools are rarely potent enough to yield unqualified proof of cause and effect, especially when effects of environmental agents on human health are concerned. Critical knowledge gaps always remain.

Expert Judgments. Because of the irreducible uncertainties inherent in the science itself, policy decisions depend on extensive interpretation of the evidence by experts who must make many subjective judgments in the process.

What is a “good” study? How much evidence does it take to be “convincing” on a particular point? What are the implications of particular evidence for human health? When two different studies on a key issue reach conflicting conclusions, where does the truth lie?

Such questions have no unequivocal answers. Two equally qualified experts can study the same body of research and reach opposing scientific conclusions. Experts are human, and their own values and social views are often intermingled with their “scientific” advice.
For instance, an expert whose chief concern is dental caries prevention might look at inconclusive evidence of harm from fluoridation, and advise that there is no proof of adverse effects. So, fluoridation should proceed. An expert whose chief concern, however, is avoiding unnecessary risks might look at the same body of evidence and conclude that fluoridation should be held in abeyance until more definitive proof of safety is available. The experts might actually disagree less over the evidence than over the philosophical issue of where the burden of proof should lie in disputes over public health procedures.

Disagreement among experts is the norm in public-policy debates with scientific components. It is both commonplace and appropriate for policy makers and the public to hear conflicting scientific opinions. The common profluoridation claim that all “qualified” experts support the effectiveness and safety of the measure is simply not credible; science and scientists are never so unambiguous. The apparent unanimity on fluoridation has its origin in political processes as described in Martin’s analysis, not in the underlying science, as I will show later.

A Clash of Professional Perspectives

Two distinct professional fields — dental public health and environmental health — might lay claim to research on the possible effects of fluoridation. Each has its own unique perspective, and the two fields differ in basic goals, concepts, methods, and intrinsic biases, enhancing the likelihood of disagreements among experts on questions related to fluoridation.

Dental Public Health. Fluoridation research originated within this field nearly 60 years ago. The basic goal of this subdiscipline is the general promotion of oral health, including the prevention of tooth decay. Dental public health practitioners see fluoridation as a most valuable weapon in the war against dental caries. Their primary scientific goal has been to demonstrate that adding fluoride to unfluoridated water supplies has the same beneficial effects observed in naturally fluoridated communities. Secondly, they have sought to demonstrate that neither natural nor artificial fluoridation poses unacceptable health hazards for people who drink the water for a lifetime. From the dental public health perspective, fluoride research should be used to support a major public health benefit.

Environmental Health. This second field of knowledge treats fluoride as it would any other toxic natural element. It seeks to assess exposure from all sources; to identify populations with excessive exposures or risk-enhancing personal characteristics; to identify potential biological effects of exposure and their underlying physiological mechanisms; to determine the dose-effect and dose-response relationships that link exposure and effects; to identify risk-enhancing or risk-reducing variables; to estimate the likelihood and magnitude of effects at any given level of exposure; and to assess safety margins between typical dose levels and those that may cause adverse effects. Experts trained in the environmental health perspective are concerned primarily with risks, and with protecting the public from possible harm. They use research primarily to support health and safety standards and pollution control regulations.

These two legitimate and well-established professional perspectives are, inherently, somewhat adversarial toward each other. While dental public health practitioners seek to use scientific data to promote benefits, environmental health practitioners try to use research to protect against potential health hazards. In public policy debates, these two legitimate points of view would normally clash, and policy makers would have to resolve conflicting interpretations and priorities.
But the fluoridation debate is not a normal policy-making context, and the two clashing perspectives generally have not received balanced attention in the dispute. The reasons for this are largely historical and political.

**A BRIEF HISTORY OF FLUORIDATION RESEARCH**

The scientific and political histories of fluoridation are inextricably intertwined. Once fluoridation became an explosively controversial political issue around 1950, the dispute had profound effects on the subsequent conduct of research and the interpretation of results.

Martin’s monograph recounts the familiar history of early fluoride research. Studies beginning in the 1930s correlated fluoride levels in community water supplies with resistance to dental caries. The idea that tooth decay could be largely prevented by adjusting the mineral content of water supplies proved irresistible to public health leaders, and “demonstration” projects with artificial fluoridation were begun in 1945.

While those studies were under way, enthusiastic advocates of fluoridation began an intensive lobbying campaign to attain widespread official approval for and endorsement of the measure. Those early “pros” believed that naturally fluoridated communities provided all the evidence needed that fluoridation was effective and safe. They campaigned tirelessly, and met with much political success. In 1950, the United States Public Health Service (USPHS) yielded to the pressure and, over the objections of its own scientific authorities who felt that an endorsement was premature, officially endorsed fluoridation. Proponents rapidly accumulated endorsements from professional societies and health organizations and felt that their battle had been won. They were wrong.

Early promotional efforts were met by strong opposition to fluoridation, for all the reasons described earlier. Many early opponents were scientists, who criticized the “pros” for failing to complete the demonstration studies before endorsing fluoridation, and who raised questions about possible toxic effects that had been inadequately investigated.

In truth, the USPHS had conducted very few studies to assess potential toxicity of fluoridated water at the one-part-per-million level. In the next fifteen years, numerous safety studies were done. But most were conducted by USPHS scientists who were openly defending a controversial policy from vigorous political attacks. These studies can therefore be criticized for obvious potential bias, as well as subjected to normal scientific criticism.

While this research proceeded the political battle raged, and the controversy rapidly polarized. Proponents of fluoridation learned that the public, aroused by allegations from the “antis” of harm from the measure, would not accept objective statements on questions of safety. Rather than say, “None of the evidence we have seen so far indicates a significant risk, but there are still unanswered questions,” the “pros” found that they had to be dogmatic: “Research has proven, beyond question or doubt, that fluoridation is absolutely, unequivocally safe for everyone.” To say less was to invite political defeat.

By the mid-1960s, research on potential adverse effects of fluoridation had essentially come to a halt within the USPHS. The emphasis had shifted to political promotion. Proponents felt the earlier studies were adequate to support their case, and that continuing research on questions which had supposedly been answered could prove to be politically awkward. Thus, for the past twenty-five years, there has been little or no official effort to search for possible side-effects of fluoridation, at least in the United States. The USPHS has pursued reactive research, seeking to counter claims or findings used by the antifluoridationists, but has not actively sought evidence of possible harm.

The seeds of the imbalance between the two scientific perspectives on fluoride research —
noted in the previous section — are evident in this history. Virtually all research supporting fluoridation was done by proponents of the dental public health (DPH) perspective, including USPHS scientists; those associated with the “demonstration” studies; and a few outside experts who were recruited to assist in promoting this novel public health measure. Although research on the potential adverse effects of fluoridated water might obviously fall within the environmental health (EH) perspective, in this case, the work was done almost exclusively by USPHS scientists and others in the DPH camp. The few scientists with EH credentials who participated in research on fluoridation were willing converts, most of whom also played important roles in political advocacy of the measure.

Historical accidents account for the dominance of the DPH perspective in fluoridation research. The same agency (the USPHS) was responsible both for promoting fluoridation and for assessing its safety. Today, such a conflict of interest would likely be recognized and dealt with. For example, in the United States, nuclear power is promoted by one agency, while its safety is regulated by another agency. But political institutions had not come to terms with this problem in the 1950s. Perhaps more significant was the lack, in the early years of fluoride research, of a well-defined discipline of environmental health. That field really came into its own in the 1960s and 1970s. Neither the concepts and methods now used routinely in environmental health research nor institutions that would foster such research (such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences) existed much before 1970.

While fluoride research has been dominated by DPH scientists in countries where fluoridation has been actively promoted, work done to support fluoridation is a small part of the total international scientific endeavor on biological effects of the ion. Wide-ranging research has explored dental effects of fluoride, and its potential hazards as an air pollutant, a workplace contaminant, and a natural constituent of water supplies. In India and many other countries, fluoride toxicity from naturally fluorinated water is a major public health problem.

Most of that research approaches fluoride from EH perspectives, and could be very useful for appraising the possible health risks of fluoridation. But it has had minimal impact on the fluoridation debate, at least in the United States. Scientific discussion of fluoridation in this country has been dominated by DPH experts, whose objective is promoting fluoridation, not seeking new insights into potential adverse effects. Such research is often cited by “antis” as evidence of potential hazards. Then, political profluoridationists usually try to discredit the work, or to dismiss that research as “irrelevant to fluoridation.”

Few American scientists experienced in EH research have ever sought to study possible effects of fluoridation. The USPHS and other DPH authorities have effectively defined research on this topic as their “turf,” and they have asserted that all relevant questions were answered long ago, giving the impression that fluoride toxicity is an “old” issue. Relatively little funding is available to support such research. And the intense public controversy over fluoridation deters many objective researchers from studying the topic. Few scientists want to do research that is likely to embroil them in an emotional controversy. It is easier to choose other environmental problems to study. The result is an odd disparity. In most countries, fluoride research is carried out by EH scientists, seeking to protect the public from adverse effects. But in countries where the fluoridation debate has had major impact, research has been dominated by DPH scientists, and the few EH researchers willing to pursue active studies of potential adverse effects of fluoridation are usually also politically active opponents of the measure. The polarized political dispute in those countries has infected the body scientific, and argument permeated
with political advocacy has effectively crowded out objective scientific inquiry on many important questions.

**THE QUALITY OF THE EVIDENCE**

In the struggle for credibility, described in Chapter 4 of Martin’s monograph, the credibility of divergent “pro” and “anti” interpretations of scientific evidence looms large. The scientific quality of the evidence itself is, thus, a central concern that cannot be avoided here.

The world literature on biological effects of fluoride is enormous. It was said twenty years ago to comprise at least fifteen thousand published reports. That number may have doubled by now. It is not really feasible for any reviewer to summarize — let alone critically appraise — such a body of knowledge in a brief essay. Instead, I will offer some concise and admittedly subjective impressions. For readers who may be reluctant to accept the word of any one “expert” on this vital topic, I will provide references to a few solid review documents for those who may wish to pursue their own assessments.

To simplify the task a bit, I will arbitrarily divide the vast and complex body of fluoride research into seven parts.

- Studies of the dental benefits of fluoridated water
- Other studies on the anticaries effects of fluoride
- Studies of dental fluorosis or mottled enamel
- Studies on the safety of fluoridation, conducted by or for agencies promoting the measure
- Studies suggesting adverse effects of fluoridation, often done by antifluoridation scientists
- Other research on toxic effects of fluoride, usually done by independent scientists with no involvement on either side of the fluoridation controversy
- Reviews of the literature, written from any of these three perspectives: “pro,” “anti,” or noninvolved

**Benefits of Fluoridation**

Research in this category consists primarily of epidemiological studies of two basic types: surveys of dental health in communities with naturally fluoridated water; and demonstration studies in which changes in rates of dental caries associated with artificial fluoridation were assessed. Prototypes of both kinds were done in the United States, and they have been imitated in many other countries (Newbrun 1986a). According to Newbrun, more than one hundred reports of similar studies have been published.

The vast majority of these studies report substantial reductions in the incidence of dental caries where water supplies had around 1 ppm or more fluoride. The commonly quoted figure of a 50 to 60 percent reduction in tooth decay is a rough average of the results reported in some of the prominent early studies.

Many authorities regard the great number of similar studies and the close agreement of their results as overwhelming proof of fluoridation’s large beneficial effects. Nevertheless, these studies are open to many scientific criticisms.

Virtually none of the studies had appropriate controls for factors other than fluoridated water that might affect tooth decay rates. A few had contemporaneous controls in the form of nearby unfluoridated cities; but some such control cities were fluoridated during the course of the studies, and, in other studies, changes in decay rates in the control cities went unexplained. With very few exceptions, the investigators knew where the children examined lived, and their expectations might have influenced subjective assessments of decay status. The random design and statistical rigor commonly expected of, for example, drug-efficacy trials, field studies, and epidemiological research, were either impossible or simply absent from most of the fluoridation studies.
The first substantial scientific critique of the fluoridation studies was published by Sutton (1959), and it has never been effectively shown to be in error. Recently, Diesendorf (1986) cited extensive evidence that tooth decay rates have declined substantially both in countries without widespread fluoridation and in those that have fluoridation. He concluded that factors beyond fluoridation are reducing tooth decay, and that reported improvements may have been improperly credited to fluoridation, rather than to more complex, not fully understood multifactorial causes.

In 1989, an American antifluoridation leader, John Yiamouyiannis, obtained unpublished data from a national survey of the incidence of dental caries that was conducted in the mid-1980s by the National Institute of Dental Research (NIDR). Yiamouyiannis’ analysis of comparative tooth decay rates in fluoridated and unfluoridated communities showed no differences, a claim publicized before his paper appeared in a scientific journal (Yiamouyiannis 1990).

In response to the publicity, NIDR scientists argued that Yiamouyiannis had improperly focused on the number of decayed, missing or filled teeth — one of the more widely used indices of decay status in past studies — as his measure of dental caries rates. Using another index — the number of children with no tooth decay at all — the NIDR claimed to see 25 percent less decay in fluoridated cities. The NIDR response was also publicized before its scientific publication (Brunelle and Carlos 1990).

Whether dispassionate scientists, working out of the glare of public dispute, may soon reach consensus on this issue or not, a significant shift in the debate seems to have occurred. The “pro” side now seems to be arguing that, in today’s health environment, fluoridation may be expected to reduce dental caries by up to just 25 percent. Only a year or two ago, the benefit was still commonly claimed to be a 50 or 60 percent reduction. If, in fact, the “best” estimate of benefits is now lower, we may soon look for revised perceptions of the balance between benefits and risks as well.

These critical perspectives on benefits are well within the realm of legitimate scientific debate, and most are substantive enough to be taken seriously. While they do not discredit the hypothesis that fluoridation reduces tooth decay, they do cast serious doubt on the actual magnitude of the caries-preventive effect. A reassessment of this issue seems to be under way at present among experts, even strong advocates of fluoridation.

**Other Research on Fluoride’s Anti-Caries Effects**

This category includes a great number of animal experiments, clinical trials, and other studies designed to explore the mechanisms of fluoride’s caries-preventive effects, and to support a range of applications of fluoride against tooth decay (Newbrun 1986b). Most of this research has been independent of the political fluoridation controversy and, thus, insulated a bit from the distorting impacts of that dispute.

Without going into detail, I believe this large body of research provides almost indisputable evidence that fluoride is an effective anti-caries agent. That leaves open the issue of how large the effect of community water fluoridation on the incidence of dental caries may be, but it does make the hypothesis that it has no effect at all quite difficult to entertain.

**Studies of Dental Fluorosis**

Dental fluorosis, or mottling of the tooth enamel, was the first effect of fluoride on dental health to be extensively studied. Epidemiological surveys in naturally fluoridated areas in the 1930s, conducted primarily by H. Trendley Dean of the USPHS, showed a clear-cut dose-response curve, with both the incidence and the severity of dental fluorosis increasing as fluoride
content of a water supply was increased. The relationship was widely confirmed by other investigators and in other countries.

Dean classified cases of dental fluorosis into five degrees of severity, which he named questionable, very mild, mild, moderate, and severe. His studies (and others) show that some dental fluorosis occurs at fluoride levels as low as 0.5 ppm. At 1 ppm — the level typically used for dental caries prevention — Dean found that 10 to 20 percent of children had dental fluorosis of the questionable, very mild or mild stages, which involve white spots or patches on the teeth. At fluoride levels of 2 ppm or more, moderate and severe stages began to appear, and by 5 ppm, the severe stage involving extensive brown stains on the teeth was quite prevalent. Dean’s studies and others showed that dental fluorosis occurs at lower fluoride concentrations in areas with higher average temperatures, presumably because water consumption is greater in hot climates.

In the early years of research, dental fluorosis was considered to be a serious public health problem, and the USPHS initially set a maximum fluoride level of 1 ppm in order to prevent this adverse effect. But as promotion of fluoridation gained momentum, explicit trade-offs were made, accepting the occurrence of some dental fluorosis in return for caries prophylaxis. Dean and others felt that 10 to 20 percent incidence of no more than mild fluorosis was “not objectionable.” This is clearly a value judgment, and many people do find mottling of their children’s teeth quite objectionable. To support fluoridation, the USPHS adopted revised fluoride standards, setting a range of “optimal” concentrations which varied with annual average temperature in the community, from 0.7 ppm in hot climates to 1.2 ppm in colder ones. The USPHS set twice the optimal level — 1.4 to 2.4 ppm — as the maximum permissible fluoride levels. Although this implies a “safety factor” of 2, there is, in fact, essentially complete overlap between the range desired for dental caries prophylaxis and the range that causes dental fluorosis in sensitive people. The “safety margin” represents a social judgment that the dental damage done by these fluoride levels is acceptable, and not a margin with no damage. In 1985, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency relaxed the upper limit to 4 ppm for naturally fluoridated communities, arguing that even severe dental fluorosis was acceptable when compared to the costs of defluoridating many small towns’ water supplies.

Although dental fluorosis has been well documented for more than 50 years, current scientific understanding of the effect is inadequate. Three important areas are still uncertain and subject to controversy. The first is the toxicological meaning of this effect. Is dental fluorosis an external sign of general cellular toxicity, unique only in its visibility, while less detectable effects occur in other tissues? Or are the ameloblasts — the cells that lay down the enamel as the teeth grow inside the jaw — uniquely sensitive to fluoride? More exact knowledge of fluoride’s mechanism of action in causing dental fluorosis could shed light on this pivotal point, but the precise mechanism is still not fully understood.

A second debate persists over whether permanently discolored teeth have any adverse psychological effects on a child. Some psychologists assert that they do, at least in severe cases. In the fluoridation debate, “pros” deny health implications of dental fluorosis, calling it “merely a cosmetic effect.” Some even say that mildly mottled teeth are more attractive. These are obviously subjective judgments, and not scientific conclusions.

The final unresolved issue about dental fluorosis is whether its incidence is increasing. A general increase in exposure to fluoride in the diet has been documented over recent decades, and is attributable to the use of fluoridated water in food processing. If total fluoride intake has increased, dental fluorosis should be more prevalent now than it was before fluoridation. Several studies suggest that it is. For instance,
Leverett (1986) found dental fluorosis to be 3.5 times as prevalent in non-fluoridated communities and twice as prevalent in fluoridated communities as Dean had observed.

Many experts, including some pro-fluoridation leaders, have suggested that definitions of “optimal” fluoride levels in water should be lowered, to compensate for increased dietary fluoride. Other “pros,” understandably reluctant to take a step that would suggest that the margin of safety in current fluoridation levels has been inadequate, have highlighted the uncertainties in the comparisons and called for further study of the question (Szpunar and Burt 1987). This debate has gone on with no major effort to resolve it for some twenty years.

Studies of the Safety of Fluoridation

This body of evidence consists of research conducted by or for the USPHS as part of its program to demonstrate the safety of fluoridation. Most of these studies were conducted between 1940 and 1960. Some involved clinical examinations of people in communities with fluoridated water, usually adults with lifelong exposure to naturally fluoridated water. Others were statistical studies of mortality, looking for differences between death rates from major causes in cities with high- and low-fluoride water supplies. In general, the studies reported no evidence of significant adverse effects. Collectively, they are interpreted by both their authors and other proponents of fluoridation as convincing evidence that there are no adverse health effects of any kind associated with fluoridated water (McClure 1962).

Many valid scientific criticisms of these studies have been published. The total number of studies is small — no more than a few dozen. The clinical studies inevitably examined small numbers of subjects, rendering statistically insignificant even those clear-cut differences in health status that were recorded in several studies. Broader statistical surveys looked only at a few major types of toxicity that fluoride might possibly cause. Neither the clinical studies nor the statistical surveys specifically looked for several kinds of adverse effects that other literature clearly attributes to fluoride.

Many of the studies had obvious methodological weaknesses. For instance, a clinical study of children in Newburgh, N.Y., excluded all subjects who had shown any signs of illness. A survey of autopsy data seeking evidence of skeletal fluorosis excluded every individual known to have suffered from any kidney disease. Because renal insufficiency increases retention of fluoride, and, thus, enhances the risk of skeletal fluorosis, the study excluded those people most likely to show the effect it presumably was seeking.

This research was done before modern criteria for assessing the effects of environmental agents were developed. Most studies looked only for obvious clinical symptoms of health damage, not for the subtler biochemical and physiological changes that are now recognized as precursors of frank impairment. No research specifically focused on subpopulations likely to be at higher-than-average risk, such as people with kidney disease or those with extreme water intake. Judged by the standards of modern environmental health research, these studies were poorly conceived, insensitive, and unlikely to find adverse effects even if some were present.

The studies also had an obvious potential for bias because they were sponsored by an agency and carried out by a handful of scientists who were simultaneously engaged in vigorous political promotion of fluoridation. In my judgment, serious actual bias was present. The authors of the studies consistently interpreted incomplete data and ambiguous findings as persuasive evidence of the absence of risk, and they uniformly rejected every result that suggested potential harm as “clinically insignificant” or “not attributable to fluoride.”

In short, the USPHS set out to prove a null hypothesis — that fluoridation could never harm anyone — and perhaps it was politically
necessary for them to attempt that impossible task. Even a much larger body of high-quality studies could not absolutely prove safety. The existing studies are certainly much less than conclusive evidence on the question.

Studies Showing Adverse Effects of Fluoridation

This category includes a variety of published reports — many in well-respected, peer-reviewed journals — which are often cited by “antis” as evidence that fluoridation has harmed or could harm some people. Among them are:

- Clinical reports by several authors (Waldbott and others) of reversible illness, interpreted as a toxic response by hypersensitive individuals to small doses of fluoride;
- Case reports of skeletal fluorosis, including several from the American literature, attributed to drinking water with relatively low fluoride content of 2 to 5 ppm;
- Clinical reports of illness and mortality in patients who were treated by hemodialysis with fluoridated water;
- Statistical analyses suggesting an association between fluoridated water and an increased risk of cancer, and a few animal bioassays for carcinogenicity;
- Epidemiological surveys suggesting an association between fluoridated water and an increased risk of Down’s syndrome;
- Cellular and animal studies on the mutagenicity of fluoride; and
- Animal studies suggesting adverse effects of fluoride on kidney function, enzyme activity, or other processes.

In general, most of these studies are of adequate scientific quality to be taken seriously. Most have no fatal methodological flaws or implausible theoretical underpinnings. (NOTE: Some “studies” cited by the “antis” may indeed be disreputable, but it is important not to tar all such evidence with the same brush.)

This research is certainly subject to scientific criticism on many grounds. Some studies do have methodological weaknesses that raise doubts as to their accuracy, and probably should not be accepted as valid unless confirmed by more, better-designed research. Other studies with contradictory findings exist on most of these issues, feeding debates about the relative merits of each study and where the weight of the evidence lies. Some reports, such as in vitro mutagenicity studies, may be accepted as valid, but their implications in terms of potential effects of fluoridation on human health are subject to wide uncertainty and varied interpretations.

None of these studies prove conclusively that fluoridation is harmful, but some provide strong evidence that some effects in sensitive people may be likely. Others raise questions that have not been aggressively pursued by research. Indeed, several authoritative independent scientific reviews identified lists of important questions about the safety of fluoridation that still require further research (National Research Council 1977; Marier and Rose 1977; Taves 1979; and Johnson et al. 1979.)

Other Research on Toxic Effects of Fluoride

This category includes a large body of occupational health research, veterinary studies assessing effects of fluoride air pollution, and epidemiological research on populations in other countries such as India, where an estimated one million people have skeletal fluorosis (Teotia and Teotia 1984).

Most of this research is of average, acceptable scientific quality, and some of it is much better than that. The Indian studies of skeletal fluorosis, for example, include hundreds of papers published over a fifty-year period. The research has documented dose-response curves showing a clear risk of skeletal fluorosis even at 1 ppm fluoride in water. It also identified several stages of the disease, including the subclinical changes that precede the obvious symptoms of
damage; elucidated mechanisms; identified nutrients and other variables that modify risk for individuals; and identified populations at special risk, including children and people with impaired kidney function.

This research — and much other work on related topics — could be enormously valuable for assessing the risk of skeletal fluorosis and other health effects in the United States and other countries with fluoridated water supplies. But it has been largely ignored in the fluoridation debate.

Most scientists who strongly support fluoridation have generally been unwilling to acknowledge the many implications in such research that water fluoridated at 1 ppm poses actual risks to the public. “Pros” often dismiss the Indian studies and similar research as “irrelevant to fluoridation.” Some misrepresent the evidence, asserting, for instance, that skeletal fluorosis in India has been observed only where water contains 10 ppm fluoride or more. The few “antis” who are competent to evaluate the world literature critically have not been able to focus scientific discussion on this research.

Scientific Summaries and Reviews

Given the vast amount of primary literature on effects of fluoride, few people can study it all. Reviews and summaries that interpret the literature — and sometimes, reviews of reviews — are, thus, the predominant source of information for people who want to learn more about the scientific evidence.

Unfortunately, reviews of literature relevant to fluoridation reflect the extreme polarization of both the political and scientific debates that has long characterized the controversy. There are many profluoridation reviews (Newbrun 1986b; McClure 1970; and Royal College of Physicians 1976), and a few competent antifluoridation reviews (Waldbott 1965; Waldbott et al. 1978; and Burgstahler 1965). The “pro” reviews appear widely in dental and medical journals, as well as in books, while most “anti” reviews have been published as books, for reasons explored in chapters 4 and 5 of Martin’s monograph.

A reader new to the issue who has not studied the original papers could be seriously misled by the normal assumption that reviews are reasonably objective. One is more likely to make such assumptions about “pro” reviews, because of their respectable trappings, than about more openly biased “anti” tracts. In fact, however, the “pro” reviews are every bit as slanted and distorted as the “anti” ones — and some are worse.

Reviewers on each side are extremely selective, and selectively critical. They cite studies that support their point of view uncritically, often implying — and sometimes asserting — that no contrary evidence or alternative interpretations exist. They bring up studies that the other side cites only to criticize them, and they sometimes misrepresent the evidence in such studies in order to discredit it.

There are some exceptions to this general picture. A few comparatively objective and scientifically credible reviews seek a balanced scientific perspective on the data, rather than to give advantage to one side or the other in the political dispute. Examples include Jolly et al. (1973), National Research Council (1977), Marier and Rose (1977), Taves (1979), Johnson et al. (1979), Dementi (1980), Franke (1979), and Teotia and Teotia (1988).

Summary

The overall quality of the evidence on the health effects of fluoridated water is fairly typical of the evidence on many other environmental health issues. There are good studies and bad studies; questions that have been well answered and others that have been barely answered at all; a great deal of evidence of potential risk but little conclusive proof of harm; and nothing like conclusive proof of safety for various populations using water with 1 ppm fluoride over a lifetime. Substantial scientific uncertainty on
most questions makes a range of interpretations possible and precludes absolute answers.

While the scientific picture on fluoridation is typical of science on most such issues — except that many key studies were done a long time ago — the extreme political controversy over social policy in this case has pervaded the scientific debate. That makes objective assessment of this evidence extraordinarily difficult, even in relation to scientific assessments inherent in other environmental policy disputes.

**WHICH SIDE IS SCIENCE ON?**

Actually, my answer is “Neither side.” Ideally, in disputes over public policy involving risks and benefits of an innovation like fluoridation, society needs science to be a neutral arbiter of facts, not a dogmatic advocate of a single policy choice. Pragmatically, the current state of scientific knowledge on questions related to fluoridation makes science effectively neutral. The evidence as a whole can’t be claimed by either side, try as they will.

In the rhetoric of the political debate, science often *seems* to be on one side or the other, but it isn’t. Professional scientific organizations that endorsed fluoridation expressed their social preferences as citizens, but endorsements have no intrinsic scientific merit. Scientists who campaign for each side are, likewise, acting as citizens, not merely as experts.

Can nonpartisan science resolve the debate? It’s tempting to think so, but I doubt it. Here’s why.

- Scientific consensus (if it were possible) cannot resolve disputes over value judgments and social priorities.
- The enormous world literature actually fuels debate, rather than defuses it. No one interpretation fits all studies, and advocates of any view can find evidence to support the political position they favor.
- New research will not resolve debates, even on issues where more research is clearly needed. Any new study is certain to include enough ambiguity to allow those who don’t like its results — whichever side that is — to dismiss it as inconclusive, and, thus, sustain their existing beliefs.
- There is no organized demand for objective scientific views on fluoridation. Only the active “pros” and “antis” care passionately about the issue. A balanced “on-the-one-hand-but-on-the-other-hand” scientific discussion helps neither side. Each wants slanted scientific-sounding arguments that will help it win the political debate. Objective scientific voices on the issue — such as those cited earlier — have been drowned out by the clamor of the political battle.
- That same emotional battle keeps most objective scientists, especially environmental health scientists with true expertise, from entering the policy debate. It leaves the field to those whose main goal is political victory, not accurate presentation or advancement of scientific knowledge.

I wish I could be more optimistic about the likelihood that objective scientific inquiry would affect public policy debates over fluoridation. But, in twenty years of watching the controversy, I have seen no signs that leaders on either side — those with the power to change the dynamics of the debate — are willing to alter their time-tested approaches.

Ironically, the “antis,” who are usually portrayed as unscientific, often act more scientifically in the debate, probably because it is politically useful to do so. For instance, they frequently cite the unanswered questions about risks, and call for further research. While most “antis” are not scientists, they may have absorbed the ideas and approaches of the environmental health perspective by observing other debates over toxic substances in recent years. By contrast, the political profluoridation stance has evolved into a dogmatic, authoritarian, essentially antiscientific posture, one that discourages open debate of scientific issues.
As long as the debate remains centered on the political fate of fluoridation proposals, it seems unrealistic to expect it to be more scientific. As Brian Martin’s monograph has effectively documented, even those “antis” who are well-credentialed scientists lack the resources needed to force a change in terms of the debate. Because they have the greatest resources, the “pro” leadership has the greatest control over how the debate is conducted, but they seem locked in a corner, where change may well bring defeat.

The wider scientific community — especially those sectors most concerned with environmental health — does have the resources to affect the debate, but it lacks motivation to become involved. As long as the broader scientific community remains aloof from this dispute, I am afraid history will continue to repeat itself.
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Appendix
Fluoridation around the world

Beginning in 1987, I wrote to health departments in numerous countries in the world enquiring about fluoridation. My standard letter was as follows:

I am carrying out a social scientific study of the issue of fluoridation of public water supplies to reduce tooth decay. Any information you can provide in relation to the following questions would be most appreciated.

1. What fraction, if any, of the population of your country drinks water to which fluoride is added for the purposes of reducing tooth decay?
2. What fraction of the population drinks water which naturally contains fluoride at a level equal to or greater than that considered optimal for reducing tooth decay?
3. What is your government’s current policy on fluoridation?
4. Does your government promote other uses of fluoride, such as fluoride tablets, fluoride in table salt, fluoride in toothpaste, and topical fluoride treatments by dentists?

I would be grateful to receive any relevant documents or articles you can provide relating to these issues.

I obtained a list of addresses of health departments used by a government body in Australia. This covered 37 countries. For countries not on this list, I wrote to embassies and high commissions in Australia. This covered many further countries. Finally, for some others not covered by either of these procedures, I simply wrote to the Minister of Health in the capital city of the country concerned. In countries from which I received no official reply, I also wrote to a few individuals whose names were given to me as likely sources of information.

I did not try to contact every government in the world, but concentrated on industrialized countries and the larger Third World countries.

In the following tabulation, and in the interests of accuracy, I have often closely paraphrased replies received. Some replies did not provide answers to all my questions. This accounts for missing information in what follows. Population figures are for 1986 unless otherwise stated. Additional information has been used when available and useful.

For some countries, a few further English-language references dealing with fluoridation or the fluoridation controversy are listed.

General sources

Experience on Water Fluoridation in Europe.
Frank, R.M. and S. O’Hickey, eds. Strategy for Dental Caries Prevention in European

Australia
Population, 15.6 million in 1984

1. 10.2 million or 66 percent drank water with added fluoride.
2. About 136,000 or 0.9 percent drank naturally fluoridated water (0.5 ppm fluoride or more).
3. The National Health and Medical Research Council has supported fluoridation in a series of statements since 1952. Decisions about fluoridation are made at the local level.

Source

See also

Walker, Glen S.R. Fluoridation: Poison on Tap

Austria
Population, 7.6 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About 15,000 or 0.2 percent drink water naturally containing 1 ppm fluoride or more.
3. Fluoride tablets are provided to the public.

Source
Letter from Erich Klaus, Secretary Administration, Austrian Embassy, PO Box 375, Manuka ACT 2603, Australia, dated 6 August 1987.

Belgium
Population, 9.9 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About 100,000 or 1 percent drink water naturally containing 1 ppm fluoride or more. Most drinking waters have less than 0.5 ppm fluoride.
3. Local or regional authorities make the ultimate decisions about fluoridation.
4. The government promotes other uses of fluoride mainly through treatment in medical schools and through general recommendations on dental hygiene.

In the 1950s, there was a limited trial of water fluoridation in a community with a population of about 8,000. It was discontinued for a variety of reasons, one of which was probably economics.

Source

**Brazil**

Population, about 124 million in 1982

1. Approximately 26 million or 21 percent drank water with added fluoride.
2. Naturally fluoridated water is rare.
3. Oral health is a priority area for government assistance, and fluoridation is being promoted.
4. Fluoride toothpastes are used widely. Other fluoride vehicles are used on a limited scale, including topical treatments and mouth rinses in schools.

*Source* Letter from Carol C. Sherman, Science and Technology Section, Embassy of Brazil, GPO Box 1540, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia, dated 29 May 1987.

**Canada**

Population, 23.0 million in 1976

1. Approximately 8.38 million or 36 percent drank water with added fluoride.
2. 174,000 or 0.76 percent drank water with naturally occurring fluoride.
3. Decisions about water fluoridation are taken at a local or regional level. With a few exceptions, formal guidelines for preventive dental services do not exist in Canada, nationally or regionally.


**Chile**

Population, 12.1 million

1. 1.26 million or 10.46 percent drink water with added fluoride. These people live in the Fifth Region of Chile, an experimental area for fluoridation.
2. 1.30 million or 10.81 percent drink water with naturally occurring fluoride at a level considered to be “fairly acceptable,” although not optimal.
3. The government’s National Program of Fluoridation of Drinking Water Supplies began with fluoridation of Fifth Region water supplies. This program will be expanded to cover other regions, subject to budgetary considerations.
4. The Ministry of Health encourages the use of fluoride in regions where the water does not contain added or natural fluoride. The Ministry of Health runs programs for schools that include topical fluoride treatments, as do dental practices that are part of the National Health Services system. Most toothpastes contain fluoride.

*Source* Letter from Guillermo Anguita, Second Secretary, Embassy of Chile, PO Box 69, Red Hill ACT 2603, Australia, dated 18 August 1987.

**Czechoslovakia**

Population, 15.5 million

1. In 1987, about 3.3 million or 21 percent drank water with added fluoride. In 1988, fluoridation ceased in Ceske Budejovice and Prague.
2. There is one locality with a natural fluoride level higher than permissible. (The World Health Organization guidelines for Czechoslovakia’s climate specify 0.8 to 1.5 ppm.) The water in this locality is diluted with water from other sources.
3. The Scientific Board of the Ministry of Health established the Fluoride Committee to regulate the use of fluoride in drinking water. This committee brings together experts from all fields considered to be relevant. Fluoridation is recommended wherever it is deemed effective and suitable. It is not compulsory. If
it is recommended by the environmental and health services, it still requires the consent of regional or local authorities.

4. In places where fluoridation is not suitable, sodium fluoride tablets are provided if approved by appropriate medical officers. Fluoride toothpastes are available for purchase.


**Denmark**
Population, 5.1 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. Some 150,000 to 300,000 or 3 to 6 percent drink water that naturally contains fluoride.
3. The Minister for the Environment, Helge Nielsen, stated on 5 January 1977 that water fluoridation should not be allowed. Factors involved in formulating this opinion included:
   - the cost of fluoridation, considering variations in fluoride levels in groundwater (the major source of the water supply);
   - possible impacts of fluoride on plants and animals in marine and fresh waters;
   - the narrow interval between the levels of fluoride causing beneficial and harmful effects; and
   - possible overdosing of critical groups, including people drinking very large amounts of water, people with reduced kidney function, people undergoing prolonged dialysis, and babies fed with foods using dried milk.
4. Several uses of fluoride are promoted, especially fluoride toothpastes, rinses, and topical treatments, and, to a small extent, fluoride tablets and varnish.


See also

**Fiji**
Population, 714,000

1. Only the population of Suva — 71,000 or 10 percent — drinks water with added fluoride. Even so, there are often long periods during which the water in Suva is not fluoridated due to mechanical problems.
2. There is no evidence that Fiji waters contain any natural fluoride.
3. Although the government has no formal policy, it encourages the use of fluoride.
4. All methods of using fluoride are promoted except for fluoride in salt.


**Finland**
Population, 4.9 million

1. Only the population of Kuopio — 76,000 or 1.6 percent — drinks water with added fluoride.
Fluoridation around the world

2. About 200,000 or 4.1 percent drink water with natural fluoride.
3. The government supports fluoridation but has not been very active in promoting it.
4. The government promotes fluoride tablets, toothpastes, and topical treatments, all of which are widely used.

Source Letter from Dr. Heikki Tala, Assistant Chief Dental Officer, National Board of Health, Siltasaarenkatu 18 A, PB 223, SF-00531 Helsinki 53, Finland, dated 27 May 1987.

See also


France
Population, 55.2 million

1. No water supplies in France contain added fluoride.
2. Probably about 940,000 or 1.7 percent drink water with fluoride naturally at an adequate level between 0.7 and 1.5 ppm, and about 260,000 or 0.5 percent drink water with fluoride naturally at a possibly hazardous level greater than 1.5 ppm.
3. Fluoridation has not been undertaken because French consultative representatives considered that the large number of distribution plants (more than 20,000) and great regional variations in fluoride concentrations present technical difficulties that cannot be overcome.
4. In 1985, the law was changed to allow fluoridation of milk and of table and cooking salt for a period of five years. Fluoride toothpastes and tablets are sold only in pharmacies.


German Democratic Republic (East Germany)
Population, 16.6 million

1. Roughly 3.4 million or 20 percent drink water with added fluoride.
3. Karl Marx Stadt was fluoridated in 1959. When technically feasible, water fluoridation is the method of choice for preventing tooth decay, and is part of the government’s national health program.
4. The national health program also includes provision of fluoride tablets, topical treatments, and recommendations for using fluoride toothpastes.


Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany)
Population, 60.7 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
3. Sources differ as to whether fluoridation is legally permissible. According to the Minister of Youth, Family, Women, and Health, fluoridation is not allowed because there are people who must or prefer to drink unfluoridated water whereas, according to commen-
Scientific knowledge in controversy

Professor H. Pohl, water fluoridation is possible. In any case, there is no fluoridation anywhere in the country, partly due to the activities of antifluoridationists. The city of Kassel was fluoridated from 1952 to 1971.

4. Addition of fluoride to foodstuffs, such as salt or milk, is illegal. The federal government encourages the use of fluoride toothpastes and tablets.


See also

Greece
Population, 10.0 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About half the rural population drink water naturally containing 1 ppm fluoride or more. Drinking water in urban areas usually has less than 1 ppm.
3. The issue of government policy on fluoridation does not arise because the major relevant health problem is endemic fluorosis. Defluoridation plants and deep bore water supplies have been introduced to provide drinking water with less than 1 ppm fluoride.
4. There are no organized national programs for prevention of tooth decay. Fluoride tablets, toothpastes, and topical treatments are available.


India
Population, 784 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About half the rural population drink water naturally containing 1 ppm fluoride or more. Drinking water in urban areas usually has less than 1 ppm.
3. The issue of government policy on fluoridation does not arise because the major relevant health problem is endemic fluorosis. Defluoridation plants and deep bore water supplies have been introduced to provide drinking water with less than 1 ppm fluoride.
4. Apparently there is no government policy permitting the use of fluorides. Fluoride toothpastes and topical treatments are used in some areas.


Iran
Population, 49.9 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. Sixteen million or 34 percent drink water naturally containing 1 ppm fluoride.
3. The government plans to introduce fluoridation in urban areas, and also to introduce fluoridated table salt.
4. Some physicians prescribe fluoride tablets, some toothpastes contain fluoride, and some dentists give topical fluoride treatments.

Source Letter from Ahmad Attari, Ambassador, Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 14 Torres Street, Red Hill ACT 2603, Australia, dated 25 September 1987.

Ireland
Population, 3.5 million

1. 2.3 million or 66 percent drink water with added fluoride.
2. The Minister of Health can direct health authorities to add fluoride to water supplies under the Health (Fluoridation of Water Supplies) Act of 1960. A legal challenge to this act failed in both the High Court and the Supreme Court in 1964. Fluoridation in Ireland is compulsory and national. All major centers of population were receiving fluoridated water by 1969. The third of the population not receiving fluoridated water live in rural areas and small towns.
3. Almost all toothpastes contain fluoride, most dentists use topical fluorides, and there are some programs for using fluoride mouth rinses and tablets.

Sources

Israel
Population, 4.3 million

1. Approximately 870,000 or 20 percent drink water with added fluoride.
2. About 108,000 or 2.5 percent drink water with fluoride naturally at a level considered to be satisfactory.
3. The current policy of the Ministry of Health follows the guidelines of the World Health Organization.
4. The Ministry encourages a range of fluoride vehicles, such as tablets, toothpastes, rinses, and topical treatments.


Japan
Population, 121.7 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. Of the 1972 population served by community water supplies, 0.4 percent drank water with fluoride at 0.8 ppm or more.
3. The government does not permit water fluoridation. The water quality standard for fluoride was set in 1978 by the government at less than 0.8 ppm.
4. No uses of fluoride are promoted by the government. The use of fluoride toothpastes is widespread, and some dentists use topical fluoride treatments.

Scientific knowledge in controversy

Source Letter from Humio Tsunoda, Professor and Director, Department of Hygiene and Public Health, Iwate Medical University, 19-1, Uchimaru, Morioka, 020 Japan, dated 31 March 1989.

Lebanon
Population, 2.7 million
1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
4. Dentists recommend fluoride toothpastes, which are widely used. Pharmacies stock fluoride tablets.

Source Letter from the Embassy of Lebanon, 73 Endeavour Street, Red Hill ACT 2603, Australia, dated 10 December 1987.

The Netherlands
Population, 14.5 million
1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. No water supplies contain fluoride naturally at 1 ppm or higher. The maximum natural level of fluoride is far below this.
3. There is no intention by the government to introduce fluoridation. Earlier, there was widespread fluoridation, but following efforts by antifluoridationists, the Supreme Court of Justice ruled in 1973 that the Water Supply Act was not an acceptable legal basis for it. Legislation prepared to legalize fluoridation was withdrawn from Parliament in 1976 to avoid its rejection and there has been no fluoridation since that time.
4. All uses except fluoride in table salt are promoted. Ninety percent of toothpastes sold are fluoridated. Topical fluoride applications and fluoride tablets are paid for by social insurance.


See also

New Zealand
Population, 3.3 million
1. About 1.65 million or 50 percent drink water with added fluoride.
2. Naturally fluoridated water is found in only a few very small water supplies.
3. Fluoridation has been endorsed by the Department of Health as a “proven health measure” and as the single best community-based method for preventing tooth decay.
4. The Department of Health recommends: the use of fluoride tablets for children older than six months of age in areas where the water supply has less than 0.3 ppm fluoride; the use of fluoride toothpastes by all people; and that dentists and school dental nurses should consider topical fluoride treatments for individual patients.

Sources Letter from Peter B. V. Hunter, Department of Health, PO Box 5013, Wellington, New Zealand, dated 8 June 1987; Clinical Services Letter No. 222, Department of Health, Wellington, dated 14 September 1983.
See also
Norway
Population, 4.2 million

1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About 22,000 or 0.53 percent drink water with fluoride naturally between 0.50 and 0.74 ppm; 8,300 or 0.20 percent drink water with fluoride naturally between 0.74 and 1.99 ppm; and about 6,200 or 0.15 percent drink water with fluoride naturally at unfavorably high levels between 2 and 5 ppm.
3. For fluoridation to become possible, a resolution would have to be introduced in the Norwegian parliament. This has not happened. Currently, there is no political interest in fluoridation, primarily because of public resistance. On the other hand, Norwegian health authorities support fluoridation, in agreement with the World Health Organization.
4. The Public Dental Health Service has made widespread use of different fluoride vehicles such as tablets and rinses. In 1985, 70 percent of toothpastes sold contained fluoride. In most parts of the country, children receive fluoride tablets at no cost.

Source Letter from Ole W. Sandbekk, Assistant Deputy Director General, and Bente Traeen, Executive Officer, Directorate of Health, PO Box 8128 DEP, N-Oslo 1, Norway, dated 30 June 1987.

See also

Papua New Guinea
Population, 3.4 million

1. Only the people in Port Moresby (population approximately 250,000 or 7.4 percent) drink water with added fluoride.
2. There is very little information available on natural levels of fluoride in the water.
3. In 1965, the government passed legislation requiring fluoridation of public water supplies at the level of 0.8 ppm. Due to a shortage of qualified personnel, only the city of Port Moresby has been fluoridated.
4. Outside Port Moresby, dental workers are encouraged to provide fluoride tablets and topical treatments. Flouride toothpastes are promoted, but not fluoride in table salt.

Source Letter from Dr. Bais Gwale, Coordinator of Dental Health Services, Department of Health, PO Box 3991, Boroko, Papua New Guinea, dated 4 August 1987.

Philippines
Population, 58.25 million

1. About 8,300 or 0.014 percent of the population drink water with added fluoride. Only the United States military bases have fluoridation.
2. About 4.5 million or 7.72 percent drink water naturally containing fluoride at or above the level considered optimal for reducing tooth decay, which, in the Philippines, is 0.4 to 0.6 ppm.
3. The Fluoridation Law of 1963 authorized the fluoridation of public water supplies. In 1980, an installation to fluoridate metropolitan Manila was initiated, but it has not been completed due to political and financial difficulties. Small pilot projects were started in Limay, Bataan, and San Jose City, but were stopped for the same reasons.
4. The government promotes fluoride mouth rinsing every two weeks. Fluoride toothpastes are widely sold. The government has not yet
promoted fluoride tablets or fluoridated table salt. Topical fluoride treatments at rural dental clinics were too expensive in terms of staff and so were phased out.


**Poland**
Population, 37.5 million
1. Less than one million or 2.7 percent drink water with added fluoride.
2. About 200,000 to 300,000, or 0.5 to 0.8 percent, drink water naturally containing fluoride at a level equal to or greater than that considered optimal for reducing tooth decay.
3. The government supports fluoridation, but there are obstacles to it in particular provinces, some due to antifluoridationists.
4. The government promotes fluoride tablets, toothpastes, and topical treatments.

**Source** Letter from Prof. Dr. hab. Zbigniew Jacńzuk, Pomorska Akademia Medyczna, Stomatologii Zuchowawcezej, Al. Powstańców Wkp. 72, blok 18, 70-111 Szczecin, Poland, dated 31 July 1987.

**Portugal**
Population, 10.3 million
1. Only the small town of Montemor-o-Novo (population approximately 20,000 or 0.2 percent) drinks water with added fluoride.
3. The extension of fluoridation nationally is being studied.
4. Since November 1985, there has been a program of fluoride tablets for children of kindergarten age and regular periodic fluoride mouth rinses for pupils in elementary schools. In 1987, a national program of oral health education began which includes a recommendation to use fluoride toothpastes.


**Romania**
Population, 22.7 million
1. No water supplies contain added fluoride.
2. About 4.5 million or 20 percent drink water naturally containing an optimum fluoride level of more than 0.5 ppm.
3. The city of Tîrgu Mureș was fluoridated for over a decade from 1961, but this was terminated due to economic reasons.
4. Government authorities support the use of a number of fluoride vehicles. Fluoride toothpastes, mouth washes, and gels are for sale.

**Source** Letter from Dumitru Tănăsel, Director, Ministerul Sănătății, Str. Ilfov No. 6 – Sectoral VI, 70621, Section 5, Bucharest, Romania, dated 31 October 1987.

**Singapore**
Population, 2.6 million
1. Since 1958, all of the population drinks water with added fluoride.
2. None of the population drinks water with natural levels of fluoride.
3. The government supports fluoridation.
4. Other uses of fluoride are not promoted actively by the government. Fluoride toothpastes make up almost all of the market. Dentists are free to offer topical fluoride treatments.

**Source** Letter from Miss Tan Bee Lian, Public Relations Officer, Ministry of Health, 55 Cuppage Road, Cuppage Centre #09-00, Singapore 0922, dated 16 June 1987.
South Africa
Population, 23.2 million

1. No drinking waters contain added fluoride.
3. The Health Act, 1977, allows the Minister of Health to regulate for the introduction of fluoridation, but this has not yet happened. The Department of Health is currently investigating fluoridation due to increased interest in South Africa. Principles to be considered in drafting regulations include the following:
   • A local authority, responding to public opinion, must first assess fluoridation itself. Then, it can apply to the Department of National Health and Population Development for approval.
   • Having received an application from a local authority, the Department may permit fluoridation under specified conditions, but it will not be compulsory.
4. The government neither promotes nor discourages other fluoride vehicles. Fluoride toothpastes and tablets are available for purchase.


Sweden
Population, 8.4 million

1. No drinking waters contain added fluoride.
2. In 1977, about 750,000 or 9 percent drank water naturally containing 0.8 ppm fluoride or more.
3. The Water Fluoridation Act of 1962 made it possible for municipalities to seek permission for local fluoridation. Of the nine towns and several rural districts that were granted permission, none had yet implemented fluoridation before the Water Fluoridation Act was withdrawn in 1971. In 1977, a parliamentary committee, the Fluoride Commission, was appointed to consider the issue. The Fluoride Commission opposed legislation permitting fluoridation, on the grounds that tooth decay had declined due to other measures and further preventive effects could be obtained voluntarily. The Commission noted that many people believe fluoridation is an encroachment on the individual’s freedom of choice and noted that long-term environmental effects of fluoride are not well enough understood. The Minister of Health in 1985 declared that the government did not intend to raise the issue of fluoridation again.
4. Fluoride toothpastes with fluoride concentrations of less than 0.15 percent are available without prescription and constitute more than 80 percent of the market. Fluoride mouth rinses require a prescription if they contain more than 0.025 percent sodium fluoride. Fluoride tablets, which contain 0.25 mg fluoride, can be obtained only with a dentist’s prescription.

Sources
**Switzerland**
Population, 6.5 million

1. Only the people in Canton Basel-City (population about 200,000 or 3 percent) drink water with added fluoride.
2. There are only rare cases (2,000 to 3,000 people or 0.03 to 0.046 percent) where the drinking water naturally contains fluoride at 1 ppm or more.
3. Decisions about fluoridation are made by local authorities. There are two main reasons for decisions against water fluoridation in a number of cities: economic costs associated with fluoridating complex water supply systems; and the promise of salt fluoridation, in the light of the effectiveness of iodized salt.
4. Except in Canton Basel-City, table salt containing 0.025 percent fluoride is available for purchase. There is also unfluoridated table salt available. In 1982, fluoridated salt made up 72 percent of sales. Fluoride toothpastes (up to 0.15 percent) are available for purchase. Fluoride tablets (0.25 mg) and gels (1.0 to 1.3 percent) are sold only in pharmacies and drugstores.


**See also**


**Thailand**
Population, 48.85 million in 1982

1. No drinking water contains added fluoride.
2. About 3.95 million or 8.1 percent either live in an area containing fluoride deposits according to the Department of Mineral Resources, or drink water naturally containing fluoride at an optimum level or greater from 0.70 to 3.01 ppm.
3. The government currently has no policy on fluoridation.
4. The government provides fluoride mouth rinses (0.2 percent sodium fluoride) for all primary schools. It also requires every registered brand of toothpaste to contain fluoride (0.11 percent or less), and it produces fluoride tablets. Dentists individually may provide fluoride tablets, syrup, and topical treatments.

**Source** Letter from Tirdpong Jayanandana, Minister of Public Health, Devaves Palace, Bangkok, Thailand, dated 11 August 1987.

**Turkey**
Population, 51.8 million

1. No drinking waters contain added fluoride.
2. Of 66 provinces, 15 contain at least some water supplies with fluoride at a level of 1 ppm or greater.
3. No foods contain added fluoride. The Ministry of Health encourages the use of fluoride toothpastes. Dental treatment centers and dental health programs give topical fluoride treatments.

**Source** Letter from Yucel Ayasli, Counsellor, Turkish Embassy, 60 Mugga Way, Red Hill ACT 2603, Australia, dated 20 April 1987.
**Union of Soviet Socialist Republics**
Population, 275.6 million

1. About 41.34 million or 15 percent drink water with added fluoride, according to World Health Organization figures. Independent testing of water samples in Leningrad and Moscow suggests that fluoridation may be less pervasive or reliable than these figures indicate.

3. The Council of Ministers of the USSR authorized fluoridation throughout the country in 1964. Local decisions are made by the Chief State Sanitary Inspectors of Soviet Republics, taking into account a number of specific factors. The two most important indicators of the need for fluoridation are a fluoride level of less than 0.5 ppm and a high level of tooth decay in children.

**Sources**


Table 1 in *Ibid:* 5.

**United Kingdom**
Population, 56.5 million

1. Approximately 5 million or 9 percent drink water with added fluoride.

2. Approximately half a million or 0.9 percent drink water naturally containing fluoride near 1 ppm.

3. The government supports fluoridation, believing it to be safe and effective. Nevertheless, the government is also aware of public concern about fluoridation and, as a result, believes that decisions should be taken at a local level rather than nationally. The Water (Fluoridation) Act, which came into effect in 1985, requires local health authorities to undertake extensive public consultations prior to any decision to implement fluoridation.

4. The government supports the use of fluoride toothpastes and, in unfluoridated areas, fluoride tablets and gels. Fluoride in table salt is not supported.

**Sources**

See also


**United States**
Population, 243 million in 1985

1. Approximately 121 million or 50 percent drink water with added fluoride.

2. Approximately 9 million of the 212 million served by public water supplies drink water whose natural fluoride content is at optimal or higher levels.

3. The federal government actively promotes fluoridation, encouraging all communities to adopt it. Decisions are made by local governments. Some states have laws requiring local fluoridation.

4. Fluoride tablets are distributed through school programs and dental clinics. School
water fluoridation is encouraged where community water supplies are not fluoridated. Fluoride toothpastes, mouthwashes, gels, and bottled water are widely available. Topical fluoride treatments by dentists are available at the dentist's discretion, and there are government-supported programs of topical treatments in schools.

Sources

See also

Zimbabwe
Population, 9.0 million

1. No drinking water contains added fluoride.
2. Projections indicate that perhaps 362,000 or 4.0 percent drink water with natural fluoride equal to or above the optimal level.
3. The government supports fluoridation. Local authorities have responsibility for implementation.
4. The government promotes several fluoride vehicles, aided by the dental association and fluoride toothpaste companies.


Miscellaneous

In addition to European countries already listed, the World Health Organization, in Experience on Water Fluoridation in Europe, Copenhagen: World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 1987, gives the following figures on page 5 for the fraction of the population in Europe served by fluoridated drinking water. No sources are given for this data.

- Albania, population 3.0 million, 0 percent
- Bulgaria, population 9.0 million, 0 percent
- Hungary, population 10.6 million, 0 percent
- Italy, population 57.3 million, 0 percent
- Spain, population 38.9 million, 0 percent

Information sought but not received

Letters were sent to health departments with a detailed address in the following countries, with no reply: Bulgaria, Burma, France, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, USSR, United States, and Yugoslavia. Letters were sent to the Australian embassies of the following countries, with no reply: Bangladesh, People’s Republic of China, Cyprus, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Mexico, Peru, Spain, Uruguay, Vietnam, and Zambia. The embassies of Argentina, German Democratic Republic, and Kenya replied saying they had requested information from relevant authorities, but no information was received. Letters were also sent to “The Department of Health” in the capital cities of the following countries, with no reply: Albania, Hungary, North Korea, and Uganda.